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2.ABSTRACT 

For this research a content analysis was conducted on semi-structured 

interviews with looked after young men to explore their understanding of 

health and emotional well-being, their perception of support available for 

them during the transition from leaving Looked-After Care Services, and 

their knowledge of local services accessible to young men aged 15-21 in. 

Bedfordshire when working towards independence. 

The focus of the research was centred on masculinity and the transitional 

period of adolescence referred to as the 'threshold stage', a time when a 

young person may feel lonely and emotionally Ul')supported due to the 

conflicting expectations about their needs for both independence and 

attachment. An overview of relevant public health and local authority 

polices that inform the study is provided in the introduction with a 

literature review highlighting previous research, emphasising the need to 

develop and tailor interventions according to the views and experiences 

of young men. 

The overall message from both the young men and professionals were 

about the difficulties of providing consistent support against the barriers of 

masculinity and not wanting to be seen reaching out for help. A number of 

suggestions have been drawn out from the data and presented in the 

conclusions. 

KEY WORDS: Adolescence; Looked-After Children; Masculinity; 
Emotional Well-being; Inequalities 

TOTAL WORDS: 18,548 
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3. INTRODUCTION 
In a Primary Care Trust (PCT} serving a 100,000 total population, 

approximately 160 children would be expected to experience being 

looked after in a year (DH, 2002). The key to reducing health inequalities 

for this vulnerable group will be ensuring that attention is made to their 

environmental factors as well as their physical, emotional and mental 

health needs. Under the Children Act (HMSO, 1948) and amended 

legislation (HMSO, 2000}, PCT's and Strategic Health Authorities (StHAs} 

have a duty to comply with requests from the Council with Social Services 

Responsibilities (CSSR) to help them to provide such support to children 

and young people in need. 

PCT's are required to ensure that they participate in local inter-agency 

planning through contributing to the local strategic plan (HMSO, 2000}. 

To support Bedfordshire PCT's contribution to local strategic planning for 

young men leaving care, this study aims to examine local arrangements 

to promote the particular health and emotional well-being needs of looked 

after young men. To be successful in improving health outcomes for this 

vulnerable population of young men leaving care any guidance, structure 

or plans must have as its central focus a partnership process, which 

builds on the views and priorities of the young men themselves (DH, 

2002}. 

There is a need for research, which will contribute towards a positive and 

healthy transition for young men leaving care. By consulting with local 

young men aged 15-21, who are currently preparing for their transition for 

leaving care services the aim of this research was to explore the impact 

of local authorities Pathway Plans (HMSO, 2000) to independence and 

also to identify ways of improving the health and well-being of this 

vulnerable group (DH, 2002). Thus leading to services delivering 

information and advice in a way that is consistent with young men's views 

of themselves and of the world in which they live. 

6 
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What follows is an overview of relevant public health and local authority 

polices that inform the study with a literature review highlighting previous 

research, emphasising the need to develop and tailor interventions 

according to the views and experiences of young men. 

3.1 Health and Looked After Young People 

Breaking the Cycle (OPDM, 2004) recognised that young people's lives 

change rapidly and drastically between the ages of 16-25. The average 

age for leaving home for young people in the population as a whole is 22 

(OPDM, 2005). Yet every year 4,900 young people leave care when they 

are 16 and 17 (DH, 2002). Many of these young people struggle to cope 

with independence at such a young age. During the transition to 

independence there is often a greater need for services and advice as the 

decisions young people make during this time - particularly on health, 

education and work - can affect the rest of their lives. 

3.1.1 Wider determinants of Health 

Health inequalities are defined as differences in health experience and 

health outcomes between different population groups. The wider the gap 

between these groups the poorer the health outcomes will be. Health 

inequalities are deemed unnecessary and avoidable but, in addition, are 

also considered unfair and unjust particular for looked after young people 

(Beaglehole & Bonita, 1997; DH, 2002, 2003). The key to reducing health 

inequalities for young people in care will be knowing the pattern of 

inequalities locally, ensuring that the targeting of services is informed by 

need and monitoring the impact of interventions on future inequalities 

(DH, 2003). 

Poverty is a particular concern for public health and young people in care. 

Youth poverty, for example has been reported to exacerbate the risk 

behaviours of looked after young people (Huston, 1991; Lerner, 1993; 

Lerner et al, 1999), resulting in early school failure, unemployability and 

long-term welfare dependency (Schorr, 1988, 1991; Mclloyd & Wilson, 

1991). Up to 70% of young people in foster care and over 80% in 

7 
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residential care leave school early with no qualifications (ODPM, 2004). 

Reducing health inequalities for care leavers is a priority for the 

government with the relationship between individuals and their social 

context needing to be more fully understood (DH, 2003). 

3.1.2 Mental Health 

When looking at improving health opportunities for looked after young 

men, it is vital that their emotional well-being is taken into consideration. 

These young men will often experience low self-esteem as a result of 

disruption, poverty and emotional/physical deprivation. Those leaving 

care need to be able to access appropriate services. There is a risk that 

these young men can fall between child and adult health services 

resulting in exacerbated inequalities, poor mental health and challenging 

behaviour leading to isolation and feelings of suicide (DfES, 2007). 

Nationally, since the early 1970's the number of young adults committing 

suicide has doubled and, in 1998, suicide accounted for a fifth of all 

young males deaths (OH, 2002a; Brock & Griffiths, 2003). A key target of 

Our Healthier Nation (DH, 1999b) was to reduce the number of suicides 

by at least one fifth by the year 2010. To address this concern of rising 

suicide incidents in young men, a National Suicide Prevention Strategy 

for England (DH, 2002a) was launched. The strategy highlighted that 

there are various approaches including mental health promotion for 

preventing suicide incidents with groups of young men, such as those 

leaving care (DH, 1999; DH, 2001a). 

3.2 Mental Health Promotion 

The key aim of Standard One for the National Service Framework (NSF) 

for Mente!/ Health is to promote mental health for all, working with 

individuals and communities (OH, 1999: p7). Six year's on from the 

National Service Framework (NSF) for Mental Health (DH, 1999), we 

have seen great strides in the development of general mental health 

promotion strategies (Standard One). The recent public health white 

paper Choosing Health (DH, 2004) makes it clear that the government 
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remains committed to ensuring that Standard One of the Mental Health 

NSF is fully implemented, and Chapter 3 on 'Children and Young People 

- starting on the right path' makes explicit its aim to "support all children 

and young people to attain good physical and mental health" (DH, 2004: 

pg 40). 

In addition, Every Child Matters (DfES, 2004} introduces the importance 

of the well-being for children and young people from birth to age 19. To 

date the outcomes achieved for looked-after children within this 

programme have been unacceptably poor, and the government is 

committed to addressing this disparity (DH, 1999a; DfES, 2004 ). Looked

after children are one of the most vulnerable groups in society (DH, 

1999a). To begin to address this over the next few years, every local 

authority will be working with its partners to find out what works best by 

listening to the views of children and young people themselves (OH, 

1999a; Bedfordshire County Council, 2005). 

3.3 Risk and Protective Factors for Mental Health Promotion 

When working towards health promotion of any target group, the risk and 

protective factors need to be acknowledged. These factors are grouped 

under five main headings of 1} I ndividual factors; 2) Family factors; 3) 

School context; 4) Life events and Situations; plus 5) Community and 

Cultural factors (OH, 2001a). The greatest risk for young men in care will 

be their family situation. This may include having a single parent, in 

addition to a set of potentially damaging circumstances related to family 

structures, family discord, family size, quality of parenting and parental 

lifestyles (OH, 2001 a). 

If a young person has only one risk factor in their life, their probability of 

developing a mental health problem has been defined as being 1-2%. 

However, risk factors are cumulative. For many looked-after young men 

there is a high probability of them having three or more risk factors in their 

life which is thought to increase the likelihood of mental health problems 

to 8% and with four or more risk factors in their life the likelihood of the 
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young person developing a mental health problem is increased by 20% 

(The Mental Health Foundation, 1999). 

With the urgent public health priority of suicide prevention for young men 

(DH, 2002a) and improving the support for young people when leaving 

Looked-After Children Services (DH, 1999a; DfES, 2004, 2006; 

Bedfordshire County Council, 2005, 2006), this study explores the 

support available for young men leaving care in Bedfordshire. From the 

viewpoint of public health and mental health promotion, this particular 

group of young men have an increased chance of experiencing 

cumulative risk factors resulting in poor health and emotional well-being, 

(DH, 2001; DH, 2003). 

3.4 Male Thresholders 

As highlighted, the target population for this study was looked-after young 

men in Bedfordshire aged between 15-21 years, a time when generally a 

young person will fluctuate between adolescence and adulthood (ODPM, 

2004, 2005). The aim of this study was on how young men themselves 

and those supporting them can help increase their health and emotional 

wel l-being during the transition to independence (DH, 1999a; HMSO, 

2000, Bedfordshire County Council , 2005). To begin to address this it is 

important to explore what does positive mental health entail for young 

men in general. 

According to the Men's Health Forum: 

"Good male health is a state of physical, mental and social well

being that enables individual boys and men, and the male population as a 

whole, to meet the demands of everyday life and to realise their 

aspirations and biological potential" (Men'es Health Forum, 2002: p4.) 

This portrays the ultimate state of health a young man could wish to 

achieve. However, does the current social climate support young men in 

achieving optimum health? Young men today are facing a series of 
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social pressures (ODPM, 2004). Between 1 959 and 1 999 there was a 1 5  

per cent drop in the number of men in employment (ODPM, 2005). With 

growing evidence that unemployment has an impact on physical and 

mental health (Royal Col lege of Psych iatrists, 1 997), how will this affect 

these you ng men's chances of real ising their aspirations? Added to 

these pressures is the breakdown of traditional gender roles and the 

concept of the 'new man' ,  which can have significant implications for 

young men leaving care services . 

They can enter independence feeling uncertain of what is expected of 

them particularly i n  terms of significant relationships. As highl ighted , 

between 1 5-2 1 can be a time when young men leaving care may feel 

lonely and emotionally unsupported . They can experience confl icting 

expectations about their needs for both independence and attachment. A 

term which psychologist Terri Apter (2001  ) refers to as the 'threshold 

phase'. Apter (2001  ) argues that it is a myth that young people can only 

prove themselves by showing that they do not need or want anyone to 

help them. In fact, 'th resholders' who feel connected to others are much 

better at deal ing with stress and loneliness and/or employment setbacks 

than are those who isolate themselves from support that could be on offer 

to them. 

This can be particu larly problematic for young men leaving care services, 

who may not have developed strong support network. Interl inked with this 

can be the notion of mascul in ity, which can compound many of these 

young men's reluctance to seek help because support from others is 

widely interpreted as a sign of weakness in society (Davidson & Lloyd, 

1 997; Apter, 2001  ) . Hence, when looking at ways to promote young 

men's emotional well-being for this study, two important aspects are 

needed to be taken into consideration, adolescent development and 

understanding mascu l in ity. 
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3.5 Social Support 

Not only do we have to take into consideration the difficulties around 

adolescence and masculinity, today's young people are also growing up 

amid decreasing social capital (Coleman, 1990). The connections of 

friendship, reliance and trust are so valuable to society that pol itical 

scientists call them social capital because they indicate the net worth of a 

society (Shah & Marks, 2004 ). As shown, young men leaving care are 

increasingly less likely to have a stable and substantial network of family 

and friends (DH, 1999a). This adds to the real danger that young men 

leaving care will become more and more isolated. 

3.6 Transition to Independence 

In response to the Children's Safeguards Review the government has 

announced new arrangements to increase protective factors and reduce 

risk factors, which will assist with the transition of young people leaving 

care services (DfES, 2007). Prior arrangements include a Personal 

Advisor (PA) assessing the needs of young people before they leave care 

and work in conjunction with the young person to develop a Pathway Plan 

to assist them with their transition to independence (OH, 1999a; HMSO, 

2000; DH, 2002; Stein, 2004; Bedfordshire County Council, 2005;  Broad, 

2005). 

Pathway Plans are required to build upon health needs assessments 

carried out with the young person to promote a healthy lifestyle (DH, 

1997a; Stein & Wade, 2000). The content of the Pathway Plan includes 

personal support; education and training; accommodation; employment; 

financial support; family and social relationships; practical and other skills; 

health needs; contingency planning, of which all play their part in 

reducing health inequalities for this vulnerable group of young people and 

hopefully aiding a more positive and successful transition into 

independence. 

1 2  
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3.7 Local Policies 

As we can begin to see, there is a real need for local authorities, as 

'corporate parents' to provide a social context that promotes the welfare 

and well-being of all young people who are looked after. To assist the 

transition of young people leaving care services local policies have been 

produced with the aim of increasing protective factors and reducing risk 

factors for health and emotional well-being. The emphasis on partnership 

working between Bedfordshire PCT and local authorities will be key to 

reducing health inequalities for looked-after children and young people. 

A Joint Protocol on the Health of Children Looked After in Bedfordshire 

and Luton, was produced by Bedfordshire County Council, Bedfordshire 

PCT and Luton Borough Council (2002) with the aim to achieve an 

optimum level of health and development for all children and young 

people in care for whom it is responsible. Within the protocol a 

designated paediatrician and Looked-After Children's Nurse has been 

identified to help carry out health assessments and plans. This protocol 

whilst written separately, creates a link to the Bedfordshire County 

Council Leaving Care Policy, which sets a clear pathway for young 

people moving to independence, including the process for Needs 

Assessment and Pathway Planning (Bedfordshire County Council, 2005). 

To support care leavers, the Protocol and Procedure for Rehousing 

Young People Leaving Care in Bedford has been produced by the 

Leaving Care Team, in partnership with Bedford Borough Council 

(Bedford Borough Council & Bedfordshire Social Services, 2007). 

Objectives are set out in this protocol about how housing services and the 

Leaving Care T earn will work together to support the young person 

leaving care into independent or supported accommodation. In addition 

the Council has also written a Financial Policy (Bedfordshire County 

Council, 2007), which clearly outlines the allowance entitlements for 

young people accessing the Leaving Care Team. 
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Local authorities recognise that to enhance the transition from care there 

is a need for a training programme to support the strateg ic framework that 

local policies offer. In line with the Fostering Services: National Minimum 

Standards (DH, 2002c) a training programme has been developed, by 

Bedfordshire County Council for all existing, current and prospective 

foster carers , adopters and their families. Within the Induction 

Programme is a module on health, with the opportunity to attend an 

optional training session on Managing the Transition To Independence 

For Young People Leaving Care (Bedfordshire County Council, 2007a: 

p.28). 

Finally, in 2005 the Children and Young People Strategic Partnership was 

also launched, which provides a forum for a key set of agencies within 

Bedfordshire, including the local PCT to plan support for local children 

and young people. This has resulted in the Bedfordshire Children and 

Young People's Plan (2006) being produced, highlighting priorities to 

promote healthy lifestyles by providing more effective and accessible 

information, advice and services to children, young people and parents. 

One of the partnerships key priorities is to ensure that all agencies see 

the involvement of hard to reach children and young people as an integral 

part of service planning and delivery. 

3.8 Local Needs 

In addition to reviewing local policies it is important to look at the current 

picture for young people leaving care? The Children and Young People's 

Plan (Bedfordshire County Council, 2006) reports that young people 

leaving care in Bedfordshire are particularly vulnerable and are more 

likely not to be in education, employment or training at age 19 (DH, 2001; 

DH, 2003; Bedfordshire County Council, 2006). 7.2% of 16-18 year aids 

locally are not in education, employment or training. This was reported 

as high in comparison to 3.3% of those unemployed in the over 25 

population in Bedfordshire (Bedfordshire County Council, 2006). 
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Whilst the level of youth unemployment has decreased since 2002 it is 

still higher than the general adult population highlighting that local 

authorities need to support and provide opportunities for education ,  

employment and train ing fo r  these vulnerable young people (Bedfordshire 

County Council , 2006) .  The plan also highlighted that there is a lack of 

supported housing within Bedfordsh ire for disadvantaged young people , 

which included care leavers. As previously discussed , all of these wider 

determinants of health will have a significant impact on the young 

person's health and emotional wel l-being . 

3.9 Research Proposal 

The main aim of this study is to provide a voice for young men leaving 

care, to share their views on local support available for them and to 

recommend in itiatives that could help improve their health and emotional 

well-being and reduce health inequalities during their transition to 

independence, with reference to the government policy priorities (OH, 

1 999, 1 999a, 1 999b,s2001 ,s2001 a,s2002a,s2003,s2004;sDfES ,s2004, 

2007) and previous research (Davidson & Lloyd, 1 997; Apter,2001 ;  Office 

Deputy Prime Minister, 2004; Bedfordshire County Council, 2006) .  

Unless there is a dedicated effort to listen to young men's experiences as 

service users and to seek their views about the kinds of health and 

emotional well-being services they would like to see, PCTs and local 

authorities could continue to develop services that maybe under-util ised 

and ineffective.  Whilst many policies exist local ly to assist young people 

leaving care it is important to strengthen our understanding of how looked 

after young men currently view the accessibility and acceptability of such 

support available for them during this important transition (Bedfordshire 

County Council, Bedfordshire PCT & Luton Borough Council , 2002 ; 

Bedfordshire County Council , 2005, 2006, 2007, 2007a) .  

1 5  
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3.9.1 Research Aims 

• To identify the current system of support (Pathway Plan) for when 

the young male leaves care services compared to the support 

young men 'perceive' is available to them within this transition 

• To identify young men's gendered attitudes to seeking help when 

in this transitional phase of leaving care - the 'threshold stage' 

(Apter, 2001 ) 

• To identify what currently works and any gaps between service 

provision and perceived support 

• To recommend accessible and acceptable ways to strengthen 

health and emotional well-being when crossing the threshold for 

young men aged between 1 5-21 years. 

3.9.2 Research Objectives 
• To inform the development and implementation of improved 

services for young men leaving Looked-After Children Services 

within Bedfordshire. 

3.9.3 Identification of the Literature 

For this study, government policy documents relating to the topic area 

were reviewed. Key areas for inclusion were those relating to looked

after young people, mental health promotion ,  health inequalities and 

public health. Policy documents and reports produced by voluntary 

sector organisations working in these key fields were also reviewed. 

Other literature was identified through using the internet. The search 

engines www.google.co.uk and www.google-scholar.co.uk were used to 

generate an initial overview of material available. The keywords used 

were adolescence, looked-after young people, masculinity, emotional 

well-being, mental health promotion and inequalities. Specific databases 

searched were Psychinfo, Medline, Social Care on-line, Metafind, 

SoclNDEX, Academic Search Elite and The Public Health Electronic 

Library, with the same key words. 
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3.1 0 Literature Review 

Research exploring the views of the transition to independence for young 

men leaving care is at an early stage of development. For this study i t  

was important for the researcher to not automatica l ly  assume leaving 

care was the dominant factor. If being in ca re was the d istinguishing 

factor of homogeneity, then there could be a tendency for th is to become 

the major issue.  In  addition to being looked-after, other key areas that 

will be included in this l iterature review will be adolescent development, 

gendered identity and the social context looked after young men are 

embedded within. 

3. 10. 1 Adolescent Development 

Adolescence marks a real transition from the dependency of childhood to 

the relative independence of adulthood (Carlson & Buskist, 1 997; 

Schulenber et al, 1999; Apter, 2001;  Gross, 2005). Developmental 

psychologist, Erikson (1s968) saw adolescence as one in a series of 

stages, which span the individual's whole l ifetime, from infancy to old age, 

with psychological development occurring through the resolution of basic 

psychological conflicts, with each stage bu i lding on the successful 

resolution of conflicts in previous stages. Erikson (1968) argued that the 

primary crisis faced by adolescents was identity versus role confusion. If 

young people are able to develop plans for accomplishing a career and 

personal goals alongside decide wh ich social groups they belong to, they 

have formed a personal identity. 

Failure to form an identity leaves a young person confused about his or 

her own role  in life . When reviewing Erikson's (1968) theory we need to 

consider what the implications wil l be for looked-after young men whose 

life experiences may have led to not being able to attain educational 

achievements or successful ly find employment and therefore find ing a 

role in life? How motivated wil l  these young men feel when they may 

have low self-esteem or self-worth to want to aspire to personal goals? 

With a constantly shifting background of people in and out of their l ives 
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how easy is  it to maintai n  a social  group to belong to and create a 

personal identity? 

The social context in which looked after young men are growing-up in wil l 

have a significant impact on them achieving an identity and may possibly 

contribute to role confusion . In add ition, Erikson (1 968) suggested that if 

the increasing role demand of adolescence placed too great a stress on 

the ind ividual ,  then identity d iffusion would result. This means that the 

individual would become confused about who they were, in view of all the 

d ifferent roles which they seemed to be acting out. Again ,  what are the 

impl ications of this for you ng men leaving care, who are handed over the 

enforced responsibi l ity of adulthood at an age when they may not be 

emotional ly mature enough for such d iverse responsibi l ities? 

Compared to Erikson's (1 968) developmental theory of self-identity, 

Coleman ( 1 974) put forward the focal theory of adolescence. This theory 

viewed adolescence as i nvolvi ng a broad range of tasks. Each task 

represents a chal lenge for the ind ividual and requires the young person to 

make new adjustments. The focal theory proposes that, an individual 

does not pass through adolescence in  set stages, as put forward by 

Eri kson ( 1 968), rather attention becomes focused on d ifferent aspects of 

changes occurring at d ifferent times. Adolescence inciudes multip le 

transitions involving education , training, employment, u nemployment as 

wel l  as transitions from one set of circumstances to another (Coleman & 

Roker, 1 998). Once one set of issues is resolved , they recede i nto the 

background and other issues become prominent .  

Unl ike Erikson's ( 1 968) theory outl in ing set stages of development, 

Coleman ( 1 974) suggested that most adolescents wi l l  not be faced with 

all their adjustments at the same time, and so therefore will keep some 

areas of thei r l ife relatively stable at any given time. This gives them a 

secu re basis for tackling the tests presented by the other challenges of 

adolescence. According to this theory, problems most l ikely to occur 

would be in  those young people who are faced with a number of d ifferent 

18  



any part of their l ife i .e . ,  young people leaving care. From this 

perspective Coleman ( 1 974) supported Erikson ( 1 968) theory that 

i ncreasing role  demands wou ld lead to role confusion for the young 

person .  

Reflecting on  role confusion and  the social contexts for young people of 

today, N ightingale and Wolverton ( 1 993) conducted research exploring 

adolescent roles i n  modern society. They argued that extended 

economic independence on parents and exclusion from valued economic 

and social roles are a lienating young people in today's society 

(Nightingale & Wolverton,  1 993). For example, not being ale to develop 

an  identity related to employment status could lead to role confusion for 

the young person .  I n  turn this could generate frustration leading to a 

preoccupation with the superficia l symbols of adulthood such as a lcohol 

use, sex and material goods, and possibly lead to health-risk behaviours 

such as drug use,  unprotected sexual activity and del inquency (Jessor, 

1 993). 

Taken i nto cons ideration both Coleman's ( 1 974) and Erikson's ( 1 968) 

theories we can beg in to appreciate that for young people in general ,  an  

important developmental transition takes places from being an adolescent 

into becoming an  adult. However, for many young men leaving care, th is 

transition i s  compounding by another transition, that of leaving the care 

system itself, at a time when most are not emotionally ready for such 

responsibi l ity (Broad, 2005). Both transitions taking place simultaneously 

for a young person , who has experienced adversity in a system of 

continuing changes, can lead to d isastrous effects on their health and 

emotional well-being (Nightingale & Wolverton,  1 993; Jessor, 1 993; 

Wade, 2003) 

In support of Coleman's focal theory, Scholfield (2006) argues that to 

foster hope and confidence to cope with these transitions looked after 

young men wi l l  need to experience themselves, as having the resources 
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to deal with such challenges . If their internal resources of hope and 

confidence currently do not exist, these young men will need access to 

significant others and external resources offering them consistent support 

to successfully overcome these important transitions into adulthood and 

independence (Schofield, 2006). Social groups, drop-ins, guidance on 

social and relationship skills and links with youth and leisure facilities 

have all been highlighted by research conducted by Wade (2003) as 

important ways of helping looked after young people strengthen hope and 

confidence during their transition of leaving care. 

3.10.2 Gendered Identity 

With the biological, cognitive, emotional and social changes that occur 

during the period of adolescence, it is reasonable to suggest that this is 

also a primary transition point during which gendered behaviours may be 

enacted, questioned, changed or solidified. Maccoby (1999) proposed 

that, "gender identity meant that one is either a male or a female person, 

with the incorporation of this understanding into the concept of the self' 

(Maccoby, 1999: p. 349). Hence, gender can be a label used to indicate 

characteristics believed to be learned and acquired by males or females 

as a result of social experiences (Maccoby, 1999; Galambos, 2004). 

Hill & Lynch (1983) argued that with the onset of puberty, boys and girls 

experience an intensification of gender-related expectations. With 

regards to looked after young men, if they can identify themselves with a 

group, they will share its values and its goals, and possibly feel pride in its 

functions and accomplishments. Huston (1983) went as far as 

suggesting that there is more pressure on young males to engage in 

behaviour consistent with their gender role. This gender intensification 

makes any deviation from the expected traditional masculine norm more 

salient and it is more severely judged (Lobel et al, 1993; Lobel, 1994 ), 

thereby highlighting the importance of peers, with approval and social 

acceptance increasing during adolescence (Berndt, 1979; Berndt & 

Keefe, 1995; Constanzo & Shaw, 1996; Vitaro et al, 1997). 
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The impact of gender intensification can be seen in Watts & Borders 

(2005) study explori ng gender role  conflict in  adolescent males which 

h igh l ighted that the young men interviewed felt they received strong 

socialisation messages about what it means to be a man from a young 

age and were already struggling to understand themselves as males. 

School ,  parents, the media  and others i nformed them of what it meant to 

be 'grown u p' .  As men, the desire to do good work, hold a respected 

position ,  or earn good money fol lowed from learning as boys that it was 

important to get ahead (Watts & Borders, 2005). With the h igh probabil ity 

of leaving ca re without qual ifications and being unemployed what does 

th is mean  for looked-after young men and the development of their 

gendered identity? 

Social Learn ing Theorists would argue that for looked after young men 

the acceptance from their peers would be tremendously important to fi l l  in 

the possible gaps of the young person's information about their role as a 

male (Bandura & Walters, 1 963; M ischel , 1 966; Bandura, 1 986). From 

the perspective of gender being social ly constructed , Levy (1 989) argued 

that duri ng th is process many young men are told what they should not 

do rather than what they should do. The classic example being "big boys 

don't cry" (Levy, 1 989: p . 1 2). Lynn ( 1 959, 1 984) further contended that 

the consequences of this narrow view of mascu l in ity cou ld result in male 

peer groups encouraging the belief that aggression and toughness are 

virtues. 

Physical development wil l often become an important basis for young 

people to make comparisons between themselves and other adolescents. 

Gross ( 1 99 1 ) h ighl ighted that a number of studies all showed that a large 

or strong stature is a central part of the male's· ideal bod i ly self (Gross, 

1 99 1 ;  Shucksmith & Hendry, 1 998; Whitney-Thomas & Moloney, 2001 ; 

Loh & Wragg, 2004; Gross, 2005) and suggested that as far as a sense 

of identity is  concerned, the optimum time to achieve this is  duri ng 

adolescence (Gross, 1 991 , 2005). Young males sense social expectation 

to be strong and to perform athletic and other physical feats. However, 
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this emphasis on comparing healthy looks will not always reflect healthy 

gendered behaviour (see Nightingale & Wolverton, 1 993; Jessor, 1 993; 

Wade, 2003). 

Accordi ng to Copenhaver & Eilser ( 1 996) mascul ine gender roles can 

lead to the portrayal of you ng men wanting to appear physical ly strong 

and powerful at all times which can be reinforced by social messages of 

not showing signs of weakness including seeking help. Adolescents who 

rely on the peer group for their main support are particularly vulnerable to 

peer pressure to engage in  problem behaviou rs such as smoking, 

d ri nking a lcohol and using i l legal drugs (Sheppard et al, 1 985; Noller & 

Cal lan, 1 99 1 ). Taking this into consideration , from the perspective of 

looked after young men relationships with their peers wi l l  therefore be 

crucial to thei r  development of health-related behaviours (Shucksmith & 

Hendry, 1 998). For looked after young men, u nsupervised time with 

peers cou ld i ncrease the l ikelihood of them engaging i n  a range of 

unhealthy behaviours to combat feel ings of isolation and lonel iness. 

Shucksmith & Hendry ( 1 998) suggested that d ramatic physical and 

psychological changes seriously affect aspects of identity, and represent a 

considerable challenge i n  adaptation for even the most well-adjusted young 

person. We can clearly see that it is just at the time of most rapid physical 

change that a ppearance is of critical importance for the ind ividual , both for 

self-esteem as well as for popularity, and this is  powerful ly reinforced by media 

images of cultural values of beauty and fitness. At this t ime in  their l ives when 

looked after young men wi l l  be most infl uenced by their appearance and their 

peers thi s  could be an  important opportun ity for PCTs and local authorities to 

provide health and emotional wel l-being initiatives to help improve crucial 

protective factors in the transition to independence (Usmiana & Dani luk, 1 977; 

Loh & Wragg, 2004) .  

3. 1 0.3 Social Context 

We can begin  to appreciate that the complex context in  which these 

young men are brought up  in will play an enormous role in their gendered 
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identity. Within these social contexts there will be a need to explore the 

role of parents for looked after you ng men? The Men's Hea lth Forum 

(2006) argued that with regards to parenting and gendered identity there 

is good evidence that where fathers are actively engaged in the process 

of supporting and nurturing boys, those boys wil l grow up with a greater 

l ikel ihood of enjoying a happy and reward ing l ife. Boys who have 

supportive fathers are more l i kely to do wel l  in school, have higher self

esteem and are less l i kely to get involved in petty crime (The Men's 

Health Forum, 2006). 

For many looked-after you ng men they wil l not have had the experience 

of a supportive father being involved in their up bringing . This may be 

further compounded by the support provided by the Leaving Care Team, 

which more often than not consists of mainly female employees. We 

need to question what affect does the 'corporate parent' have on looked 

after young men? Can the lack of male support and role  models skew 

views of what it is to be a young man and exacerbate mascu l ine 

characteristics of being physically strong, powerfu l ,  dominant and 

competitive (Anson et al, 1 993). Could the rel iance on peers for their 

identity result in resistance to receiving support from the 'corporate 

parent' who could help the you ng male to foster healthy gendered 

behaviour? 

The family, as  a whole has been identified as the most immediate and 

significant socialisation i nfluence on a young person thereby holding the 

primary route to psychosocia l  maturity (Lamborn & Steinberg, 1 993; Allen et 

al, 1 994; Glambos & Ehrenbergm, 1 999). Stein (2004) strongly argued that 

with regards to looked after young people, the consequences of movement 

and disruption between family l ife and the care system can result in them 

being emotional ly polarised between dependence and independence .  

Thinking back to Erikson ( 1 968) theory of development, th is emotional 

polarisation wi l l  be an additional risk factor for the looked after young man to 

deal with when trying to seek an  identity, as it wi l l  suppress developmental 

growth from adolescence i nto adulthood. 
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Coleman ( 1 97 4) acknowledged that if these young people are not helped to 

resolve the emotional confl ict between continu ing dependence on the family 

and the demands and privi leges of independence then they wil l  encounter 

d ifficulties in many areas of their l ives. The additional d ifficu lties for many 

young men in  care to make al l iances with helpful adults a re l ikely to put them 

at a d isadvantage when they are trying to make their way in the world as 

young adu lts (Davidson & Lloyd , 1 997; Apter, 200 1 ) . Stei n  (2004) suggested 

that this unresolved conflict leads to many young men having considerable 

d ifficulty asking for help, resulting in  either the looked after young man only 

being able to fend for h imself or else repeatedly subverting his own efforts to 

cope and make satisfying relationships. 

If the fami ly is the most important socialisation influence in a young person's 

l ife, how do local authorities and the fami l ies of looked after young men 

provide a cons istent and stable structure for them to move towards adulthood 

and independence successful ly when these young men are embedded in the 

context of movement and disruption (Biehal et al, 1 995; Jackson, 2002; Barn 

et al, 2005; Ste in ,  2005)? Nationally, the National Minimum Standards for 

Fostering Services (DH ,  2002c) will help guide local authorities in provid ing a 

benchmark of support and tra in ing for carers and staff in  ensu ring that as 

'corporate parents' they are provid ing the best possible care to looked after 

chi ldren and you ng people. Locally pol icies such as the Children's and Young 

People's Plan (Bedfordshire County Counci l ,  2006) and Leaving Care Policy 

(Bedfordshi re County Counci l ,  2005) wil l also contribute towards providing a 

supportive system of care. 

Communication of these policy pathways will be critical to the development of 

positive relationships for looked after young men, their immed iate famil ies and 

the care system.  Wade (2003) highl ighted that helping looked after young 

people move i nto independence and reducing social isolation requ i red 

consistency from those provid ing support to them. Whilst local pol icies exist to 

strengthen this ideal of consistent support, as previously h ighl ighted , many 

adolescents who are looked after have considerable d ifficulties in using other 

people's help (Nol ler & Callan, 1 99 1 ; Stein ,  2004 ). These d ifficulties can be 
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further jeopardised by the gendered identity of young men in care, as resisting 

help can be interpreted as being independent and therefore 'big and strong' 

(Davidson & Lloyd, 1997). 

Of course PCT's and local authorities can never provide systems, which 

properly replace lifelong commitment of good parenting. What it can do, 

however, is go much .further towards recognising that the transition into 

independence is a complex psychosocial process and that being a care leaver 

is forever. I t  does not end at the age of e ighteen, a time when many are 

embarking on such a transition. Havighurst ( 1948, 1972) argued that societal 

arrangements and local conditions help shape young people's experiences 

and the course of their development. We need to begin questioning how the 

care system itself, as 'corporate parent' can affect the health risks to which 

young people are exposed before and during adolescence, as well as provide 

protective factors that may shield these vulnerable young people from such 

risks and help strengthen their self-identity in preparation for leaving care. 

One such protective factor for strengthening self-identity that may offer 

support for young people leaving care is mentoring (Rutter, 1987; Rutter 

et al, 1998; Stein, 2004; Clayden & Stein, 2005). Mentoring for care 

leavers is a relatively recent development in the UK. During 1998, the 

Prince's Trust and Camelot Foundation set up the first network of locally 

based mentoring projects for care leavers. This mentoring programme 

attempted to foster a relationship between a young person and an adult 

that resembled and may even at times substitute for a parent-child 

relationship (Hamilton & Hamilton, 2004). In this context, mentoring was 

seen as providing additional support to a group of highly vulnerable 

young people during their transition to independence (Stein, 2004). 

In 2005 Clayden & Stein conducted research looking at mentoring for 

young people leaving care. They concluded that ninety three percent of 

young people within their study had experience of positive outcomes by 

the end of the mentoring relationship. This included either an practical 

goal achievement or a more expressive dimension, such as improving 
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their confidence or abi l ity to sustai n  relationships. Clayden & Stein 

(2005) concluded that mentoring was able to offer a complementary 

experience of a relationship to young people at this critical period of 

moving i nto adu lthood , of wh ich many often lacked consistent support by 

their fami l ies. This informal support may be crucial for helping looked 

after young people cope with the transition into independence. 

We need to explore if looked after young men in particular would benefit 

from such a scheme? This could be an  opportun ity for loca l authorities 

to work in partnership with the voluntary sector to provide male mentors 

for looked after young men . The mentor cou ld provide a stable and 

consistent relationship,  which Clayden & Stein (2005) have highlighted as 

being paramount to helping form trust with others. The mentor could also 

provide a male role model for the young man in  care. Such a role model 

wou ld acknowledge the Men's Health Forums a rgument that supportive 

male role models for young men lead to h igher self-esteem, a stronger 

self-identity a nd less probabil ity of del inquent behaviou r (Men's Health 

Forum, 2006) .  

An  a rea of mentoring ,  that could be  developed was proposed by Hamilton 

& Hamilton (2004), who suggested that workplace mentoring cou ld take 

place in  the institution of apprenticeship. It would be, i n  short, an  optimal 

social role for the l ife stage of adolescence. The looked after you ng man 

wou ld be expected to perform productive work and would  be paid for 

doing so. The employer, in turn would be expected to teach knowledge 

and skil ls that will enable the looked after young man to become 

progressively more productive and ultimately qual ified for a position 

requiring h igh ski l ls and paying good wages. Thus reducing the risk 

factors currently associated with leaving care and being unemployed 

which has been shown to be associated with poor development of self

identity (Nightingale & Wolverton, 1 993; DH, 2002 , 2003). 

However, it is important to note that negative outcomes have been 

identified for mentoring schemes, which include lack of engagement with 
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young people, missed appointments and unplanned endings - often 

l inked to the looked after young person's chaotic l ives (Clayden & Stein, 

2005). A significant number of unplanned end ings were identified due to 

the mentor withdrawing , which led to added d istress for many looked after 

young people. To overcome this, Col ley (2003) h ighl ighted that 

o rganisations need to observe the power relations that may pervade 

mentoring relationsh ips to ensu re that all i nvolved receive maximum 

benefit from the scheme. There is defin itely a need for continued 

evaluations of mentoring programmes to be carried out in the UK to 

i nform potential future practice with in the Looked After Ch ildren  Services. 

3 . 1 0.5 Health Promotion 

The social context and the structure of social relationships d iscussed 

above are very important aspects of health promotion (Maggs et al, 

1 999). The more looked after young people are integrated i nto a 

favourable network of social relationships, the more they wi l l  have the 

resources to deal constructively with unfavourable l iving conditions, 

critical l ife events and long-term stressors and the less prone they are to 

engage in health damaging behaviours , thus leading to reduced health 

inequal ities (Larson ,  1 994 ; Quinn,  1 995; DH,  2003). Helping care leavers 

develop a positive identity wil l be l inked to the quality of care and 

attachments experienced ; their experience of how other people perceive 

and respond to them and; how they see themselves and the opportun ities 

they have to infl uence and shape their own l ives (Stein ,  2005). 

Therefore improved health outcomes for looked after young men will 

require the focus of health care plann ing to be on health promotion and 

attention to environmental factors as well as physical and emotional 

health needs. Cu rrently health does not feature strongly in the Children 

(Leaving Care) Act (HMSO, 2000) and where it does there is a tendency 

to direct social service departments towards  health agencies for service 

provision resulting in planning, avai labi l ity and provision of health services 

within leaving care services being a low priority. In 2004 Stein reported 

that there were only a small number of health staff working in leaving care 
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projects and very few teams had produced joint social  care and health 

strategies. 

However, the importance of health promotion for looked after chi ldren has 

been acknowledge by the government (OH, 2002). The national health 

gu idance Promoting the Health of Looked After Children (OH,  2002) set 

out a framework for the del ivery of services from health agencies and 

social services to more effectively promote the health and well-being of 

chi ldre n  and you ng people in  the care system. I t  clearly states that 

looked after you ng people need to understand their right to good hea lth 

and be able to access services. Here is a real opportunity for PCT's, 

local authorities and parents to work in partnership with looked after 

you ng people to acquire a greater degree of autonomy and responsibi l ity 

for thei r  own health and emotional wel l-being (Broad , 2005, OH,  2002). 

Could local policies i ntegrate the opportunity to develop health promotion 

knowledge and skil ls for vulnerable looked after young men? Possibly at 

a time when these young men are experiencing increased awareness 

about how they look and feel (Gross, 1 99 1 ; Shucksmith & Hendry, 1 998 ; 

Whitney-Thomas & Moloney, 200 1 ; Loh & Wragg , 2004; Gross, 2005)? 

Three key eleme nts of health promotion for these young men would be 

health education , health protection and prevention (Beaglehole & Bonita , 

1 997). Adequate access to health care and prevention to poor health 

cou ld be achieved through the development of pol icies and structures 

that promote well-being , with the Pathway Plans being an ideal vehicle to 

promote healthy l iv ing, bui lding upon the looked after young person's 

health needs assessments. 

G iven the major and multiple transitions that occur during the looked after 

young person 's l ife, we can clearly see that their existing coping 

strategies may have d ifficulty in keeping up with the stress they are 

experiencing. This is consistent with Coleman's focal theory (1 978) 

which stated that decrements in wel l-being during adolescence was due 

to the multip le and simultaneous transitions that occur for young people in 
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care, in a relatively short period of time. Coleman argued that if it were 

possible to d istribute the transitions more evenly over time, these 

decrements in the young person's well-being would be less l ikely to 

occur. If we are to take on  board the notions of Coleman's ( 1 978) theory, 

is it feasible to ask local authorities to distribute the transition from care 

more even ly over time? 

Maybe the focus cou ld lay with helping looked after young men's 

strengthen their coping strategies? According to Greenberger et al 

( 1 974, 1 975, 1 986) to reduce health risks and strengthen coping 

strateg ies du ring the developmental transitions of adolescence , 

psychosocia l  maturity would need to encompass the fol lowing three 

domains of development for the young person: 1 )  The abi l ity to function 

independently; 2) The abil ity to communicate and interact wel l  with 

others; 3) The capacity to contribute to the well-being of society. In  

summary, the young man in care would need help to develop the capacity 

to take initiative and gain a sense of control over their l ives, to develop a 

coherent self-identity and have the competency to take pleasu re in work 

(Greenberger & Sorensen ,  1 974). 

Therefore effective promotion of health and wel l-being wou ld be about the 

empowerment and the development of self-esteem for looked after young 

men (OH, 2002). Could both formal and informal education have a role in 

helping these young men to question unhelpful notions of mascu l i n ity, as 

previously outl ined (Hi l l  & Lynch, 1 983; Huston ,  1 983; Lobel et al, 1 993; 

Lobel ,  1 994 )? Being overtly self-rel iant, as can be the case for many 

young men not wanting to be seen as weak, can be interpreted either as 

rejecting help from professionals or as lacking the personal resources 

necessary to accept help (Davidson & Lloyd, 1 997; Cameron ,  2007). 

Maybe educating professionals, parents, carers and young men about 

adolescent development and mascu l in ity plus guard ing against 

interpreting self-rel iance as d ifficult behaviour could be of real benefit? 
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3 . 1 0 .6 Seeking the views of Looked After Young Men 

This l iteratu re review clearly i l lustrates a range of possible approaches to 

promote the health and emotional wel l-being for looked after young men . 

A crucial element in  the formu lation of these approaches will be an 

understanding of how looked after young men themselves view health 

and health-related behaviours. Levin ( 1 989) d iscussed the need to 

involve young people not just in the process of consultation, but also the 

process of decision-making about health leading to pol icy formation 

having continuous input from young people as well as those who claim to 

represent them. We need to explore if such a platform is available for 

local looked after young men. 

Locally, withi n  the Bedfordsh ire County Council (2005) Leaving Care 

Policy it states that "the department is committed to developing services 

in partnership with looked after young people and that the Leaving Care 

Service wi l l  develop and maintain systems that actively seek to involve, 

consult and encou rage active participation of young people in the 

development, maintenance, review and evaluation of services". 

(Bedfordshire County Cou ncil , 2005: p.3). The Bedfordshire Children and 

Young People's Plan also sets priorities "to increase the involvement of 

hard to reach young people in local planning and decision-making" 

(Bedfordsh i re County Counci l ,  2006: p .26). 

This is a positive start for local young people in care and creates the 

opportun ity for the interviews within  this study to take place with local 

looked after young men . However, there is a need to review previous 

l imited research to explored young men's perceptions of health and 

emotional well-being so that we can being to appreciate the general view 

of the acceptabil ity and accessibil ity of supportive health and emotional 

well-being services. I n  1 999 The Samaritans' conducted a survey looking 

at young males aged between 1 3-19,  and their attitudes to l ife in the UK. 

Their report Young Men Speak Out high l ighted the fact that twelve young 

men ki l l  themselves every week in  the UK, and suggested that macho 
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section on gendered identities , where Lynn ( 1 959) contended that the 

stereotypes were preventing young men from asking for help 

(Samaritans, 1 999). 

The survey of young male attitudes revealed that young men in distress 

were more l ikely to use violence and anti-social behaviou r to express 

themselves than they were to tel l  someone how they felt. This could be 

compared with social learning theory that was highlighted earl ie r  in the 

consequences of a narrow view of mascul in ity could result in male peer 

groups encouraging the belief that aggression and toughness are virtues. 

For more than a quarter of the young men in the Samaritan ( 1 999) 

survey, gender and stereotypes placed a barrier and they recommended 

that if services are to make contact with young men in despa ir, it may be 

that professionals a nd carers all have to do more to overcome these 

barriers. 

In comparison to the Samaritans ( 1 999) study exploring young men's 

gendered attitudes to seeking help, Armstrong et al (2000) presented a 

qualitative study h ighl ighting recent research that explored young 

peoples' beliefs and views about their emotional well-being and/or 

physical health. They a rgued that young people's perspectives on health 

and emotional well-being are important on a number of grounds and 

concluded that the young person's embarrassment and stigma may 

prevent many of them experiencing distress from seeking help. To some 

extent, Armstrong et al (2000) highl ighted that these gendered views 

maybe precursors of future beliefs and attitudes (Hil l  et al, 1 997; Gordon 

& Grant, 1 997). 

From the research reviewed so far, we can see that gendered help 

seeking behaviours and views on health and emotional well-being are 

important factors needing to be taking into consideration when 

interviewing looked after young men. Whilst both of the above studies 

had slightly d iffering objectives and methodologies, they both concluded 

that to be able to work effectively with young men there is  a need to have 
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an insight into their particular  thoughts and views on what health and 

emotional well-being is and how professionals and services can help 

young men promote this withi n  themselves. Bui ld ing upon this, a review 

by the Evidence for Policy and Practice I nformation and Co-ordinating 

Centre a rgued that services would also need to evaluate the 

effectiveness of such insights with young men (EPPI Centre, 2002). 

Final ly, Aggleton et al ( 1995) study aimed to explore the factors that 

contributed to , and protected against, psychosocial d isorders for young 

men. Family d iscord , unemployment, not having a stable home, having 

nothi ng to do, fears for the future and relationship d ifficulties with partners 

were identified as sources of stress and d istress. These are al l  i ncreased 

risk factors that have been previously noted as affecting looked after 

young men.  Aggleton et al ( 1 995) concluded that young people have 

clear views on the barriers to their health; that there is a scarcity of good 

qual ity research evaluating the effectiveness of health and emotional 

wel l-being;  and there is l ittle research to guide the promotion of health 

and emotional well-being amongst 'social ly excluded' groups. 

3 . 1 0 .7 Summary 

This l iterature review has h ighl ighted that health services and local authorities 

cou ld have a potential ly enormous role to play i n  developing health in itiatives 

for looked after young men. Understanding adolescent development and 

mascul in ity appears crucial to begin to understand the health and emotional 

wel l -being of looked-after young men and could help to expla in why so many 

young men may take risks with their hea lth . Such risk-taking cou ld be one 

way looked-after young men conduct themselves to prove their maleness to 

each other and themselves {Sheppard et al, 1 985; Noller & Callan ,  1 99 1 ; 

Copen haver & Ei lser, 1 996; MHF,  2002). To develop effective work with 

looked after young men, PCTs and local authorities need to improve their 

understanding of male gender roles and seek to del iver services aimed at 

looked after young men as they are. 
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4. RESEARCH DESIGN 

4.1 Aims and objectives 

Research aims 

• To identify the current system of support (Pathway Plan) for when 

the young male leaves care services compared to the support 

young men 'perceive' is available to them withi n  th is transition 

• To identify you ng men's gendered attitudes to seeking help when 

in th is transitional phase of leaving care - the 'threshold stage' 

(Apter, 200 1 ) 

• To identify what currently works and any gaps between service 

provision and perceived support 

• To recommend accessible and acceptable ways to strengthen 

health and emotional wel l-being when crossing the threshold for 

young men aged between 1 5-2 1 years. 

Research objectives 
• To inform the development and implementation of improved 

4.2 Research approach 

The interview data generated from this study was analysed accord ing to 

the principles of 'grounded theory' (Strauss, 1 987), i nsofar as there was 

no specific predefined hypothesis being tested. Grounded theory in its 

simplest form means "theory which emerges out of data grounded in the 

observation and interpretation of phenomena" (Stevens et al, 1 993: p.46). 

Grounded theory's advantage is that it al lows the researcher to not be 

influenced by the present knowledge about certain  phenomena. In effect, 

this inductive method enables the researcher to start from a clean slate 

(Strauss & Corb in ,  1 990). 

Bowling (2002) suggested that "in social science, where it is not always 

possible to control the conditions under which social phenomena are 

observed, there is a g reater need to bui ld theo ry inductively from several 

services for young men leaving Looked-After Chi ldren  Services 

withi n  Bedfordshire .  
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observations before a pred ictive , explanatory theory can be derived" 

(p. 1 26). For th is study inductive reasoning began with observations of 

the interview data and bui lt u pon ideas and the general statements from 

them for further  testing on the basis of further  interviews with the young 

men. Thus the data gathering,  analysis and theory had a reciprocal 

relationship. 

I n  relation to grounded theory, the data analysis was conducted 

concurrently with the data col lection to ensure that it incorporated an 

inductive approach. The researcher acknowledges that the qual itative 

data from the interviews conducted were inseparable from the 

i nteractional context, and the tal k  proceed ings generated from questions 

that were posed . To counte ract this the researcher a imed to ensure that 

the data analysis was systematic, sequential ,  verifiable and continuous. 

4.3 Population and sample 

To capture the opin ions of young men aged 1 5-21 with in Looked-After 

Children  Services n ine semi-structured i nterviews were held to ensure 

that sufficient themes and categories were picked up  to the point of 

'saturation' for conducting the analysis of the data. Saturation is a term 

used to describe the point when there are no new categories or themes 

emerging from the data (Krueger & Casey, 2000). 

Sample sizes were necessarily small because of the complexity of the 

data. As Bowling (2002) suggests, the overal l  data aim is to "provide rich 

insights in order to understand social phenomenon rather than statistica l 

information" (p.380). Recruitment to the interviews requ ired the assistant 

of a gatekeeper from Leaving Care T earn to legitimise the piece of 

research being undertaken and to gain a representative sample. The 

fol lowing screens were identified as the demographic and observable 

characteristics of the young people interviewed: 
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• Screen 1 :  must be male 

• Screen 2: aged 1 5-21 

• Screen 3: with in Looked-After Chi ldren Services 

• Screen 4: from Bedfordshire 

Due to the screens being set. a del iberate non-random method of 

purposive sampl ing was employed . The researcher l iaised with the 

gatekeeper to in itial ly identify a l ist of young men matching the screen ing 

criteria. Once this had been ach ieved , the gatekeeper contacted the 

young men to enquire if they would be i nterested in taken part in the 

study. If  they were in agreement the young person's detai ls were given to 

the researcher who telephoned to arrange an i nterview date and time. All 

of the young men were offered an incentive to take part in the i nterviews, 

wh ich included a £1 0 gift voucher, a book on mental health promotion 

specifical ly designed for men and a bag of health promotion material ( i .e . , 

sexual health i nformation, stop smoking services). 

Whi lst the screens assisted in  gain ing a representative sample this did 

not mean that the young men interviewed were totally homogeneous. To 

gain further ins ight into this population demographic data was obtained 

from the individual young men directly after the interviews by the 

researcher (Appendix A). This data provided the study with information 

about the you ng person's own experience whi lst being involved with 

Looked-After Ch i ldren Services which would affect their views being 

presented in the interviews. An analysis of this demographic data has 

been provided (Appendix H). 

To ensure that the researcher did not rely solely on the you ng men's 

subjective views of services avai lable, six interviews were conducted with 

professionals within  the Leaving Care Team. The Leaving Care team 

manager acted as gatekeeper, promoting the research and highl ighting 

opportunities for Personal Advisers (PA's) to participate. Both the young 

men's and the professional interviews took place within the Leaving Care 
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Team's main meeting room. The booking of the room was organised 

between the researcher and the Administrator with i n  the Leaving Care 

Team. The origina l  research proposal a lso aimed to interview five foster 

carers. Unfortunately due to time constraints for the gatekeeper with in  

the fosteri ng team and the foster carers themselves, these interviews d id 

not take place .  

4.4 Data col lection methods and procedures 

As highl ighted the semi-structured i nterviews followed an interpretive 

approach with the aim to analyse how the people involved in this study 

understood their social world and the meanings of events. The intent of 

this study was not to i nfer but to understand, not to general ise but to 

determine the range, and not to make statements about the population 

but to provide i nsights about how the participants being i nterviewed 

perceived their situation. 

Prior to conducting the study, the researcher piloted the i nterview 

schedu les with a local youth organisation to confirm that the questioning 

schedule was coherent and complete. I nterview schedules were 

designed to help guide the d iscussions with the young men and 

professionals with a timeframe of one-hour maximum being al lowed for 

each interview (Appendix Beand Appendix D}. The purpose of the 

interview schedules, were to provide consistency between the interviews 

and thereby assisting the analysis of the data to theoretical satu ration. 

All the i nterviews were tape-recorded, supplemented with field notes and 

coded for anonymity. The codi ng consisted of the young men's 

interviews being numerically ordered and supplemented with the letters 

YP and the professional interviews with the letter P. I n  addition the 

researcher ensured that al l  procedures for handl ing, processing , storage 

and destruction of the data were compliant with the Data Protection Act 

(HMSO, 1 998). Directly after conducting each semi-structured i nterview 

they were transcribed by the researcher i n  preparation for the analysis of 

the data . 
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4.5 Data analysis 

Glaser and Strauss (1967) argued that cod ing is essential for the 

invariable analysis of qualitative data. For this research a content 

analysis was performed by cod ing the data in themes and categories, 

which were analysed by making comparisons between each, as 

appropriate. The data was manually sorted and categorised in order for 

the researcher to maintain a close relationship and awareness of the 

original data. 

The analysis involved a large "cut and paste" process (Bowling, 2002: 

p.388) whereby relevant themes were h ighlighted i n  the transcripts and 

then cut out and pasted on to index cards. The i ndex cards were 

organised into theme order and permitted space for cross-referencing. 

With qualitative data analysis, the cod ing rule is generally that codes 

should be mutually exclusive so that a single unit of data can only be 

coded in one category. 

The focus of th is qualitative study was about a hard-to-reach group for 

whom there is a lack of previous research, thereby little is currently 

known about the young men's views of support services available for 

them when leavi ng care. The data analysis for this research was 

conducted solely by the researcher, who openly acknowledges that any 

view presented, will inevitably be biased and does not make any claims 

that the data analysis is a generalised view of all males leaving care 

services. 

4.6 Ethical issues 

Due to the nature of conducting this research with young men aged 15-21 

within the Looked-After Ch ildren Services, approval was sought from the 

Research & Development Team at Bedfordshire Primary Care Trust and 

Bedfordsh ire County Council Looked After Children Services (Appendix 

F). In add ition favourable ethical approval was obtained from the NHS 

Central Office for Research Ethics Committee (COREC) (Appendix G). 
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Ethical responsibi l ity has been taken i nto account at al l  stages of the 

research process. During the design of the study a local youth 

organisation that works closely with looked after chi ldren  and young 

people were sought for their feedback on the nature of the research and 

its appropriateness. The recru iting of the participants involved making 

sure that they have al l  read the Participant I nformation Sheet (Appendix 

This i nformed them about the aims of the study plus ensu red that they 

were aware that their participation was voluntary and that they could 

withdraw at any time. Having read the information sheet, if they decided 

to go ahead written i nformed consent was obtained from the young 

people confirming that they have understood the research purpose and 

g iving thei r  permission to take part (Appendix C). 

All the information presented to the participants was in  lay terms. 

Adhering to the principles of anonymity and confidential ity was imperative 

tq this research especial ly due to the sensitive nature of the topic. To 

fol low-up any questions that arose after the i nterview, the researcher and 

the professionals within  the Leaving Care team arranged support that 

would be on offer to the young men directly after the i nterviews. It was 

also made clear to the interviewees the outcomes of their participation 

and how they cou ld make contact in regards  to the final report. 

4.7 Resources 

Table 1 highl ights approximate costing for the research, which was 

funded from the Mental Health Promotion budget withi n  the Health 

Improvement Directorate of Bedfordshire Primary Care Trust. 
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Table 1 :  Research costings 

Item /Material · Approx Costings 

0 .5  Researcher p lus oncosts (this wil l  be my time) l £ 1 0,000 .00 

Researcher Assistant to assist with data analys is  (work col leagues £ 1e,000.00 
t ime) !

' Administration (th is wil l be my t ime) £250 .00 

Equipment - computers, transcriber, d ictaphone £500.00 

Interview incentives for youths (£ 1 0  gift voucher each ) £ 1 00 .00 

Travel £ 1 00 .00 

TOTAL COST I £1 1 ,sso.oo 
I 1 

4.8 Dissemination of results 

The fina l  report of th is study wil l  inform a research article for the Journal 

of Youth and Adolescence. On a local level the find ings wil l be presented 

with in Bedfordshire Primary Care Trust and to the re levant professionals 

within Looked-After Children's Service and the Leaving Care Team. As 

p reviously mentioned with in Ethical I ssues (Section 4.5), a l l  participants 

will be offered the chance to obtain a Summary of the key find ings of the 

fina l report .  In addition, there is the potential for local youth organisations 

and loca l authority organisations to be informed of the findings via an 

Executive Summary to raise awareness of the issues and enable them to 

emotional ly support young men in this important transition to 

independence.  
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5. ANALYSIS OF DAT A 
The total number of participants that were interviewed for this study 

included nine looked after young men aged between 1 5-2 1 and six 

professionals from the Leaving Care T earn within Bedfordshire Looked 

After Ch ild ren Services. The cod ing below consists of the young men's 

interviews being numerical ly ordered and supplemented with the letters 

YP and the professional interviews with the letter P. To support the 

i nterview data obtained from the young men (Appendix B), the researcher 

sought consent for add itional demographic information (Appendix A; 

Append ix C). 

5.1 DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

The demographic information questionnaire consisted of the young man's age, 

ethn icity, educational atta inment, employment status, age when entering care 

services , number of placements experienced and level of family contact. Thus 

providing the researcher with a source of rich insights in  order to understand 

the social context for this particular group of looked after young men rather 

than to gain statistical i nformation. As this qual itative research was conducted 

with a small and h ighly selected purposive sample of young men and 

professionals, the researcher acknowledges that any concl usions made have 

to be tentative. 

To summarise, the demographic information obtained from the n ine 

young looked after young men was consistent with national data (ODPM, 

2004, 2005), h ighl ig hting that the majority were unemployed and not 

accessing training opportunities (Appendix H) .  All n ine had experienced 

being in  care for most of their l ives with in many d ifferent care sett ings. 

This data supports publ ic health and health promotion arguments that this 

particular group of young men are potential ly at a higher risk of 

experiencing poor health and emotional well-being lead ing to increased 

risk of hea lth inequal ities (DH, 2001 , 2002, 2003). 
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5.2 INTERVIEW DATA ANALYSIS 
5.2 . 1  Perceptions on Health and Emotional Wel l-being 

The interviews that took place with the young men began by exploring 

their perception of what being hea lthy meant to them. All n ine young men 

high l ighted their awareness of the importance of eating healthy and 

keeping physical fit with the fol lowing quotes provided as examples: 

YP03 "Keeping fit, eating well, that sorl of thing" 

YP04 "/ eat fruit and veg and have 3 meals at the correct times of the day 

and I do a lot of exercise as well" 

YP08 "Eating healthy, 5 fruits a day, keeping in good shape, plenty of 

sporls" 

These young men appeared to have a good idea of what being healthy 

enta i led. However, it was not always easy to put such knowledge into 

practice. Here YP05 beings to address the issue of maintain ing a healthy 

l ifestyle whi lst experiencing the transition from leaving care into 

independence:e"/ like to think that my health is one of my top priorities but 

sometimes, other stuff gets in the way . . . . .  like I recently moved house so I 

haven't been doing as many weights". 

Accordi ng to E ri kson (1 968) and Coleman (1 975) the stress of moving 

i nto independence, of finding accommodation and coping with financial 

issues wil l  resu lt in accumulative stress for the young person which can 

lead to healthy l iving not being a priority for these young men. Above, 

YPOS is h ighl ighting how d ifficult it is to take care of his health needs 

when having to deal with the practical ities of gain ing independence. It is 

important to note that whilst putting theory into practice around keeping 

healthy can be d ifficu lt for many of these young men, they do have such 

knowledge about what they need to be doing. 

F ive out of the n ine young men also elaborated on how they viewed the 

term hea lthy as being l inked to their physical appearance . With particu lar 

emphasis being placed on their bodily self and weight loss (see Gross, 
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1 991 ; Shucksmith & Hendry, 1 998; Witney-Thomas & Moloney, 2001 ; 

Loh & Wragg, 2004; Gross, 2005): 

YP02 "/ eat the right foods. It is quite important for me to keep yourself 

looking nice. The last 2 years I have really started to loose weight. " 

YP07 'What people see of me is not what peof?le really see of me and I 

would like to loose a little bit of weight" 

YP03 "Over the last year I have lost weight and I would like to keep like 

this" 

Howeyer, is this real ly about being healthy or  more to do with being 

attractive and possibly, therefore acceptable to others? As Gross ( 199 1 ) 

highl ighted , physical development will often become an important basis 

for young people to make comparisons between themselves and other 

adolescents. These young men are not only experiencing the transition 

from being looked-after into i ndependence, they are also experiencing the 

important physical transition from being an adolescent to becoming an 

adult. Therefore is this not the same for any adolescent who can become 

overly concerned with appearance and attractiveness? Or, due to their 

l ife experiences and the possibi l ity of poor attachment to significant 

others, do we need to explore if looked after young men experience a 

stronger fixation on acceptabil ity and appearance? 

As discussed i n  the introduction section ,  from the aspect of emotional 

wel l-being, this particular group of young men are potentially at a higher 

risk of developing mental health problems due to lack of positive role 

models, lonel iness, isolation, unemployment, poverty and homelessness 

(Stein,  1 997; OH, 1 999a; DfES, 2006). Three of the young men 

interviewed talked about experiencing a parent with mental health 

problems and how this impacted on their views of emotional well-being: 

YP03 "Mum was in and out of hospital [Mental Health Trust] since I have 

been very small, so I guess my views of mental health are around 

that" 
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YP06 "Because my Dad has got mental health problems it has always 

been a worrying thing for me" 

Stein (2005) argued that the fami ly is the most important social isation 

influence in a young person's l ife . All three young men h ighl ighted their 

experience of seeing their significant role models of not being able  to 

cope. These young men were concerned that they too would experience 

poor mental health and d iscussed ways of trying to avoid becoming 

emotional ly u nwel l .  One coping strategy for staying emotional wel l  was 

put forward by YP06 , who said that he kept his mind occupied so that he 

didn't have to th ink about becoming emotionally unwell . 

From the viewpoint of social learn ing theorist (Bandura & Walters, 1 963; 

Mischel ,  1 966; Bandura, 1 986) having a parent or sign ificant other 

experience poor mental health could create gender role  confl ict with in  

these already vulnerable young men .  On the one hand they are receiving 

strong social isation messages from society that "big boys don't cry (Levy, 

1 989: p. 1 2) i n  contrast to witnessing significant role models not bei ng 

able to cope. Stein (2004) argued that the consequences of such mixed 

messages for the young person could result in emotional conflict between 

continuing dependence of the fami ly and the demands of moving i nto 

i ndependence. Thus, creating role confusion for looked after young men 

and the i ncreased risk of experiencing poor mental health (Erikson, 

1 968). 

Schofield (2006) suggested that to foster hope and the confidence to 

cope with the transition to i ndependence for these young men who have 

not had the privi lege of strong parental support, wil l  require significant 

others and support services offering consistent support. For the majority 

of the young men interviewed , their peers were highl ighted as being their 

main source of support, for example YP03 "hanging out with your mates 

really". It is not unusual for young people to quote their friends as being 
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important to them, as du ring the transition from adolescence to 

adulthood, as previously h ighl ighted many you ng people wil l pul l  away 

from their fami ly and authority figures to beg in seeking a sense of their 

own personal gendered identity (Hi l l  & Lynch, 1 983; Huston, 1 83;  Watts & 

Borders, 2005). 

The positives of relying on peers for support is that looked after young 

men are offered the opportunity to identify with a group who share the 

same values and goals thus providing important information about thei r 

role as a male i n  today's society. As highl ighted by Shah & Marks (2004 ), 

when they d iscussed the concept of social capita l ,  the connections  of 

friendship,  rel iance and trust will a l l  be valuable protective factors for 

positive health and emotional wel l-being. However, as Huston ( 1 983) 

h ighl ighted , i n  regards to the intensification of gender-related 

expectations experienced during adolescence, this can result in male 

peer groups encouraging a narrow view of mascul in ity and the bel ief that 

aggression and toughness are vi rtues (Lyn, 1 9589, 1 984 ) .  

Taking th is into consideration , relationships with peers for looked after 

males wil l be crucial to their development of health-related behaviours 

(Shucksmith & Hendry, 1 998). Generally, adolescents who rely on the 

peer group for their main support are particularly  vulnerable to peer 

pressure to engage i n  problem behaviours such as smoking, drinking 

alcohol and using i l legal drugs (Sheppard et al, 1 985; Noller & Callan, 

1 991 ) .  For young looked after men , unsupervised time with peers cou ld 

increase the l ikel i hood of them engaging in a range of unhealthy 

behaviours to combat such feel ings of isolation and loneliness. This 

cou ld be an ideal starting point for local authorities to design initiatives to 

improve the hea lth and emotional well-being for looked after young men . 

5 .2 .2 Pathway Plan vs Support young men perceive 

Pathway Plans were introduced by the government to assist the looked 

after young person's transition into independence (HMSO, 2000; DH,  

2002). These arrangements include a Personal Adviser (PA) with in  the 
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Leaving Care Team assessing the needs of the young person prior to 

leaving care. P 1  summarised the Pathway Plan as looking at "[the young 

person's] educational and private training needs, their health needs, their 

accommodation" to develop the young person' s  ski l ls  and enable them to 

move i nto independence. P2 added "basically we deal with anything they 

[the young person] come up against . . . . that we can try to support them 

with". 

How does the Pathway Plan work i n  practice? Although the young men 

interviewed do not expl icitly refer to the Pathway Plan ,  they d id d iscuss 

the supportive role  of their PA's .  Seven out of the nine young men 

high l ighted that during their transition from care services, they had 

experienced support from their Personal Advisor ( Leaving Care Team) 

and/or their Social Worker. This was of particular importance to YP09 

'When I got evicted from my place, the Leaving Care Team helped me 

move up here and live with my Mum". Personal Advisors , P3 and P6 

both felt that the Pathway Plan helped generate clear and concise 

objectives, which could be reviewed and revised. 

Whilst the young men themselves, d id not openly d iscuss the benefits of 

the Pathway Plan, many of the professionals felt that they worked in 

partnership with the young person i n  regards to developing the plan and 

talking through  together what needed to be achieved to help the young · 

person have a smooth transition into independence. However, the 

fol lowing PA's did acknowledge that whi lst the plan was a very good tool 

it was only effective if the young person was emotional ly ready and 

wanted to engage: 

P4 "This time in their lives [between 16-18 years old] can be very, very 

disruptive" 

P5 "Some young people can handle independency very quickly and can 

manage it and get on with it. Others struggle and need more support" 

P6 "I think it [the pathway plan] is very complex and many of my young 

people have to do it in very small bit" 
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YP0S's fol lowing response confirmed that such confl ict can arise between 

PA's and the young person in regards to developing ski l ls in  preparation 

for i ndependence "They [PA] sorl of help me out but at the same time 

they [PA] do your head in because they want to talk about stuff that you 

don't even want to think about". Whilst the Pathway Plan can provide 

the framework for professionals and looked after young people to work 

together on developing practical ski l ls for independent, such earl ier 

acquisition of l ife ski l ls does not necessarily lead to the earlier onset of 

maturity, confidence and self-esteem that are needed to successful ly 

cope with leaving care (Erikson, 1 968; Schofield , 2006). 

It was acknowledged by the professionals that the implementation of the 

Pathway Plan can a lso be compounded by the pressure on the care 

system having a h igh  volume of caseloads, thereby di luting the amount of 

support available to each individual young person ,  for example PS "All it 

takes is for one of those caseloads to slip into crises and the rest of your 

cases suffer''. An important issue raised by PS was that, due to time 

constrai nts and the lack of engagement from the young person, the 

Pathway Plan cou ld sometimes be written by the PA on behalf of the 

you ng person who then signed it. I n  regards to the young men withi n  this 

study, the majority d id not d irectly d iscuss their Pathway Plans could th is 

be due to lack of ownership of their plan or poor engagement with their 

PA's? 

The PA's were asked their views on implementing  the plan with young 

men leaving care. P2 was the only professional to l ink the transition to 

independence for young men "I think males tend to have a bit of a harder 

time with it [independence], having to deal with things like 

housing . . .. Young men are not seen as being so vulnerable [by services]". 

She went on to say that in her role, she felt that she had to fight more for 

the rights of young men i n  contrast to young women because of this 

misconception that young men do not want help "It is kind of an unwritten 

rule from years ago that men are stronger than women and as much as 

society has changed . . . . it is still there as an unwritten rule". 
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Here we can relate P2's response to Huston (1 983) social construction 

argument that pressure exists for young men to engage i n  gender-related 

behaviour  consistent with their gender role. Trew ( 1 998) suggested that 

such societal-based real ities would impact on how the looked after young 

man would think, act and feel themselves. If the 'unwritten rule' exists 

that young men do not want hel p,  local services need to make a 

commitment to al low and encourage young men to feel less restricted in 

their choice of male gender identity and provide them with ski l ls to make 

informed decisions about thei r  health and emotional well-being. 

So what are the current perceptions of local services that assist the 

young person leaving  care? Seven out of n ine young men d iscussed in

depth their views on housing and employment services. With regards to 

housing, five of the young men expressed mixed views a bout their 

experiences, with the fol lowing quotes provided as examples: 

YP02 ''Three days before I was 18 I was kicked out [off foster care] and 

left to sleep on a living room floor for 6 months" 

YP03 "You are just a number [at housing services]. They don't  have any 

emotions, you are just dealt with and told to get on with it and it 

doesn't feel like they really care" 

YP09 "/ lost my job. I wasn't paying my rent and so I lost my house. With 

housing I told them my situation and they told me they couldn't 

help me out and to go elsewhere" 

YP04 and YP05 reported that their experience with housing services 

were both "manageable" and "OK", respectively. Whi lst the researcher 

acknowledges that the, a bove mentioned comments are purely the young 

men's subjective views on their s ituations, there is clearly a vu lnerable 

side to these young men, which could present as anger or frustration 

towards services when requiring support, rather than appearing to be 

'weak' and needing help. 
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When discussing employment services, four of the young men reported 

being in receipt of Jobseekers Allowance (JSA) and one young man 

receiving Incapacity Benefit ( IB). Three out of the four young men 

reported negative experiences with the Job Centre with YP02 stating that 

he thought "It [Job Centre] is a complete waste of time", due to the length 

of time it takes to get JSA organised. YP09 reported that it wasn't until he 

had left care and lost his job that he was aware of the Job Centre. In 

contrast, whilst YP03 knew all about the Job Centre he expressed his 

lack of confidence in the services they provided by explaining how he was 

not being offered employment that linked directly to his skills and 

capability. In short he felt "You are just a number". 

I t  is important to note that none of the nine young men were currently 

employed and therefore health services and local authorities need to 

reflect upon the long-term health consequences for this vulnerable group 

(see Royal College of Psychiatrists, 1 997; OH, 2003, 2004). Following on 

from discussions on employment, an interesting point was made by YP08 

in regards to the aspect of 'responsibility': 

YPOS 'When I got to 18 I started having to pay my Mum rent and all that 

with my JSA and I thought, jeez, I am 18  and this is real. This is 

my life now and I have got to start paying everything. It [the 

responsibility] just scares me. It scares me to know just thinking 

about it". 

This is the first interviewee to provide an insight into the difficulties and 

fears around the responsibility of growing-up. He acknowledged that the 

experience was quite frightening and appears to suggest that there is no 

turning back to childhood. Do professionals really acknowledge this fear 

when young people leave care? Do they acknowledge an awareness of 

how vulnerable young men can feel? In support of YP08's reaction to 

responsibility, P6's acknowledges that being in the care system can have 

a huge impact on the young person's resilience and life coping skills, "It 

[moving into independence] takes them a lot longer to get into 'normal' life 
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than it does for most kids who have had the [consistent] support of their 

families". 

5.2.3 Gendered attitudes to seeking help 

If the aim of Leaving Care Services is to support the young person into 

independence we need to explore i f  there are any barriers that exist for 

young men coming forward to ask for help in this transition? As 

previously highlighted by Huston (1983), all six professionals suggested 

that masculine pride was a barrier, which could hinder young men in 

particular when struggling with the transition into independence with the 

following quotes provided as examples: 

P2 'They [young men] don 't want to be seen as weak. To ask for help is a 

sign of weakness" 

P3 "I think it is a male bravado thing, they don't like talking to other 

people about how they are feeling" 

P4 "I think they feel that they should be self-reliant and asking for help is 

seen as a weakness" 

P5 "Men maybe feel that they have to be stronger'' 

As previously highlighted, for some young men even encouraging them to 

seek help may appear counterproductive to their goal of achieving 

independence (Rossi, 1992; Davidson & Lloyd, 1997). YP06 reported 

how difficult it can be asking for support "I don't really like asking for help, 

that is one of my downfalls . . . . everybody moans at me about that". This 

young man had experienced seeing his father having mental health 

problems and had been his father's carer for five years. Did this 

responsibility of supporting his father distort his views on masculinity and 

not wanting to appear weak asking for help himself? 

Discussions took place with the young men in regards to the percE:ption 

of men being seen as the provider and protector. YP02 offered an insight 

into how he sees this pressure existing for all men, not just for those 

within care services 'There is kinda pressure on young men generally 

because they are seen as the strong ones and they are meant to provide 
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and things like that". Where does this perception of men not needing 

help  come from? P6 argued "society depicts men as being kind of strong 

and tough and kind of dealing with their emotions and not really talking 

about things with other people". 

Developmental psycholog ist Apter (2001e) would argue that it is  a myth 

that these young men can only prove themselves by showing that they do 

not need or want anyone to help them. This can be particularly 

problematic for young men leaving care. A skewed notion of mascul in ity 

can compound many of these you ng men's reluctance to seek help (see 

Huston , 1 983; Lobel et al, 1 993; Lobel , 1 994 ). Even when there have 

been times where a young man has acknowledged that he was having 

problems, P1 higt1 lighted that there was sti l l  a resistance with young men 

to take on the support avai lable, suggesting that "To accept help is to 

really accept that there is something not quite right". 

Is  this barrier particularly d ifficult to break due to the young person having 

experienced being looked-after? P4 suggested that many young people 

in care do not l ike to be associated with being 'looked-after' and this may 

also stop them from coming forward and asking for help. This view was 

supported by two young men who d iscussed their perception of the 

stigma of being a young man within  the care system: 

YP03 "There is pressure not to be in trouble with the police as most 

young men are viewed as trouble, especially if they [the police] 

know that you have left care services" 

YP06 "Yeah there is a hell of a lot [of pressure} . . .. everyone [society} now 

is expecting young adults, especially young males to be like yobs. 

It is a really cruel misconception that we [looked-after young men] 

are all really bad people. People are judging us too far" 

Research has shown that many young adu lts who have been through the 

care system describe feel ing d ifferent (Stein,  2004, 2005; Broad,  2005) .  

I t  is important for health services and local authorities to recognise that 

there may be a set of shared experiences and values which can bind 
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young men in care together and to find ways of enabl ing these young 

men to seek support (Berndt, 1 979; Berndt & Keefe,  1 995; Constanzo & 

Shaw, 1 996; Vitaro et al, 1 997). 

With regards to the importance of friendships (Shucksmith & Hendry, 

1 998), YP05 highl ig hted the pressures he perceived around being seen 

as a strong male provider against the pull of wanting to identify and 

socialise with fel low peers "/ have had talks from family, there is some 

pressure because they want me to get a job". H e  elaborated by sharing 

his perception of employment fearing that he wou ld lose h is friendships 

"They [family] are not really caring about what I am thinking or what I am 

going through. As far as they [family] are concerned . . e.. you get a job and 

lose your friends . . . . .  but you can 't just do that. It is very difficult to do". 

Watts & Borders (2005) highl ighted that such gender role confl ict was d ue 

to strong social isation messages about what it means  to be a man in 

add ition to the struggle of young men trying to understand themselves as 

males. 

During the transition to independence, we can clearly appreciate that 

adolescence can be a time of uncertainty. A time of questioning who we 

are and where we are going? YP02 acknowledged the importance of 

having someone avai lable to offer support through the times of 

experiencing such pressure "If I have got someone saying come on you 

have got to do this . . .  if there is someone there to encourage you, it is 

good". As Apter (2001 ) argued sometimes whi lst young people feel a 

need to reject support from sign ificant others, they also need to receive 

encouragement, motivation and h elp with focusing their thoughts. 

These frank d iscussions with looked after young men can lead to 

questioning where does a young person , who is experiencing the 

transition into adulthood, find a sense of self, when their upbringing has 

been erratic and inconsistent (Biehal et al, 1 995; Jackson, 2002 ; Barn et 

al, 2005; Stein ,  2005)? How much acknowledgement is there by the 

professionals on mascu l ine adolescent development and the importance 
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of peers i n  this transition? What support is offered to the young person 

for self-development? 

5.2.4 Gaps between service provision and perceived support 

To be able to review any gaps i n  current service provision and perceived 

support ava i lable the young men were asked would they revisit any of the 

services that they have previously used? Local education services came 

out favourably with five of the you ng men reporting positive experiences 

when applying for and being accepted on courses: 

YP04 "I am quite happy with college se,vices, all is going well" 

YP05 "I would go back to college" 

YP07 "I would use Connexions again" 

However, susta in ing attendance could prove to be a chal lenge. YPOS 

explained the d ifficulties of mainta in ing h is  studying with the pressure of 

being a young person within  the ca re system: 

YP05 "The college were OK with me but back then nobody [Foster Care 

family] wanted to touch me with a barge pole, so I thought it was 

my problems yeah. I mean although they were my problems yeah, 

they were rubbing off on other people. I had no chance yeah, no 

chance" 

The end result being that YP05 d ropped out of h is course. Through lack 

of confidence and perceived support avai lable this young man dropped 

out of a course that he real ly wanted to do and he wasn't the only one to 

have this experience. YP03 stated "I did go to college when I was 1 6  and 

I ended up dropping out". If education services are providing accessible  

and acceptable services to young men ,  i s  there an opportun ity for them to 

i ncrease the engagement of looked after young men? Could this also be 

an opportunity for health services and local authorities to research the 

marketing model education services currently employ to appeal to local 

young men? 
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As previously outl ined ,  edu cation has been identified as a way of 

improving health and emotional wel l-being lead ing to a h igher probabil ity 

of being employed (WHO, 1 985; DH,  2003). All of the looked after young 

men in th is study were cu rrently unemployed and their perception of local 

employment services were not viewed favourably. Therefore, how was 

the col laboration of local authorities and employment services currently 

assisting these young men? Employment services was d iscussed by 

many of the p rofessionals with P 1  reporting that i n  general l ia isons had 

been good in contrast to P2, P4, P5 and P6 all agreeing with the young 

men that the process for accessing benefits local ly was real ly d ifficult for 

a variety of reasons. 

P2 saw the d ifficulties occurring because many of the young men withi n  

the care system had offending records, h indering employment 

opportun ities. In fairness from this perspective the d ifficulties do not lay 

within benefit services. It is more to do with these vu lne rable young men 

having a h igher probabi l ity of poor educational atta inment leading to an 

increased probabi l ity of  risk taking and committing crimes (Jessor, 1 993). 

P5 acknowledged that, "The main thing we hear is that our young people 

do not want to engage. With employment what normally happens is that 

they [young people] say that they don 't want to do nothing and claim 

benefits [instead}". 

Three young men d id reinforce the professionals' views on not wanting to 

engage with employment services. YP01 d iscussed how u nhelpful he 

found the whole experience of the Job Centre and often being identified 

for the wrong jobs suggesting, "It would most probably be quite good to 

have someone help you [when trying to find a job rather than rely on the 

machines in the Centre]. YP02 clearly expressed h is loss of trust in 

employment services when he sa id "It's not worth going back to them 

[Job Centre] again". YP05 added that, "The Job Centre ain't for me". 

I n  regards to housing services, five out of six professionals d iscussed the 

recent policy that has been established to support you ng people into 
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independence (Bedfordshire Borough Council & Bedfordshire Social 

Services, 2007). Whilst the professionals felt that the protocol worked 

well, issues were raised with particular reference to young men. P2 felt 

that "Housing is a big one for young men in particular because they are 

not seen as being vulnerable". P3 elaborated "If a young girl becomes 

pregnant there is a route into housing. Whereas young men, especially if 

they have had any involvement with the Youth Offending Team, then they 

are seen as trouble" as therefore not assessed as a priority. How does 

this relate to looked after young men's perceptions of local housing 

services? 

As shown, the young men's collective interviews presented mixed views 

on finding supported or independent housing. The local housing policy 

does provide a clear pathway for housing services and local authorities to 

work in partnership. However, does this protocol take into consideration 

the emotional support many of these vulnerable young men presented as 

needing during the transition into independence? YP03 certainly felt 

alone in this transition and suggested that, "It would have been nice to 

have felt supported with that [the isolation and loneliness]. With the high 

probability of being emotionally polarised between being dependence and 

becoming independent (Stein, 2004) and the compounding effect of 

increased role demands (Coleman, 1 976) does the Pathway Plan provide 

sufficient emotional support in addition to helping with developing 

practical skills for independent living? 

Recent government policies highlight that emotional well-being has huge 

implications for physical well-being and the whole arena of public health 

(DH, 1 999a; DH, 2002; DfES, 2006). As previously addressed, if health 

services and local authorities want to ensure looked after young men lead 

healthy lives, emotional well-being is an important aspect of this. A 

protective factor previously identified as strengthening emotional well

being and offering support for young people leaving care is mentoring 

(Rutter, 1 987; Rutter et al, 1 998; Stein 2004; Clayden & Stein 2005; 

Princes Trust, 2005). 
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YP06 h ighl ighted the value of attending a Prince's Trust course, which 

aimed to strengthen his l ife skills and self-esteem. This young man 

d iscussed how the course had provided mentors who had helped him to 

develop h is confidence for leaving care and becoming independent. 

YP06 was g iven the opportunity of mentoring support over the course of 

twelve weeks, to develop basic skil ls of wash ing and cleaning plus 

strengthen h is communication skil ls and teamwork (Princes Trust, 2005) 

The Prince's Trust mentoring scheme was a lso h ighl ighted by P4, P5 and 

P6, who al l  acknowledged the value of the support avai lable and the 

d ifferences they had seen with the young men they worked with "It [(he 

Prince's Trust mentoring scheme] has done amazing things for some of 

our young people who are just moving into independence and need that 

bit of extra support (P5). By signposting to an organisation l ike the 

Prince's Trust, P4 felt that this helped addressed the issue of time 

constrai nts for care services i n  comparison of wanting to offer these 

you ng men consistent support. Is this an opportunity for local authorities 

to work closely with non-statutory youth services to fulfil a range of 

important functions such as i nformal support and mentoring (Shucksmith 

& Hendry, 1 998)? 

The picture that is  emerging from this study is that the road can be rocky 

for young men leaving care. Their formative years can lead to poor 

foundation of self being formed which is compounded by the 

developmenta l  aspects of mascul in ity, adolescence and the experience of 

not wanting to be labelled ' looked after' . Whi lst not al l  of the i nterviewee's 

came up with practical solutions to engage with them, eight of the nine 

young men al l  d iscussed that they would l ike help and support to enable 

them to feel fu lly prepared for the transition i nto i ndependence. It is  clear 

that both formal and informal education have a role in helping these 

young men and those that support them to question unhelpful notions of 

mascul inity thereby strengthening the transition i nto independence (Hi l l  & 

Lynch , 1 983; Huston ,  1 983; Lobel et al, 1 93 ;  Lobel, 1 994 ). 
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6. CONCLUSION 

There is considerable evidence to suggest that children and young 

people who are looked after are among the most socially excl uded 

groups in England and Wales (DfES, 2004, 2006,  2007; DH,  2002 ,2003; 

OPDM, 2004 ). This will have an impact not only on the health of these 

children and young people , but also upon their subsequent health status 

as adults (see Schorr, 1988, 199 1 s; Huston, 1991 , Mclloyd & Wilson, 

1 99 1 : Lerner, 1 993). 

The find i ngs from this study suggest that improved health outcomes for 

looked after you ng men will require health services and local authorities 

focus to be on  health promotion ,  which includes environmental factors as 

well as physical and emotional health needs {Beaglehole & Bonita, 1997). 

In addition to such focus , there is the need to involve young people not 

just in the process of consultation ,  but also in the process of decision

making. When considering ways forward for local services, the 

formulation of health pol icies need to consider acquiring the continuous 

input from looked after young people, as well as from those who claim to 

represent them {Levin , 1989). 

6.1 Recommended ways forward 

The overall feedback from the young men interviewed was that they do 

feel vu lnerable and lonely. That feel ing of not being able to reach out for 

help compounded the isolation they often felt when moving into 

independence. As P2 argues "because they {young men] are treated as 

less vulnerable, they feel they have to stand up [for themselves] . . .  I mean 

if you tell somebody something often enough they start to believe it". 

Health services and local authorities need to explore any misconceptions 

held that young men , in general, may want to be seen as big and strong 

and educate service providers that looked after young men are receptive 

to being helped . 

The discussions within this study lead to three d ifferent ideas being 

suggested for local services to adopt to increase engagement with looked 
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after young men. YP02 offered the suggestion that services could 

become more accessible to young men by marketing their support in  a 

magazine and made the point that "It is really how you [the service] put it 

[invitation to young men] across. If you [the young man] look at 

something attractive . . .. then you start thinking about it. Make it colourful 

as well". Whilst acknowledging that male pride can be a huge barrier to 

accessing services (Apter, 2001 ), YP02 clearly tel ls us that young men 

would welcome help and support. 

As previously identified, a key element to health promotion is health 

education (Beaglehole & Bon ita, 1 997; Greenberger et al, 1 986). A 

chal lenge here is  for professionals, to see how services can improve to 

become more inviting to young men in need . How can we break down 

these barriers of male pride and mascu l ine traits of being seen as a 

strong provider (see Bandura & Walters, 1 963; M ischel , 1 966; Bandura ,  

1 986)? Could health services and local authorities work in partnership 

with looked after young people to create a magazine that attempts to 

overcome such barriers for young men? 

An important concern raised by looked after young men was that services 

are mainly avai lable within tradition working hours. YP03 d iscussed in

depth how this does not rea l ly help him, as during the day he feels able to 

cope, it is  during the n ight, when he is alone and feels i solated that he 

really wants support. YP03 went on to h ighl ight that duri ng this t ime he 

was at an increased risk of meeting other vulnerable young men 

experiencing the urge to take risks in their l ives to combat their feel ings of 

insecurity and lonel iness {see Sheppard et al, 1 985; Noller & Cal lan,  

1e991 ) .  

The idea of a drop-in during the night could offer a safe haven to ga in  a 

sense of self (Eri kson, 1 968; Coleman, 1 974) .  Not only is  there the 

opportun ity for these young men to obtain  peer support during the n ight, 

there is also the opportun ity for local organisations to tap into this 

vulnerable target group and i nfluence some of their decisions about 
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healthy l ifestyles and ways of coping whilst experiencing the transition 

into adulthood . As previously h ighl ighted , mentoring could be a key 

hea lth promotional tool here,  providing a stable and consistent 

relationship during periods of uncertainty for the young person (Clayden 

& Stein ,  2005; Princes Trust, 2005). Accord ing to Coleman's ( 1 978) focal 

theory, this stability could provide a secure basis for tackl ing the tests 

presented by the chal lenge of moving i nto independence. 

Continuity of support was put forward , by the young men, as important 

during their transition from care services . This was particularly interesting 

to hear from one young man, as throughout his whole interview he 

presented as not wanting to ful ly engage yet at the end he was 

acknowledging that he too wou ld welcome help and support into 

independence .  Here a key point was raised by P 1  who h igh l ighted the 

importance of bui lding trust "it is around developing that relationship with 

them {young men] so that they feel that they can trust you and talk to you 

and tell you what they are thinking" 

An important aspect to developing trust is time. P3 real ised the 

importance of time with these young men and the fact that, as 

professionals they are not just going in  and "doing a set piece of 

work . . . . you get to know a bit about what is going on and who their 

support networks are". Again , the key is consistency. As P5 notes 'the 

young person has been let down by parents and often professionals". 

Many of the professionals clearly knew that being consistent was a value 

component of working with these young men, yet the pressures and time 

constraints with in the care system made del ivery of consistency very, 

very d ifficult. "It is hard to build relationships with young people unless 

you see them frequently which give you a greater chance of trying to 

have an impact in their lives" (P6). 

The professionals and the young men interviewed provided evidence that 

consistency currently was not ava ilable and this was the one main thing 

that was required to help with a smoother and more successful transition 
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into independence. However, can the care system be improved to enable 

these you ng people to be offered the t ime and consistent support that is 

evidently needed? It  is  important to note that it wou ld be relatively easy 

for the researcher to criticise existing services and l ist the characteristics 

that might be considered as an  ideal service. To a degree, the 

expression of views a bout services in this study, are speculative and the 

researcher acknowledges that they do not always address concerns 

about practical ities. 

All of the professionals were i n  agreement that multi-agency work was 

crucial during th is important transition from care i nto independence and 

the idea of 'shadowing' was put forward by P4 who felt that the 

opportun ity to shadow other agencies for the day wou ld be really 

beneficial l eading to consu ltations taking place between agencies on how 

to improve i nformation shari ng for young people leaving care. A key 

person contributing to the improvement of partnersh ip working for these 

organisations would a lso be the looked after you ng person. As P3 

argues "the young person is a major part of good collaboration and 

without their engagement then no protocol would enhance that", with P6 

summarising that the priority for al l  organisations was the young person 

and the common goal was to work towards "truly supporting them [young 

people]". 

Suggestions  of p lanned group work were d iscussed by P1  as a way 

forward .  This could i nvolve the young people providing a meal for each 

other, plann ing a menu, purchasing the food, prepari ng the meal and 

s itting down as  a group to enjoy the resu lts. This task incorporates an  

element of fun ,  which P1  felt takes the emphasis away from the 

"seriousness often portrayed around developing independence". P6 a lso 

suggested that focus groups with young men to ascerta in what kinds of 

issues existed for them would be beneficia l  for the service. Currently a 

Youth Participation Officer is  located within  the LAC Team and P6 felt 

there was an opportunity to involve this officer i n  future group work. 
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The overa l l  message from both the looked after young men and the 

professional interviews has been around the d ifficu lties of providing 

consistent support against the young man's reluctance to reach out for 

help and support when moving into independence. Signposting and 

networking with othe r  age ncies have been suggested by professionals as 

crucial in  aiding th is transition, with the importance of having clear 

protocols in place between the d ifferent agencies involved (Bedfordshire 

County Counci l ,  B edfordshire PCT & Luton Borough Council , 2002 ;  

Bedfordshire County Counci l ,  2005, 2007, 2007a). 

It is clear that communication is  an area for improvement between 

services and looked after young men. P1 h igh l ighted a recent meeting 

organised for the Leaving Care Team managers and the primary 

agencies involved with the young person leaving care to look at how 

information cou ld be shared more effectively between them. Could this 

be an opportun ity to also address misconceptions of mascul in ity? This 

study has clearly h igh l ighted that professionals and society as a whole 

can hinder the opportunities for young men to access services through 

perceptions that many do not want to be seen as weak? Cou ld 

col laborative work begin to question why many take on this assumption 

and what impact this can have if we project to young men that we accept 

they don't want our help? 

The transition i nto independence for looked after young men is a crucial 

opportunity for publ ic health intervention. Combined with the turbu lent 

times that can be experienced during adolescence we can begin to 

understand the importance of reviewing services to help looked after 

young men before they reach crisis point. The Pathway Plan is an ideal 

tool that currently offers the chance to l isten to the ways that young men 

wou ld l ike to be supported (OH, 1 999a; HMSO, 2000; OH, 2002 , Stein, 

2004; Bedfordsh ire County Council , 2005; Broad, 2005). Health services 

and local authorities could explore ways to strengthen emotional 

development in the Pathway Plans, thereby increasing important 
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protective factors for looked after young men's emotional well-being (OH , 

200 1 a). 

6.2 Research evaluation 

As highl ighted the semi-structured interviews with in this study followed an 

interpretive approach with the a im to analyse how the looked after young 

men u nderstood their social world (Strauss, 1 987; Strauss & Corbin ,  

1 990; Stevens et al, 1 993). The intent of th is research was not to infer 

but to understand, not to general ise and make statements about the 

you ng men but to provide i nsights about how they perceived their 

trans ition into independence and the support they felt was avai lable. 

Whi lst conducted this study the researcher  constituted a fundamental 

part. 

The research process can become anything but straightforward , for the 

social ly situated researcher enters a potentially endless cycle of 

perceptions, i nteractions and spirall ing dynamics. The researcher of this 

study acknowledges that the qualitative data from the interviews 

conducted were inseparable from the interactional context, and the 

discussions generated from the questions that were posed. In turn, the 

coding and categorisation of the interview data will on ly tel l  part of the 

you ng men's l ives, rather than presenting them i n  their wholeness 

(Charmaz, 1 995). 

An added concern for the researcher was being female. Among the 

sources of bias in data collection by interview are the personal 

characteristics of the i nterviewer (Chadwick et al, 1 984 ). For instance the 

visible gender characteristics of the interviewer may suggest to looked 

after young man stereotypes that influence thei r  answers to the questions 

(Cannel l  & Kahn,  1 968). Therefore, would being female create a barrier 

when i nterviewing looked after young men , due to possible gender 

related behaviour of young men wanting to appear able to cope? The way 

the researcher aimed to reduce such bias with in this study was to frame 

the i nterview questions clearly and unambiguously. 
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Another important poi nt to reflect upon was the temporary nature of the 

interviews and how motivated the looked after young men were to 

participate in the first place. For thi s  study a financial incentive was 

offered to the looked after young men who were in itial ly approached by a 

gatekeeper within  the Leaving Care Team. The positives were that n ine 

i nterviews were successful ly undertaking with the young men . However, 

u nless these you ng men were convinced of the importance of the 

research and of their role this could result with the interview data being 

i ncomplete, i naccurate and b iased . 

To satisfy the rel iabi l ity criteria of the interview data for this study, the 

researcher aimed to make the research process transparent by 

describing the research strategy and data ana lysis methods in a 

sufficiently detai led manner within  this report. To do justice to the looked 

after young men a nd g ive them a proper voice, the researcher a imed to 

examine the data as objectively as possible, acknowledging that one i s  

never completely free of biases. 

The interview data was for this study was manually sorted and 

categorised i n  order for the researcher to mainta in a close relationship 

and awareness of the origi nal data. Consideration of employing a 

computer software package for category generation was explored , 

however, the researcher decided that whi lst such packages bring the 

benefit of being able to carry out such operations as indexing and 

searching on large and complex data sets, they wi l l  not remove the need 

for hard interpretative work, upon which qual itative analysis depends 

(Pidgeon & Henwood, 1 997a). 

For this study the researcher consciously targeted looked after young 

men who are shown to be more at r isk of experiencing health inequal ities 

when moving i nto independence. I n  terms of future qual itative research, 

it might be interesting to collect data from a more general ly representative 

population of young people, in an attempt to explore whether any 
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particular views on help-seeking , gender health and emotional well-being 

a re widely held by young people in general .  
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Appendix A 

Crossing the threshold -
Leaving Looked-After Children Services' 

Demographic Questionnaire 

Information • Questions 

Participant Number 

Name 

Address 

D.O.B 

Ethn icity 

Educational  Background 

Current Education/ 
Employment Status 

What age when entering care 
system 

• How many placements 

Contact with fam i ly of orig in 

Accommodated with foster 
famil ies / other relatives / 
residentia l establ ishment 
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Appendix B 

Crossing the threshold - Leaving Looked-After Children Services 
Young men Interview Schedule 

1 .  Do they have any questions from the Information Sheet or Consent Form? 

2. What does being 'healthy' mean to you? How important is it? 

3. What does 'mental health' mean to you? 

4. What can someone do to help themselves feel more positive? 

5. Thinking about moving into independence, if you wanted help where would you go? 

What are your thoughts on services available? 

7. Have you used any services already? If so would you use them again? 

8. Is there more pressure on young men these days? What are these? 

9. If there is pressure do you regards that as positive or negative? 

1 0. What could be done to make services more responsive to young men in particu lar? 

1 1 .  Complete Demographic Form 

1 2 . Any questions 
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Bedfordshire '11/;J;.j 
Appendix C Primary Care Trust 

Crossing the threshold - Leaving Looked-After Children Services 
Young Men's Participation Sheet 

You are being invited to take part in a research study. Please take time to read the following information 
carefully and ask if there is anything that is not clear. Take time to decide whether or not you wish to take 

PART ONE 

What is the purpose of the study? 
This study is part of a student research project, which aims to look at what support is available for young 
men aged between 1 6-1 9 years when leaving Looked-After Children Services. 

Why have I been chosen? 
You have been chosen because you are leaving Looked-After Children Services and moving into 
independence. 

Do I have to take part? 
No. If you do decide to take part you are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason. 

What wil l  happen to me if I take part? 
You will take part in an interview, which will last a maximum of one hour. To help me write up the 
discussions I will be tape-recording the interview. 

I would also like to obtain some general details about where you currently live, your age, how long you 
have been with care services from your file record. I would not be looking at any other details. 
Ifyou are happy to take part I will require your consent to look at your file record and for use of any 
quotes. Your name will not be mentioned in the research report or anywhere else. 

Expenses and payments 
To thank you for taking part in this study you will be given a £10 gift voucher, a book and a 'Crucial 
Contacts' list for young people. 

What do I have to do? 
Should you wish to take part then please continue reading this sheet and sign the consent form. We can 
then arrange a date and time for the interview. 

What are the possible benefits of taking part? 

The information provided will help develop better services for future young men leaving Looked-After Care 
Services in Bedfordshire. 

What if there is a problem? 

I will be arranging for support for anyone who feels that they would like to discuss things further with 
someone from the Duty Team once the interview has finished. If you have any question, or concerns, 
please ring someone below. 

Contact details: 
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For further information about the study please contact: 
Debbie Adger Bedfordshire Heartlands Primary Care Trust (01525) 636859 

Forany concerns about the study please contact: 
Duty Worker Leaving Care Team (01234) 276395 

Emergency contact: 
Free email and telephone help-line that connects young people to organisations that can help you 
whatever the pfoblem (7 days a week: 1 .00pm - 1 1 .00pm) 
FREEPHONE 0808 808 4994 
Website www. qetconnected. orq. uk 

PART TWO 

What will happen if I don't want to carry on with the study? 
You can stop the interview at any time. Anything you spoke about will not be included in the research 
report, unless you state that you would still like them to be. 

What if there is a problem? 
If you have a concern, I will do my best to answer your questions (Debbie Adger - 01 525 636859). If you 
remain unhappy and wish to complain formally, you can do this through the NHS Complaints Procedure 
www.dh.gov.ouk 

Will my taking part in this study be kept confidential? 
The information recorded from the interviews will be stored safely so that no-one outside of the study will 
be able to identify you. 

All information collected about you will be kept strictly confidential. 

What will happen to the results of the research? 
I plan to write an article for the Journal of Youth and Adolescence. 

Locally I will be presenting my findings to Bedfordshire Heartlands Primary Care Trust and to 
Bedfordshire's Looked-After Childreno's Service. 

You will be offered the chance to obtain a brief write-up of the key findings of the report. 

Who is  organising and funding the research? 
The Health Promotion Department, Public Health Directorate, Bedfordshire Heartlands Primary Care 
Trust. 

Who has reviewed the study? 
This study was given a favourable ethical opinion for conduct in the NHS by the Bedfordshire Research 
Ethics Committee. 

Thank you for taking time to read this sheet. If you would like to 
continue with the study then please read and sign the consent form attached. 

www.dh.gov.uk
www.getconnected.org.uk
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Bedfordsh i re rc,:kj 
Primary Care Trust 

Centre Number: 
Study Number: 
Participant Identification Number: 

YOUNG MEN'S CONSENT FORM 

Title of Project: 'Crossing the th reshold - Leaving Looked-After Ch i ld ren Services' 

Name of Researcher: Debbie Adger 

1 .  I confirm that I have read and understood the information sheet dated 
1 9/04/06 (Version 1 )  for the above study. I have had the opportunity □ 
to th ink about the i nformation and ask questions. 

2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to 
withdraw at any time, without g iving any reason and without my legal □
rights being affected. 

3. I understand the researcher wou ld l ike to obtain some general details 
about me from my file records and I g ive permission for them to have □
access to my records. 

4 .  I g ive my consent for any use of my quotes to be  publ ished in the final 
research report and confirm that I understand my name wil l  not be □
mentioned withi n  this. 

5. I ag ree to take part in the above study. 

Name of Participant Date Signatu re 

Researcher Date Signature 

When completed 1 copy for participant and 1 for s ite fi le researcher 



Appendix D 

Crossing the threshold - Leaving Looked-After Children Services 
Professional Interview Schedule 

1 .  Do they have any questions from the Information Sheet or Consent Form? 

2 .  Remind them what the research is about (transition to independence for young men). 

3. Could you describe your role in relation to young people and describe the types of 

circumstances where you come into contact with them - what is it exactly that you do 

for them? 

4. My research is focusing upon the support offered to young men who are leaving 

Looked-After Children Services and moving into independence. Do you have any 

thoughts about the recent implementation of the Pathway Plans to assist the young 

person in this transition? 

5. Are you aware of any liaison difficulties between different agencies who would be 

contacted to work with young men in this particular stage of their lives? (i .e. , Housing, 

Education, Employment)? 

6. Do you have any ideas about how collaboration between different agencies could be 

improved? 

7. Why do you think that so many young men do not seek help when they are distressed 

or concerned about things? 

8. What about for those young men who tend to be reluctant to come forward? 

9. I am interested in looking at ways services can be improved to help young men with 

their transition to independence. Do you have any ideas about what kind of 

approaches m ight make it easier for young men? 

1 0. Is there anything else you would like to add that I haven't asked you in regards to this 

important transition for young men? 

1 1  . Any questions 
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Appendix E Bedfordshire r�J:fj 
Primary Care Trust 

Crossing the threshold - Leaving Looked-After Children Services 
Professionals Participation Sheet 

You are being invited to take part in a research study. Please take time to read the following 
information carefully and ask about anything that is not clear. Take time to decide whether or 
not you wish to take part. 

PART ONE 

What is the purpose of the study? 
This study is part of a student research project, which a ims to look at what support is 
available for young men aged between 1 6-1 9 years when leaving Looked-After Children 
Services. 

Why have I been chosen? 
You have been chosen because you work closely with young men prior to them leaving 
Looked-After Children Services and help them with their transition when moving into 
independence. 

Do I have to take part? 
No. If you do decide to take part you are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a 
reason. 

What will happen to me if I take part? 
You will take part in an interview, which will last a maximum of one hour. To help me write up 
the discussions I will be tape-recording the interview. 

If you are happy to take part I will require your consent for use of any quotes from the 
interview. Your name will not be mentioned in the research report or anywhere else. 

Will my taking part in  this study be kept confidential? 
The information recorded from the interviews will be stored safely in a locked cupboard so 
that no-one outside of the study will be able to identify you. Once I have typed up the 
discussions, with no mention of your name, I shall be destroying the tapes. The typed 
discussions will be shredded in 2009. 

All information collected about you will be kept strictly confidential 

Expenses and payments 
To thank you for taking part in this study you will be given a book about positive mental health 
for men and a 'Crucial Contacts' list for young people. 

What do I have to do? 
Should you wish to take part then please continue reading this sheet and sign the consent 
form. We can then arrange a date and time for the interview. 
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What are the possible benefits of taking part? 
The information provided may help develop better services for future young men leaving 
Looked-After Care Services in Bedfordshire. 

What if there is a problem? 
Should you have any questions, or concerns, please contact me on the following: 

Contact details 
Debbie Adger Bedfordshire Heartlands Primary Care Trust (01525) 636996 

PART TWO 

What wi l l  happen if I don't want to carry on with the study? 
You can stop the interview at any time. Anything you spoke about will not be included in the 
research report, unless you state that you would still like your comments to be included. 

What if there is a problem? 
If you have a concern about any aspect of this study, I will do my best to answer your 
questions (Debbie Adgere- 01525 636996). If you remain unhappy you can contact the NHS 
Complaints Procedure www. dh.gov.uk 

What will happen to the results of the research? 
You will be offered the chance to obtain a brief write-up of the key findings of the report. I also 
plan to write an article for the Journal of Youth and Adolescence. 

Locally I will be presenting my findings to Bedfordshire Heartlands Primary Care Trust and to 
Bedfordshire Looked-After Children Service. 

Who is organising and funding the research? 
The Health Promotion Department, Public Health Directorate, Bedfordshire Heartlands 
Primary Care Trust. 

Who has reviewed the study? 
This study was given a favourable ethical opinion for conduct in the NHS by the Bedfordshire 
Research Ethics Committee. 

Thank you for taking time to read this sheet. If you would l ike to continue 
with the study then please read and sign the consent form attached. 
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Bedfordsh i re r�l:bj 
Primary Care Trust 

Centre Number: 
Study N umber: 
Participant Identification N umber: 

PROFESSIONAL CONSENT FORM 

Title of P roject: 'Crossing the threshold - Leaving Looked-After Chi ldren Services' 

Name of Researcher: Debbie Adger 

6. I confirm that I have read and understood the information sheet dated 
1 7/07/06 (Version 3) for  the above study and that I have had the opportun ity □ 
to think about the i nformation and ask questions. 

7 .  I understand that my participation is voluntary a nd that I am free to 
withdraw at any time, without g iving any reason and without my lega l  □
rights being affected. 

8. I give my consent for any use of my quotes (verbatim quotations) to be 
published in  the final research report and confirm that I understand it will □
not be possibl e  to identify me. 

9. I agree to take part in the above study. 

Name of Participant Date Signature 

Researcher Date Signature 

When completed 1 copy for participant and 1 for researcher site file 
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Bedfordsh i re H ea rtl a nds  f1f/:fj 
Primary Ca re Trust 

BHPCT 49 
Health Improvement and Partnership Directorate 

Unit 2 Doolittle Mill 
Froghall Road 

Ampthil l  
Bedfordshire 

MK45 2NX 

Tel: 01 525 63681  1 
Fax:01 525 636000 

Roxanna . mager@bedsheartlandspct. nhs .uk 

06/06/06 

Dear Debbie, 

RE: Young Men Leavi ng Looked After Services 

Your project has been reviewed by the PCT Research Panel .  

The PCT is happy for you r  project to take place .  

Your research project wil l  be  placed on  the Bedfordshire Register and you wil l  
be required to complete monitoring information during the course of your 
research as requested . You may a lso be required to attend a relevant PCT 
group to discuss your  research. I n  order to learn from research projects in the 
area the PCT asks that you submit the research find ings at the end of your 
project. Your name and contact details wi l l  also be placed on the PCT's 
research website if you do not wish for this to happen please contact me as 
soon as possible. 

Should any adverse incidents occur during the research, the PCT's Serious 
Untoward Incident Reporting Procedure should be used . You should be 
aware of the PCT's Health and Safety at Work Policy and ConfidenJiality 
Policy. Copies are enclosed for your information. You and any other 
researchers must comply with these. Please contact me should you have any 
other queries. 

Yours sincerely 

Roxanna Mager 
Clinical Governance Coordinator 

Encs: Health & Safety at Work Pol icy 
Confidentia l ity Pol icy 
Serious Untoward Incident Reporting Policy 

U:\Roxanna\Research\Y oung men leaving looked after services\Res Approv Let.doc 



Appendix G 

Unit 3 
Doolittle Mil l  
Froghall Road 
Ampthi l l  
Bedfordshire 
MK45 2NX 

Dear Ms Adger 

Full title of study: 

REC reference number: 

Crossing the threshold - Leaving Looked-After Children 
Services: Semi-structured interviews with young men 
aged 1 6-1 9 in Bedfordshire 
06/Q0202/35 

Bedfordshire Research Ethics Committee 
Luton and Dunstable Hospital NHS Trust 

Lewsey Road 
Luton 

Bedfordshire 
LU4 ODZ 

Telephone: 01582 71 8255 
Facsimile: 01 582 71 8254 

1 1  July 2006 

Ms Debbie Adger 
Senior Mental Health Promotion Special ist 
Bedfordshire Heartlands Primary Care Trust 

Thank you for your letter of 1 0  July 2006, responding to the Committee's request for further 
information on the above research and submitting revised documentation. 

The further information has been considered on behalf of the Committee by the Chair. 

Confirmation of ethical opinion 

On behalf of the Committee, I am pleased to confirm a favourable ethical opinion for the 
above research on the basis described in the application form, protocol and supporting 
documentation as revised. 

Ethical review of research sites 

The Committee has designated this study as exempt from site-specific assessment (SSA 
There is no requirement for other Local Research Ethics Committees to be informed or for 
site-specific assessment to be carried out at each site. 

Conditions of approval 

The favourable opinion is given provided that you comply with the conditions set out in the 
attached document. You are advised to study the conditions carefully. 

Approved documents 

The final list of documents reviewed and approved by the Committee is as follows: 

An advisory committee to Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire Strategic Health Authority 



( /00202/35 

Docµinent 
. Application 

l nvestiaator CV 
Investigator CV 
Protocol 
Covering Letter 
Summarv/Svnopsis 

1 Peer Review 
Comoensation Arrangements 

1 I nterview Schedulesrrooic Guides 

Page 2 

Version Date 

1 
1 1 9  April 2006 
1 1 9  April 2006 
1 1 9  Apri l 2006 

1 6  May 2006 
1 1 9  April 2006 
1 1 9  Apri l 2006 
1 1 9  April 2006 
1 1 9  Apri l  2006 

: I nterview SchedulesfTopic Guides 1 1 9  April 2006 
I nterview SchedulesfTooic Guides 1 1 9  Apri l 2006 

I Questionnaire:  Demographic Questionnaire 1 1 9  April 2006 
i Particioant I nformation Sheet: Aooendix E 2 09 Ju ly 2006 

Participant Consent Form: Appendix F 2 09 July 2006 
1 Resoonse to ReQuest for Further I nformation 1 0  July 2006 
I Warm-Up Activitv 1 1 9  Apri l 2006 

Research governance a pproval 

You should arrange for the R&D department at al l  relevant NHS care organisations to be 
notified that the research wi l l  be taking place, and provide a copy of the REC application, the 
protocol and this letter. 

Al l researchers and research collaborators who wil l  be participating in the research must 
obtain final research governance approval before commencing any research procedures. 
Where a substantive contract is not held with the care organisation, it may be necessary for 
an honorary contract to be issued before approval for the research can be given. 

Statement of compliance 

· The Committee is constituted in accordance with the Governance Arrangements for 
Research Ethics Committees (July 2001 ) and complies fully with the Standard Operating 
Procedures for Research Ethics Committees in the UK. 

I os1Qo20213s Please quote this number on a l l  correspondence I 

With the Committee's best wishes for the success of this project 
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Appendix H 

Demographic Data Analysis 

Table 2 h igh l ights that between April 2006 and March 2007 two hundred and five young 
people were involved with the Looked After Ch ildren's (LAC) Team in Bedfordshire, with 40.5 
per cent not accessing education; employment or train ing services and only 1 3 .6 per cent 
entering employment, which is consistent with nationa l  data {ODPM, 2004,  2005). 

Table 2: young peop Ie Data 

Young people accessing services 
Number entering employment 
Number entering Further Education 
Number entering Higher Education 
Number not i n  education , employment or training (NEET) 

Total % 

205 
28 1 3.6 
61 29.7 
5 2 .4 
83 40.5 

Number of housing tenancies 28.8 

However, just over a quarter  (28 .8 per cent) of these young people had managed to secure a 
tenancy with a local housing organisation and nearly 30 per cent had entered further 
education . The professional team supporting these young people leaving care consisted of 
e ighteen members of staff {Table 3). 

Table 3: Looked-After Children Services Team Members 

Total 

Team Manager 1 

Deputy Team Manager 1 

Senior Practitioner 2 
Senior Personal Advisers ( i .e . ,  qual ified Social Workers) 5 

Personal Advisers (i .e. ,  unqualified Social Workers) 6 
Administrators 3 

TOTAL 18  

The total number of participants that took part i n  this study were n ine young m e n  who were i n  
the transition from being looked after i nto independence. Table 4 h ighl ights that a l l  of the 
participants l ived in Bedford Town Centre, either having access i ndependent housing or 
working towards independence. 

Table 4: Where the Youn Men lived 

Area Total 
Bedford Town Centre 9 

The young men's age ranged between 1 5-20 years with the Table 5 showing that the average 
mean age was 1 8. Out of the nine participants the majority of them were White/British as 
shown in Table 6. 

Table 5:  Ag h ye of t e oung Men 
Age Total 

1 5  1 

1 6  0 

1 7  1 
1 8 2 

1 9  0 
20 5 
2 1  0 
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Table 6: The Young Men's Ethnicity 

Ethnicity Total 
White / M ixed Caribbean 1 
White / British 7 

White / I rish 1 

Only one young man had left Uppe r  School without any qual ifications h igh l ighting that the 
majority have the capabil ity and desire to learn (Table 7). However, despite achieving 
qual ifications, Table 8 shows that they majority of the young men were currently in receipt of 
Jobseekers Al lowance .  

Table 7 :  Th eIr Educat,ona 1 Back:groun d 

Educational Backaround Amount 
Upper School und ertakina GCSE's 1 i 

Uooer School  with GCSE's 5 
Uooer School without GCSE's 1 

A Leve ls 0 

Colleae 0 
Uooer School GCSE's and Colleoe 2 

Table 8: Th etr. Curren t Ed uca t·10n / E m p eoymen t St atus 
Education / Employment Status Amount 

Unemploved / Income Suooort 1 

Attending col lege course 2 

Jobseekers Al lowance 5 

Stil l at school 1 

When looking at the time the young men had spent in the care system,  Table 9 shows that 
nearly all of them had experienced being looked-after for most of their l ives, with Table 1 0  
highl ighting that seven of them experiencing between 3 or more d ifferent care settings. 

Table 9: Th e Voung Men s aae wh t ·  the Care S ten en erma ;ys em 
Age Amount 

Birth 4 

4-5 vears 2 

7 years 1 

1 1 - 1 2  years 2 

Table1 0: Total number o f pIacemen ts the Youna Men experience d 
Placements Amount 

1 -2 2 
3-4 1 

5-6 2 
7-8 1 

� (over 1 0) 
--·"""""""'''-- � 

A high  proportion of the young men had exper ienced many d ifferent placements within their 
time being looked-after, including fostering, residen tial units and l iv ing with other relat ives 
(Table 1 1  ). 
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Table 1 1 :  Their Accommodation whilst in Care 
Accommodation Amount 

Foster family 1 

Fosterina and residential 1 
I 

Fostering, family and residential 6 

Family and residential 0 

Residential 0 

Family 1 

When asked whether the young men were placed with their sibl ings or alone, only one of the 
n ine young men had a p lacement with h is sibl ing . Table  1 2  shows that the rest of the young 
men were p laced a lone in care. Whilst being placed alone in care, a l l  of the young men 
reported having contact with parents and for some other relatives as w�II (Table 1 3) . 

Table 1 2 : PIacement w1t w thout s·brmgs. h/ i I 

With/without sibl ings Amount 

Alone 8 
Alone and with sibl ina(s) 1 

With a l l  s ibl ing(s) 0 

With some of sibling(s) 0 

Table 1 3: Y ouna Men's contact with th Ie r  Familv 
Contact with familv Amount 

Yes, parents 6 

Yes, parents and other relatives 3 

No 0 
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INTERVIEW YP01e- 1 0.1 1 .06 

I :  What does being 'healthy' mean to you? How important is it? 
P: Umm, being healthy, like eating right, ummm. Looking after myself, ummm, like bathing, 
making sure my place is tidy. Going to the doctors regularly, I don't know, stuff like that. 
Important? I done't know? That's a weird one really. Its about what I do. 

I :  What does 'mental health' mean to you? 
P: Umm, like, (Jong pause), umm, like your way with dealing with things and stuff like that. I 
don 't know. The way that you deal with things, ain't it. 

I :  What can someone do to help themselves feel positive? 
P: Try to have fun and stuff like that ain 't it, it's the sort of things you do. Be with my friends 
(pause), go out. There's a few good places in Bedford to go. I don't go out clubbing or 
anything like that so I don't know about the clubs. 

I :  Thinking about leaving care, if you wanted help where would you go? 
P: Umm, my PA. I have got to go to Weller Wing every so often and stuff like that. It is for 
them to umm, check to see if I still need to take my anti-depressants or not. I have got a 
helper with Pilgrim Housing Association although I haven't used them yet. 

I :  What are your thoughts on services available? 
P: They are a/right, I haven't had any problems with them. Because I am 20 now I don't really 
go to Connexions anymore. I used to go when I was living in London and they were a/right 
but I never really used to go that often. They were helpful if I asked. They got me a job once 
when I was like 1 7. 

I: Have you used any services already? If so would you use them again? 
P: No, I was going to go into college like but I missed my, umm, missed my interview for it. 
There were very helpful when I first went in there and it took about 10 minutes for them to set 
up an interview for me. I would most probably use them again but I don 't really want to go to 
college. I want a job really. I used to go to the Jobcentre but I don't know because I am on 
Income Support but I want to go back onto JobSeekers. The JobCentre is helpful and it ain't 
like. They have got machines there to help you look for jobs and stuff like that but they 
always make mistakes like with my driving and stuff like that. Ummm, what else, they do 
make mistakes. The machine does identify the wrong jobs, like you will put in a search for the 
Bedford area and then up on the screen it will put all these jobs apart from the Bedford area. 
You just go into the JobCentre by yourself innit. It would most probably be quite good to have 
someone help you. It could get quite a few people of the dole. 

I :  Is there more pressure on young men these days? What are these? 
P: Umm, I don't know, I am not quite sure. I am just a/right being me and nobody is trying to 
pressure me. 

I: If there is pressure do you regards that as positive or negative? 
P: My PA tries to encourage me to look for work and stuff like that. I do have some 
encouragement. 

I: What could be done to make services more responsive to young men in particular? 
P: Umm, I don 't  know (pause). Umm, I am not quite sure. I don't know 

I: Is there anything else you would l ike to add that I haven't asked you about moving into 
independence? 
P: Not really, like I have been a/right. I cant think or anything else that we really need to 
change. 
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INTERVIEW YP02e- 10 . 1 1 .06 

I :  What does being 'healthy' mean to you? How important is  it? 
P: Ohh, to be able to keep running and stuff like that and keep doing it for a sustained amount 
of time. That you are not over-weight. I mean, me I like to keep quite nice anyway but I am 
quite lucky because I am slim anyway and I eat the right foods and that anyway. I mean the 
older you get the more heart problems you get and stuff like that. It is quite important to me to 
keep yourself nice looking. I used to be quite chubby, I used to be quite fat. The last 2 years I 
have really started to loose weight. I bike everywhere and walk everywhere. 

I :  W hat does 'mental health' mean to you? 
P: (Slight giggle) umm, this one is good judging by the last 2 years. Its like you are happy 
within yourself, because if you are happy within yourself then you feel a/right but if you feel 
down and depressed and that then you feel you don't feel a/right and then you do silly things. 

I :  W hat can someone do to help themselves feel positive? 
P: Go out and do things that they enjoy doing. Like I love motorbikes and I love fixing them 
up and that so I am currently looking for a bike that I can fix up and go out for rides on. Umm, 
going out with mates, umm anything that any person enjoys. Like for girls it could be make
up and shopping, I mean I know how you girls love shopping. Seeing your mates, anything 
really, cooking, drawing. 

I :  Thinking about leaving care, if you wanted help where would you go? 
P: I would go to my social worker or my step-family. I am quite independent anyway. Since 
the age of 15  I have always done my own washing, cooking, cleaning and all that so I am 
quiet independent. I only come here to get money out of them (Social Services). 

I :  What are your thoughts on services available? 
P: Umm, this one could be tried and tested. To be totally honest the social workers that I 
have had before, and sorry for swearing, I would not piss on them if they were on fire. The 
social worker I have got now is great. I was kicked out my foster family 3 days before I was 
18 and I was left to sleep on a living room floor for 6 months. They just kicked me out and my 
social worker could have done something there and then, which they didn 't. Instead they 
said, ask if it is OK if you can stay here longer. Gradually, because I was working quite far 
away from where I was Jiving I gradually lost my job and she (social worker) didn't care. It 
didn't seem like she gave a flying doodahs. Jn the end it was getting to the point where I was 
getting more and more angry about it until one day she decided to turn up to the house where 
I had been living for the past 5 months and said "how's everything going ?". 

So I put in a complaint about her and I think she quit. Then I was getting moved on from that 
house because they were moving so I came here (Bedfordshir& Leaving Care Team) and 
they gave me £20 and said go to Dunstable to a hostel over there. It got to the point where I 
was mainly doing everything myself. Like there is a leaving care grant and you have to leave 
the money with them (social workers) until you are 21 .  Like I managed to get a TV out of 
them but that was after a couple of weeks of constantly nagging them. But then I asked if I 
could get an X-Box to keep me entertained but they said it is not an essential. I can 
understand but I mean its difficult. If I could of bought it myself I would have, I seen one in 
Cash Converters for £50. I think the leaving care grant is £1,800 and I have still got about 
£1,000 left to me. They have control of this but it is stupid really because I am now 19 I can't 
see me getting a place. I have to wait 9 months where I am now and even then I might not 
even get a place. I could even be there for the next 2 years so by the time I do get a place I 
cant use this care grant so I might as well get everything now. I am living in a hostel and I 
have to wait 9 months before I can get put on a housing list or even go near them. 

Education services is a/right but the Jobcentre is a complete waste of time. I waited 6 months 
to get my jobseekers allowance and then a month later they cancelled it because I started 
college. They back dated it though but I didn't tell these lot that, I ain't stupid. But it has now 
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been 2 months now waiting to hear about Income Support because I cannot live on £40 a 
week. My rent is £20 a week and then that leaves me £20 to live off. I do get housing benefit 
though. But I have still got to buy baccy, clothes, food. They don't listen so it has taken me a 
long while to get everything sorted. 

I :  Have you used any services already? If so would you use them again? 
P: Its not worth going back to them again. They actually fobbed me off for so long that me 
and one of my friends went down there (Jobcentre) and sat outside the frontdoor with 
baseball bats. It was getting to the point where one minute they had lost things, next minute 
they had found it, the next they had misplaced it. It is only when I came down here 
(Bedfordshire leaving care team) and saw the manager here that I got anything done about it. 
Its a/right for them in their suits and stuff like that, it is like the manager here as well. These 
social workers here will do anything they can to help then the guys in the suits say they have 
got to try harder. I feel like slapping them. Social workers do such a great job and they are 
so under appreciated. They have get a lot of paperwork and all that to complete as well. 

I :  Is there more pressure on young men these days? What are these? 
P: Umm, there is kinda pressure on young blokes and men generally because they are seen 
as the strong ones and they are meant to provide and things like that. Me I am quite 
emotional, if you know what I mean. My ex-girlfriend is pregnant with my kid and that and she 
is not Jetting me see it and that is getting to me. Last month I was diagnosed with severe 
depression and I was given prozac and sleeping pills and this, that and the other. It got to the 
point where I actually jumped out of the top window with a bit of rope around my neck. There 
is pressure because sometimes it is not fair because why should, like in my case, I have tried 
everything I can. Physically and mentally I have tried everything I can with my ex but 
sometimes it is not possible. I am quite emotional and when I am pushed I am very violent. I 
know for a fact when that kid is born she is going to be on her own with a kid that is 
screaming all the time and she will ring me up. I will not go back. Why should I wait around 
like a dog with a bone, why should I do it? I ain't doing it no more. 

I: If there is pressure do you regards that as positive or negative? 
P: Umm, sometimes I say to myself, yeah you have got to do this, you have got to do this and 
then you get to the point where you cant be bothered but if I have got someone saying hey 
come on you have got to do this and there is someone there to encourage you it is good. 
Then you think in your mind, yeah bollocks, I can do anything. Like with college, like I am 19 
and last year when I was meant to start I had a car crash and hurt my back. Normally college 
don't take on 19  year olds and I pushed and pushed and they done it. If you want to do 
something then don 't let nothing or no one stand in your way. Sometime I don't go about it in 
the right way but I do get there in the end. 

I: What could be done to make services more responsive to young men in particular? 
P: Blokes have got big ego's. Don't do it, umm, like some things are put like to help, umm. I 
don't know how to put it really. Like me, I don 't like taking charity really. I think that is the 
main thing with blokes, they have too much pride. Like me, like, if I need help then I will 
accept it but there is no way really I can actually change some ones mind. Well not change 
their mind but try and persuade them to do something. I think the best thing would probably 
be, is like to umm, (pause), is like to say look the help is there if you want it and then do a 
magazine with pictures and stuff like that and then send it to the. You know pictures with 
people enjoying themselves and stuff like that and then they will see that this looks like a fun 
day out. You know make things fun and then they will learn. It is like a lot of things really, if 
you make them fun then you will learn. Its really how you put it across because if you think 
about it as a boring day out then you think, naa I don't want to go. It you word things different 
and stuff like that. If you look at  something attractive then you think I am interested in that. 
Then you start thinking about it, hey maybe it will be fun. With anything it is like that. Make it 
colourful as well. Its more attractive if it is colourful. 

I :  Is there anything else you would like to add that I haven't asked you about moving into 
independence? 
P: No, I am ok. 
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INTERVIEW YP03e- 1 3/1 1 /06 

I : What does being 'healthy' mean to you? How important is it? 
P: Keeping fit, eating well, that sorl of thing. Over the last year I have lost weight and I would 
like to keep like this. It is imporlant to me. Being in smaller t-shirts and size 28" waist jeans. 
I dono't know I just like being like this. 

I: What does 'mental health' mean to you? 
P: Well, there are so many different mental issues aren't there. You see my Mum was in and 
out of Weller Wing and places like that since I have been very small. She lost the plot when 
my dad died, so I guess my views of mental health are around that. That is when I went in 
and out of different placements. 

I :  What can someone do to help themselves feel positive? 
P: I don't know, like hanging out with your mates really. That's what I like to do being with my 
friends. When you are around people you feel better about yourself. 

I :  Thinking about leaving care, if you wanted help where would you go? 
P: 1 6+ team {laughs). They are OK if you go to them for help but really they only offer to see 
you once every 3 months, which isn 't very good. You are just left to get on with it. Once you 
are 1 8  then you leave care and like for me, I have always been used to being in places where 
there are other people around like in residential units. All of a sudden I am told to live in a flat 
by myself. I mean I do have a choice and all that but it is not easy. 

I :  What are your thoughts on services available? 
P: Umm well I did go to college in Dunstable when I was 1 6  but that wasn't' really helpful and 
I ended up dropping out. It was like they expected you to come along and they would say 
well it is your choice. I just did not feel supporled and I didn't really know anyone. The 
course was really good but I ended up dropping out. I am planning on going back to college 
next year. I have had a gap year out dosing and also doing some work over at Woodenhill 
(Bedford). I want to go to Bedford college and do a Music Tech course. I really enjoy playing 
the guitar and play acoustic, electric and bass. Mainly I have taught myself. This course in 
Bedford would be so much better because all my friends are here and it feels better. 

The jobcentre I had a call from my social worker to remind me to go last Friday because I 
forgot. There you are just a number like number 39 or something like that. They don't really 
care about you. The same with housing services, they are evil! They don't have any 
emotions you are just dealt with and told to get on with it and it doesn't feel like they really 
care. 

I :  Have you used any services already? If so would you use them again? 
P: Umm, yeah I would use them again but only if I had too. Like here at 1 6+ they are there 
for you if you push and come to the offices to see them but aparl from that every 3 months a 
visit is too Jong. When I moved into my flat I found it very difficult and felt really lonely and just 
wanted to be out with my mates all the time. I didn't really want to go back there by myself. It 
would have been nice to have felt supporled with that. 

I :  I s  there more pressure on young men these days? What are these? 
P: Yeah there is like, there is pressure not to be in trouble with the police as most young men 
are viewed as trouble, especially if they know that you have left care services. Many young 
men have ASBO's and there is pressure not to do the same. There is pressure not to do 
drugs and things like that, though I don't. It is hard. Also girls either think you want them for 
sex or that you are going to get into trouble. I don't want to be rude but you can be either 
labelled a rapist or a murderer of something like that and this is really difficult for young men 
as well. 
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I :  If there is pressure do you regards that as positive or negative? 
P: Umm, there is like my Mum sort of puts pressure on me to achieve. Like I am only 18 and I 
think that is young. I know some people go to university at my age, but more and more 
people go in their late 20's, 30's and sometimes 40's. I do find this difficult when there is this 
pressure on me to achieve. Although I know it is good pressure. 

I :  What could be done to make services more responsive to young men in particular? 
P: Well for somebody like me it would be really good to have something at night that I could 
do. I don't like being in the flat by myself and I don't sleep very well at all. I may sleep about 
1 hour a night. So if there was a drop-in or something like that where I could go and be with 
other young men in similar situations it would be really good. There good be play stations or 
things like that although I am not sure if I would want it to be open to everybody because then 
it could create a place that isn 't very good. I think a drop-in or something would be really 
good. 

I :  Is  there anyth ing else you would l ike to add that I haven't asked you about moving into 
independence? 
P: Umm, naa not really I think I have talked for quite a bit really!!!! 
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I NTERVIEW YP04 - 06/1 2/06 

I :  What does being 'healthy' mean to you? How important is it? 
P: Umm, healthy, umm, except smoking, umm, keeping your body in shape and keeping your 
mind in good working order. Umm, getting out and about I guess, that sort of thing. I do a lot 
of biking and a lot of walking and I do weight training as well. That's about it really, and, and I 
do eat good food. I eat fruit and veg and have my breakfast, lunch and dinner and the correct 
times of the day and I do a lot of exercise as well. It's not that important for me to be healthy 
although it is important enough for me to keep my body in shape. 

I :  What does 'mental health' mean to you? 
P: Psychological health. It's your brain and things. It is how you cope with things, how you 
cope with things under stress or how you manage things. For me coping with things is all 
right but a few years ago I had people leaning over [me]. Doing things for me I was like a 

guest, but now that I am 1 7, I am more independent and I can do more like. My foster 
parents have said that I can now do my own cooking, washing and cleaning. I can do 
anything I want really. 

I :  What can someone do to help themselves feel positive? 
P: Not giving brussel sprouts for Christmas! That's a real negative! To make myself feel 
more positive I would go out and meet with some friends or go into town and buy things, or 
enjoy myself on the playstation or the PC. Even college. That is probably the most fun 
because I like doing practical work. I am studying a first diploma in engineering. I like 
aviation, any aspects of aviation. Even air shows, I love them. 

I :  Th inking about leaving care, if you wanted help where would you go? 
P: Well the first person I would get help from is either my foster family or my social worker. 
Can you help as well? Like I said, my social worker, my family or even my mum. That's 
about it. 

I :  What are your thoughts on services available? 
P: I have been put on the housing register and there is something about points stacking up. I 
have just received this letter a few weeks ago saying that if you still want to be on the housing 
list then I have to fill in this sheet and send it back within 28 days or something. I think before 
I move out, like I am on this housing things but I have to build up my points first. I am quite 
happy with that at the moment, as I have just had to fill out a form. It has not been stressful or 
nerve wracking, it's just been reasonable OK. 

With college it has been pretty easy to get onto the course. I failed 3 exams last year and if I 
didn 't fail those I would still be on the National Diploma. Due to the fact that I failed 3 of those 
I am on the first Diploma. There was a bit at trouble at college then because last year I had 
quite a Jot of help and now this year it is all gone. I need to sort that out myself and ask the 
teachers as well. 1 normally have a teacher, a little helper in my lessons. Like last year every 
Friday for an hour session, I went to individual tuition for mathematics. That was really good 
and it did help me. I think the college can set that up again for me on this course but I think I 
have to do part of it as well by going to my personal tutor to sort it out as well. I haven't done 
that yet. I started in the beginning of September, so it is nearly 3 months since I have been 
on this course. 

I have applied for ajob at TK Maxx but I am waiting for a reply. I went straight in there and 
got an application form [fK Maxx], it was quite straightforward really. I asked one of the 
women behind the desk and said "please may I have an application form and she gave me 
one and I went home and filled it in with my foster dad. I haven't had anything to do with the 
job centre at the moment. 

I: Have you used any services already? If so would you use them again? 
P: / am quite happy with college services at the moment, all is going well. 
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I :  I s  there more pressure on young men these days? What are these? 
P: Umm, well, not directly on me but last year there was pressure on my older foster brother. 
He went through a phase of smoking loads of marijuana every single day and, how can I say 
he went kind of [points finger to right temple and circled it around]. My foster parents felt a bit 
scared of him because he was making acquisitions about them that weren 't true. Eventually 
they kicked him out, so from there it was sorted. It went a/right. It was the drugs he was 
using really and his reactions about it. It was his own fault in the first place and he still does 
it. You can still see the effects. 

I :  If there is pressure do you regards that as positive or negative? 
P: I don't think there are any pressures for me. 

I :  What could be done to make services more responsive to young men in particular? 
P: When I finish my college course, they[foster parents} have extended the placement until I 
finish my course. That will be June or July next year [2007]. Housing is probably the most 
important because when I move out I am going to be temporarily homeless. Housing is most 
important and hopefully I will also get a job. I am still waiting for a reply from TK Maxx at the 
moment. It would be better if I hear early rather than later about my housing [in regards to 
leaving care next year}. If it is later than I don't have much time {to sort things} but if it is 
earlier then I will have enough time to sort things out. I would like to start looking at that the 
middle of May {next year, 2007], because that's when I am 1 8  and that is when my foster 
placement will stop but as I said they are extending it because of my college and I really thank 
them for that. [Ask if he would work with PA and the his pathway plan to make sure housing 
is addressed early} Umm, I am not sure. 

I :  Is  there anything else you would like to add that I haven't asked you about moving into 
independence? 
P: Umm, [long pause}, nothing much really. I am a happy lad! 
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INTERVIEW YP05e- 08/12/06 

I : What does being 'healthy' mean to you? How important is it? 
P: Well, being healthy to me is trying to eat right, sleep right, like . . . . . .  I like exercise because I 
like being fit, I like doing weights. I don't like jogging because I smoke so I do try. I do 
weights at home, I was member at a gym but after all that stuff, it all went wrong. Not 
because anything at the gym, naa but being healthy well there is mental health as well ain 't 
there. Cos when I left care . . . . . .  I went to Weller Wing, the local mental place, yeah, because 
me and my carer had a falling out. But my mum has been in there [Weller Wing] since I was 
little and that was the reason I was put in care and that obviously rubbed off on to me. I was 
talking to her all the time so to me to be healthy you have to be healthy in here as well 
[pointing to head]. I know what you are saying because I think enough stuff sometimes that 
you can only say to your doctor, you know what I mean? I mean psychiatrist doctor. 

Being healthy is important to me but sometimes other stuff gets in the way of it. I mean I like 
to think that my health is one of my top priorities I suppose but sometimes, other stuff gets 
in . . .  . like I recently moved house, into my own flat the other week so I haven't been doing as 
many weights. Once I get all my stuff sorted and get my fridges, yeah, then I will get back on 
the weights again. 

I :  What does 'mental health' mean to you? 
P: It's like a minefield man. It is a minefield. If you get it yeah [mental health problem] it is not 
just you that has got it yeah, its everyone around you. I don't know how to explain it yeah, but 
you don't just drag yourself down, like when my mum got it she dragged me down, dragged 
everyone down. I don 't want to go into it but it dragged an awful lot of people, I mean not 
everyone had a breakdown obviously but everyone is thinking about her. And when I went 
down, yeah went down, I mean I blame my carer personally because there was no discipline 
there. I mean he used to let me smoke drugs, not in the house but in the garden. Well not Jet 
me but he knew I was and he could have stopped me but he didn't. 

I :  What can someone do to help themselves feel positive? 
P: What with their mental health? Well you have got to stay, well you have got to know what 
you want and then after a certain point, not cut off what is in your head yeah but if you want to 
do something else and your head is saying 'drugs, drugs, drugs' and you want a job, then 
obviously you have got to cut something out. Just not think . . .. .  not, I don 't know how to do it 
myselfyeah but you have got to try and change what you are thinking in your head. 

Yeah well, I don 't know but all I like doing is going and seeing my friends, going down the 
pub. Not getting hammered all the time yeah, it gives you something else to think about 
rather than serious stuff, yeah. The weights for a couple of hours, sometimes 3, 4, 5 times a 

week. I want to get a job soon too. 

I :  Thinking about leaving care, if you wanted help where would you go? 
P: Well, what, just for moving house? I went from care, I mean, care is all bad for me. There 
was good moments but all the good moments involved drugs and just vandalising stuff, yeah 
and things like that. But when I moved out I went into the hospital and then my carers would 
not take me back, they said they would, but they didn't which left me know where so I just got 
pushed from pillar to post for a few months. Then ended up in another hospital for children 
and I stayed there for about 8 months and then I ended up with my mum and she is loopy, 
there is no 2 ways about it. That sent me around the bend [leaving with my mum] so 
eventually I moved out, got into temporary accommodation. My social worker and a CPN, 
that is a community psychiatric nurse yeah, there just been giving me numbers or taking me 
to places, wherever. 

They have sort of being helping me out but at the same time they do your head in because 
they want to talk about stuff that you don't even want to think about like, and they don't lay off. 
Some of them are so patronising that you just want to tell some of them where to go. 
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I: What are your thoughts on services available? 
P: Once I got to the housing, I mean within like 3 days I was in a flat basically with all my own 
stuff. I was all moved in. I found the housing people OK, they are good, yeah, they do their 
job. With the jobcentre, I am still on the benefits so I am not with them at the moment. I am 
on incapacity benefit. I tried the whole Connexions thing but all they done for me was say 
here is an application form for MacDona/ds or Burger King and I was like, look at me, I love 
my sports yeah. I am more built than your average spotty little . . . . well I am not saying I am not 
spotty {laughter] but, you know what I am saying so they didn't do nothing, so I didno't do that. 

The job centre is just, well / went to look in there the other day just with a friend and got on 
one of those things {computers] and there are no sports jobs in the whole of Bedford town, so 
its not really going to help. I have been to college but cos I was going through, I was still 
living with my carers. I started college when I was 16, but sorry to keep going back to it but 
my carer was always in my head yeah, it was just mental. . .. .  I don 't want to say it but it was 
just mental torture. I mean you know you are going to go in and the guy [carer] is just going 
to be sitting there, so college didn 't work for me. 

I do want to go back next year and do the same course that I started. It was like sports ethics 
and sociology and stuff like that and you can go to university with it after. I wanted to do it 
because in school, even though I was drugged up and all that I was always getting good 
marks. The college where OK with me but back then nobody even wanted to touch me with a 
barge pole, so I thought it was my problems yeah. I mean although they were my problems 
yeah, they were rubbing off on other people. I have had no chance yeah, no chance. 

I :  Have you used any services a lready? If so would you use them again? 
P: I would go back to the college. Housing seems to be OK for now. I much rather go to 
college. The jobcentre ain't  for me. 

I: I s  there more pressure on young men these days? What are these? 
P: Well the thing is it didn't feel like pressure at the time· [when things were bad], cos I never 
understood what was going on. So everything to me was, what was there was there. Like, I 
don't know how to explain it yeah, but like the pressure is like something clicked one day 
yeah, in my head, and I thought not everyone was against me yeah, but I that with people 
yeah, there is more to them than what you see. That clicked when I was about 1 6  and as 
soon as it clicked, everyone, fucking everyone disappeared right. Or I pushed them away, 
one of the two. I dono't really remember it all because I was smoking dope all day. 

Like I have had talks from my family there is some pressure because they want me to get a 
job and get sorted yeah. They are not really caring about what I am thinking or what I am 
going through yeah. As far as they are concerne.d if you are going to get a job and lose your 
friends then they just say, well that is what you do but you can't just do that. It is very difficult 
to do. 

I :  If there is pressure do you regards that as positive or negative? 
P: Not pressure really, the time there is pressure if two people wanted the same job or if two 
people wanted the same thing and there is only one space you now what I mean ? I mean I 
don't feel pressure like walking around. I don't think yeah that guy is massive, I wish I was 
like him. Well, I would like to be big {laughter] but I don't think it. 

I :  What could be done to make services more responsive to young men in particular? 
P: Well they can do, what are you on about in care? Well leaving care it has all been good 
yeah. If I had had a level head from a young age I would have been fine and I wouldn't have 
put myself in situations that I was in, I would have took myself straight out of them. But cos I 
didn't know what was going on, I was just a naiVe little kid until I was 16. To be fair in town, in 
the dodgy places that I am living now, little kids are little kids. 
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I don't know, in care the only time they check up on you, they come in for a meeting every 3, 
6 months, whatever. 6 months is the longest time that they wont see you for but then I just go 
into these meetings stoned out of my head, looking like a state. My eyes have been caned 
and then all these carers are just sitting there like, talking about you like you are not even 
there. You just think if you are going to be like that then surely I am allowed to be like that 
{stoned]. It's not like that, I know they are older than me and all that but if they don 't even 
care about you then you aint going to care about them. 

I didn 't want more support., if they had just kept out, it just messes with your head, when you 
deal with like 10  adults sitting at a table. Like all these adults, like all these different agendas 
and questions to ask. Like different roles. It was just that they weren't nice people, they 
didn't care about their job. They were just doing a job, it was just like 9-5, leave and then go 
down the pub and laugh about what you have been talking about all day, I swear. 

I don't care if the adult the other side of the table knows me, I don't even want to know them. 
Like if they are just going to sit down and take the mickey and then walk off and then of 
course I am going to care. So people have had so many social workers, I mean I have had 
so many social workers, about 1 0  since I have been in care and I have only been in care 
about 5 years. All these social workers swear blind that they care about you and that they 
would do anything, and then half or them are like, well I have got to go now. I will ring you, 
we will stay in touch and you know they wont and that they are not even thinking about you. 
Half of them don't care. 

Even if someone said they would be there for me I would not listen. I wouldn't trust them to 
talk too, I would talk to them like an adult. I would sit down and talk to them nicely, yeah but I 
wouldn't trust them like, I will give you an example. Like the other day I was in care with one 
guy that is still in care and we have got the same social worker now cos, that's how it has 
been set up. The social worker dropped my friend off near to my house, and I didn't know 
she was coming. I was going for a drink and then she gets out of the car and start.s talking 
about my mum. I said can we not talk about this seeing as we are not meant to be meeting 
now and you are just doing it. She was just standing there for a good 10-15 minutes and 
going, look lets talk about your mum, I want to talk about your mum and I was going fucking 
leave me. I felt like smashing her head up, I didn't obviously but, I mean I don't know, you 
don 't  tell someone, it is so stupid. I mean my social worker is only about 2 years older than 
me and I have had more life experience than her and she is just sitting in her nice big car and 
going I know everything about young kids. 

To respect a social worker they need to, not need to understand me, because that sounds 
stupid but they need to know where I am coming from. Like all my social workers have just 
been so patronising, they haven't taught me any life skills, they haven't taught me not to 
associated, well all they say is don't associate with drug users because they are bad, full stop. 
They wont go into the ins and outs of it at all. I mean you can ask them and they are just like 
{shows blank face]. There are services to help me change my drug habit but when I wanted 
to change I just stopped. I just could because I have got willpower. I hadn't been smoking for 
years and years, it was just a couple of years. 

I :  Is there anything else you would like to add that I haven't asked you about moving into 
independence? 
P: Well it is just the carers that do it, I mean I don't know about children's homes, well / do 
because I have been in them but I don't know anything about them. I was in a foster home 
and the carer's get away with blue murder, yeah. I mean they get so much money to spend a 
week and I was only seeing about a quart.er of it and the rest of it is in their pockets. I am not 
even joking. If you wanted a pair of trainers they would give you £20 to get a pair. I mean so 
the only way that I could make money was from dealing drug and then they {carers] came 
down like a tonne on me. 
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You have got no choice in this thing. I know that ain't going to change. Well you have got the 
choice between being poor and lonely or being rich and lonely because the carers, if you are 
in their care, they see it as that you are under their roof, eating their food, even though, well 
like my carer he was an idiot yeah [laughter]. Even though I have now got my own place I try 
not to think about it but cos, what ever I have been through it seems to come back yeah, and I 
don't know why yet I want to sort it out but sometimes it is better not to know. 

Like I didn 't just have mental problems, yeah, just like at one point I was twitching like Pete off 
of Big Brother. I didn't know why and then one day it just stopped. While I was doing that, no 
social worker, I mean I was screaming sometimes, it was like having whip lash every 2 
seconds yeah, and of course I was doing this and all these social workers were just 
pretending like it wasn't happening. I am not even joking they were like, don't worry, we will 
leave it for another week. It was for about 3 or 4 months. 

I have a GP and I don 't mind going to him. I went through the lot and they all just looked at 
me like I was putting it on. I mean I wasn 't on drugs or drinking excessively and it is weird. I 
am not like that now but sometimes .if you go down hill and you don 't even mean to, and if you 
don't explain to everyone in detail or you don't start sucking up to them, then everyone just 
lets you slide until you hit the floor. 

I am still on medication from the psychiatrist though I only take it, now it is getting to the point 
that I only need to take it if I have had a rough day. I usually just take and think why not. I 
didn't have a good experience [in Weller Wing], I mean the hospitals are all crap. I mean if 
you get sectioned yeah, then that is your life over and that is all they talk about. Like a year 
ago year, everyone was just thinking, like everyone thought yeah he [me] is never coming 
back. And I am here. 
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INTERVIEW YP0Ge- 11.12.06 

I: What does being 'healthy' mean to you? How important is it? 
P: What's it mean to me? Umm, not sure really, I would say, umm being healthy means to 
me being active, that I have got good physical fitness. That I have got a good mental state. 
That I have the confidence to do things, not that I would sit here and catch my breath if I was 
doing something physical. It is � important to me to be healthy actually. I like to keep an 
eye on my health. I wone't drink water straight from the tap, it has got to be filtered. I have to 
boil my water first and stuff like that. I enjoy eating fruit and vegetables and study as much as 
possible. Umm, I don't know really, I walk a lot. That is all I seem to do these days is walk 
everywhere. 

I :  What does 'mental health' mean to you? 
P: Because my dad has got mental health problems it has always been a worrying thing for 
me. Like one day that might effect me so I try to keep my mind occupied with things, like I 
doing courses or reading and things like that, to keep it [my mind] active. So that it [my mind] 
don't just sit there unused as that happens quite a lot with young people. I will always try to 
read things or write stuff and things like that just to keep it all active. 

I: What can someone do to help themselves feel positive? 
P: To make themselves feel more positive? Umm, that is a tough one, umm. I think to feel 
more positive you have to actually do the things that will make you feel healthy. Like eating 
more fruits you will feel better within yourself and feel the benefits of it. 

I :  Thinking about leaving care, if you wanted help where would you go? 
P: Where am I going? I am not sure really because I prefer to do things off my own back 
really. I don't really like asking for help really, that is one of my downfalls. I never ask for help 
and everybody moans at me about that. My Leaving Care Worker is really good and has 
helped me a lot. She has helped me with housing and done a really good job. I haven't been 
independent for a long period of my life but because I am 21 now then it has got to the stage 
where I have to be independent. I needed that push because otherwise I would have never 
had done it {moved into independence}. 

The Housing Association has been helpful but it has been a bit long. You see when I applied 
to Pilgrims I was still living with my Dad. So when I applied to go on the waiting list they 
couldn't give me one [a home] straight away because I wasn't homeless as I was still with my 
Dad. It was difficult for me but then I got the place for me at the hostel which really helped. I 
have got to stay in the hostel for a period of time and then hopefully they will offer me 
something {own place to live]. 

I am beginning to look at colleges. Like on the course I am on at the moment [Prince's Trust] 
we had a taster day at Bedford College. We were giving a prospectus and told about all the 
possible things that we could do. I am looking at that to see what I can do after this course I 
am on now. It just depends on how much the courses cost and that. I am on job-seekers 
allowance at the moment, so I am not sure if the courses will be free or not. Job-seekers 
allowance is OK but it never lasts, it never lasts. I don 't know how they expect you to live on 
that. But, yeah like it helps get the main things. It is really difficult for me at the moment to 
actually look for a job because I am on this course at the moment which is 5 days a week, 
from 10-4pm I haven't really got a chance to go looking for work and if I do get a job it is going 
to really clash with this course. 

It is really difficult for me to get work at the moment and they [Jobcentre plus} keep asking me 
if I am actively seeking work and I tell them that I can 't because of the course but they keep 
telling me that I have to be. It has been really difficult for me but I only have another week to 
go on this course. It has been a very good course, very good course [Prince's Trust]. 
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I: What are your thoughts on services available? 
P: I think all the services I have used have been really, really good so far. 

I :  Have you used any services already? I f  so would you use them again? 
P:  I haven't got any concerns with them or problems, they have all been pretty good to me. 

I :  Is there more pressure on young men these days? What are these? 
P: Yeah there is a hell of a lot. There is too much of it now because everyone now is 
expecting young adults, especially for young males to be like yobs. Like ever since I have 
moved into the YMCA like, everyone has been telling me that people get murdered and stuff 
like that around here, and things like that. Yet I have been living there for the last 3 weeks 
and no-one has even looked at me funny. So it is a really cruel misconception that we are all 
really bad people. Therefore people are judging us [young males] too far. Then we have to 
try and overcome this, definitely. That is what this course has helped me to do. It has helped 
me to feel more confident and to deal with problems and stuff. 

I: If there is pressure do you regards that as positive or negative? 
P: There are always the social pressures like how to address, what aftershave to use, are 
your clothes clean ?, are you wearing the right pair of trainers ?  Or are they a pair of Hi-Tech 
from the market! So I think there is that but I think that has got better now because everyone 
in my age group tends to wear the same types of clothes and stuff. No-one really cares 
anymore so I guess that is a positive. People don't have to be really rich to afford best 
clothes, you can just wear normal clothes and people won't mind. 

I :  What could be done to make services more responsive to young men in  particular? 
P: Well possibly, like when I left, left care I left a children's home and went straight to my 
Dad'swhich was kind of the wrong thing for me, I shouldn't have done that. If I hadn't  of done 
that then I probably would have by now got a nice flat, probably ajob where I would be able to 
support myself. Instead I had to life with my Dad and look after him and it has taken 5 years 
off of my life that I cant get back. Those 5 years I could have spent training and working. 
Just to like help me get a job and stuff like that. 

I feel like I have missed out. You see I was only 15  when it happened and I was really 
immature, and I was still catching up a little. It was all rushed on me [decision to move in with 
my dad]. When leaving care I was just thinking, yeah just get me out of care, because I didn't 
like it in there so I was just thinking, just get me out. I didn't think it could have like a bad 
effect [moving in with my dad]. I just thought it would be all good for me and I was going to 
get out of care. But no, it weren 't like that. Jn some ways they[social services] should take 
time to train people [care leavers] to tell them what would happen, what they can get and 
what they can't get. I don't think that was explained to me very well. I became like a recluse 
and went into myself. I didn't want people around me. I didn't have any friends for about 5 

years. 

I just would have liked more information because there is just so not enough of it {about help 
available]. I was in the dark about so many things really so more information about what 
support they [care leavers} can get and what services are available and stuff. That's why the 
development course I am on at the moment has been good for me. At the moment, like when 
I started the course I was still living with my Dad and then half-way through I moved 
independently and it was like, the course that has helped me as well about how to be 
confident in myself and confident around others. The course has been a little boost to help 
me as well. I am really enjoying independence. 
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INTERVIEW YP07 - 18.12.06 

I :  What does being 'healthy' mean to you? How important is it? 
P: Umm, being fit and eating the right kinds of foods. Not having any health problems, like 
STl's and stuff like that. General stuff. Health, eating the right food, generally exercise. I 
mean, when I am not at school I suppose I do jogging and going to the gym and stuff like that. 
Umm, it's quite important for me to be healthy, umm. Yeah, I would say quite important 
because we have got a naturally big family [weight wise], so what people see ofme is not 
what people really see of me and I would like to loose a little bit of weight. So that is really 
important for me to do that and that is all down to healthy eating and stuff like that. 

I: What does 'mental health' mean to you? 
P: Umm, what does mental health mean to me, umm, people being insane! People who are 
like distressed and stressed and all that. 

I :  What can someone do to help themselves feel positive? 
P: What in mental health yeah? Umm, you mean like what can they do? Umm, I suppose it 
would be nice for them to have visitors and make them feel good about themselves. It is 
important that they do stuff, like positive stuff not negative stuff, like maybe painting and stuff 
like that. My mum does that [painting] and she used to have mental health problems and that 
helped her through it. 

I :  Thinking about leaving care, if you wanted help where would you go? 
P: Yeah, the 1 6+ Team, I have a 1 6+ worker and I have a Pathway Plan. I have nearly 
finished my pathway plan early. We are looking at can I cook and my independent skills and 
stuff like that really. We have gone over health stuff and stuff like that. Could I cook, could I 
clean and how to work on the stuff that I couldn't do. Cooking for the family because the aim 
is that I will move into independence in a years time. It's like aiming where I am living now 
and leaving this time next year. So I am already having to think about that. 

It is mainly practical stuff and things like that. And what I do with further education as well. 
am staying on at ffh form, umm and instead of staying on for 2 years I am staying on for 3 
years. I am going to do an NVQ, well I think it is an NVQ in Sports Studies and then I am 
going to do A levels for the other 2 years. And then I haven't quite made up my mind but I 
might go and do a bit of, umm, and I might during that time aim to do a bit of work experience 
at a youth centre and go and do a youth degree. I am actually doing the NVQ for 2 reasons 
because I love sports. I am a football referee, so I do a lot of sport and I am unsure if I will get 
the rights GCSEs to go onto do A levels and even if I do I will still go on and do the NVQ 
because it is worth 5 GCSE's at A-C grades. 

I :  What are your thoughts on services available? 
P: Connexions helped me look at that [my education/career]. And my 16+ advisor helped me 
talked about it. I got in touch with Connexions through school and they have been really 
helpful. I haven't had any contact with Jobcentre + yet. All I have at the moment is my 
brothers point of view on Jobcentre+ and he always tries to avoid them but that might be 
because he is lazy or it could be because the service itself. 

In regards to moving into independence I am currently looking at family options with my 16+ 
advisor, looking at going to live with an auntie but I wouldn't want to go and live with one of 
them. I want to go independent so we are looking at me cooking and cleaning for myself one 
day a week before I /eave care. I am not currently in touch with any housing associations. I 
don't want to Jive in a hostel. I don't want to be given that kind of, umm, that umm, what's the 
word, umm. I care about my reputation, if you know what I mean, and I don't want to look like 
a tramp because I live in a hostel. I don't want the stigma because you get that from living in 
a children's home but I can fight against that. I can make people think that I am not the bad 
one. 
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I :  Have you used any services a l ready? If so would you use them again? 
P: I would use Connexions again, I would go back for advice and my Connexions advisor. 

I :  Is there more pressure on young men these days? What are these? 
P: Yes, definitely. I mean like at my age [nearly 16] saying about being a certain way, like sex 
for instance. Girls, if you have had sex before the age of 1 6  then you are a slag, but for boys 
your mates would congratulate you, do you know what I mean? Like with boys, if you haven't 
done it [had sex], then you are frigid. That is one piece of pressure that you get and you get a 
lot of that. 

In regards to living in a children 's home I don't avoid telling people about it because I am 
proud of how I have lived and that is me, that made me who I am, where I have lived in my life 
and what has happened. It's more that when people find out you live in a children's home 
they say 'is it like Tracey Beaker', what sort of people do you live with? Have you lived with 
this type of person or that type of person? And like I say 'no, it is not like that' and stuff like 
that. 

I :  If there is pressure do you regards that as positive or negative? 
P: Umm, no, I can't think of any positive pressure. No, just off my head, no. 

I: What could be done to make services more responsive to young men in particular? 
P: Maybe be a bit more friendly, I mean like the doctors. A girl may feel comfortable to go but 
a boy may try to avoid going and all that because they don't want to be seen that they are ill 
and that they have got something wrong with them. So make them a bit more friendly and not 
so, umm, what's the word, not so obvious. Again, it is about not being seen as a particular 
service. I mean you don 't want to work in and then walk out, lets say with a condom bag, like 
a plastic bag with a condom logo written on it. 

Again if someone was going somewhere for health check they want something quite discreet. 
You don't want people to start thinking that there is something wrong with you and stuff like 
that. It doesn't have to be in a special place, just at the doctors but like the GUM clinics. It 
should be a room at the back of the doctors. If someone sees you coming out of the GUM 
clinic there is a couple of things that they think. Either you are going there for condoms or 
they will automatically think something else. 
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INTERVIEW YP08 - 05.02.07 

I :  What does being 'healthy' mean to you? How important is it? 
P: Umm, eating healthy. Not getting junk food, eating a lot of salads. 5 fruits a day, keeping 
healthy. Keeping in good shape, plenty of sports. Like I mostly cycle. I cycled down here 
today and will cycle back up to Putnoe which is basically 2 miles in the morning, which is 
about 4 miles everyday. 

I :  How important to you is it to keep healthy? 
P: A lot. It is pretty important to me, to keep myself in shape. I don 't want to get over weight 
and all that. 

I: What does 'mental health' mean to you? 
P: Umm, I don 't  really know. I haven't really heard about that, that much. 

I: OK, what about when some people get really, really stressed out and how do they look after 
themselves in that manner? 
P: Ohh, I do a lot of MCing if you have every heard of that. Like rapping. I do a lot of that and 
I have wrote a lot of poems. I have got a few with me today and stuff. I let out all my anger 
through that and all my stress through that. I find it works and I have just wrote another one 
actually a minute ago. 

I: That is really good, so for you that is a way of keeping your mental health wel l .  
P: Yeah, yeah, yeah, it makes me calm down. Rather than go out I will quickly write 
something down. 

I: How did you come across MCing? 
P: My mate, well a few mates basically when I lived in Southampton. I moved up there 3 
years ago and it will be about 2 years ago when I started to get to know them and all that. 
They were sort of doing rapping and stuff. I asked why they did that and they said it helped 
them express their feelings because they were missing their families, their mum and all that. 
So I tried and all that and showed them my poems and they said, yeah you have got talent for 
rhyming and stuff. So I just started trying to rap and all that. 
I: That is really good that they actually could acknowledge that it is because they are feeling 
down that they find that rapping helps. 

I: What can someone do to help themselves feel positive? 
P: Umm, I don't know really. I just talk to people, I. do. I have got a lot of friends and I have 
got an excellent girlfriend. I can talk to her. If I need help I talk to her if she needs help she 
talks to me. We are both there for each other and all that. I have known her for about a year 
now. 

I: Thinking about leaving care, if you wanted help where would you go? 
P: Umm, social services or my mum. My mum is always there for me. 

I: Thinking of areas that you would l ike help with , what would they be? 
P: Benefits really. Money wise, how to look after money and budget. Me, I cant really do it. 
With me CD is food. Especially budgeting. Independence, I am sort of doing that at the 
moment anyway. I have got a temporary flat on my own. It is really hard at the moment 
because I have no-one there to talk to and nothing but I have got to do it anyway. You have 
got to try and show people that I can do it. With food I am doing pretty good. I come here 
and get food vouchers. I can also get some food from my mum or something. I love my 
sleep so that is OK. I am one of these, if someone wakes me up really early in the morning, I 
am like, arhh just go away. Come 12 o'clock I will be really wide awake. If I have a cup of tea 
in the morning then I am a/right and I allow people to talk to me and stuff. If I don't  [have a 
cup of tea] then I am funny all day long. 
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I :  What are your thoughts on services available? 
P: Probably employment really, I have got to try and look towards that in the near future. 
haven 't got a lot of money coming in at the moment. I have signed on at Job Centre Plus but 
I have got to look if there is anyone to help me. They have been really helpful so far. They 
are helping me with a lot of jobs. They found 3 for me on the first day that I signed on. 

With the housing basically, that went pretty good. I was homeless at the time and all that so I 
just got a temporary place straight away. I am waiting until I get my own place or another 
hostel. I would rather be in my own place, somewhere where I know that I am going to think, I 
know I am going to be here for about 3 years, or 4 years. I am OK with that, I don't like 
getting moved about because then it just does my head in and stuff like that. With all the 
other stuff going on, it is just unsettling for me. To think, right I am going to be here and to get 
all my stuff in and then all of a sudden they say right you are off somewhere else. It is like, 
yeah but I have got all my stuff here now, you should have told me that already. 

Umm, Connexions, they haven 't really spoken to me for ages. I think it might be because my 
phone got stolen and they have only got the old number so I am going to have to go in there 
and give them my new number and see if there is anything going on. 

I: Have you used any services already? If so would you use them again? 
P: Yeah I would. 

I :  Is there more pressure on young men these days? What are these? 
P: Umm, I wouldn 't say more pressure, I would say a tiny bit. Just people in care really and 
towards females as well really. Like when I was young they thought right just stick him there, 
he will be a/right. I didn 't ask to go there or nothing. Now they are doing that to everyone and 
I think it is a bit, it is not peer pressure but it is pressure. 

I :  OK, so it is an expectation that you will just get on with the changes made for you? 
P: Yeah. For men, I would say that in the outside world, the real world really because 
everyone is drinking and smoking and I am thinking, yeah I am going to be a/right. But when I 
got to 18  I started having to pay my mum rent and all that with my job seekers allowance and 
I thought, jeez I am 1 8  and this is real. This is my life now and I have got to start paying and 
everything. It just scares me. It scares me know just thinking about it. The rent gets higher 
wherever you go and it is just the responsibility of stuff. I think that is an equal thing for boys 
and girls and growing up. 

I :  If there is pressure do you regards that as positive or negative? 
P: The peer pressure for me was smoking weed. I have not done it for 9 months, coming up 
for 10  months. It is really hard to do. I don't drink as well. I only drink at weekends or at 
parties. I don 't really smoke or drink. I feel the pressures around me are positive really for 
me. A lot of people around me are saying do you want to come for a spliff and all that but I 
am thinking to myself in my head, naa I don 't want to do that. I am going to put my head 
down and look at the job centre and work and all that. Looking for the future. I don 't want no
one else messing my life up for me. 

I: What could be done to make services more responsive to young men in particular? 
P: / cant really think of anything really. My transition has been positive and negative in a way. 
Like I said early, I would rather be somewhere where I know that I am going to be for ages 
and all that. A place that I can actually settle down in and all that. So, me and my girlfriend 
will probably move in together. 

I :  So do you feel a bit more consistency and where they place you and to have a choice in this 
would be good? I mean do you have to move when they tell you or are you asked? 
P: Well, you do have to move. Where they have placed me there is a girl living up above me 
and like her and some of her mates don 't really like me and all that. They bully me and stuff. 
I feel like saying, look yeah, but I cant really go to the Housing Benefits and say some girl 
doesn't like me can I move. They will say, wait a minute you are homeless, so you are going 
to have to like there whether you really do or not. 
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I: Is there anything else you would l i ke to add that I haven't asked you about moving into 
independence? 

as well for their near future. 
P: Umm, not really but there is social services there to help all young men and young women 

A lot of them should be thinking, I will go there and get help. I 
mean I have got my social worker until I am 21 so I am lucky in a way. That is another 3 
years. I am lucky because I know that when I am 21 I will still receive support but not in the 

There are people out there that should come up to social services 
and say, 
same way that I had been. 

look I am really struggling and all that and can I have your help and all that. They 
shouldno't be afraid to come fotward and say that you are struggling. 
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INTERVIEW YP09e- 05.02.07 

I :  What does being 'healthy' mean to you? How important is it? 
P: Eating healthy and being physically fit. Umm, I don't know doing sports and things. Umm, 
I don 't know, it is important to me now. 

I :  What does 'mental health' mean to you? 
P: Umm, I don't know, umm, I don 't understand really. 

I :  OK, what sorts of things do you do to relax? 
P: Umm, read a book. 

I :  What can someone do to help themselves feel positive? 
P: Umm, listen to music. 

I :  Thinking about leaving care, if you wanted help where would you go? 
P:  When I got evicted from my place I decided to come up here and live with my mum but that 
didn't work out. I have leaving care team help me move up here and live with my mum. 
Although I had no money and it took ages to sort all that out. 

I: What are your thoughts on services available? 
P: I know about Job Centre Plus now but when I was leaving care I didne't. They done't always 
give you all the information that you need to help yourself. I did have ajob but I lost my job. 
Because I lost my job, I wasne't paying my rent and so I lost my house. With housing I told 
them my situation and they told me they couldn't help me out and to go elsewhere. I did get 
help in the end but it took a while. 

I have used Job Centre Plus. I am using them at the moment. They are OK but it took me 
ages to sign on because I had no ID. I had to apply for different information and stuff before I 
could get it sorted out. I have heard of Connexions but I have never used them. 

I :  Have you used any services already? If so would you use them again? 
P: Yeah, if I had too. I guess Job Centre Plus. 

I :  I s  there more pressure on young men these days? What are these? 
P: No, not really, I don't. 

I :  If there is pressure do you regards that as positive or negative?
P: No 

I :  What could be done to make services more responsive to young men in particular? 
P: Ongoing support and help. You only get to see your support worker every few weeks 
rather than every week. I would like it if they check up on you more. 

I :  Is  there anything else you would l ike to add that I haven't asked you about moving into 
independence? 
P: Umm, not really. 
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INTERVIEW P1 - 1 5.09.06 

I :  Could you describe your role in  relation to young people and describe the types of 
circumstances where you come into contact with them - what is it exactly what you do for 
them? 
P: We deal with young people leaving care from the age of 15 ½ years up to 21 years of age. 
If they have just recently moved into the placement then we need to visit them within 7 days, 
and then after that 6 weekly for the first year and then if they remain in that placement after 
that year then we are to visit them once every 3 months. That is our statutory duty. We can 
see them more than that and very often see them more than that. It may be for a number of 
reasons. 

When we do meet with them we talk about their pathway planning for their transition of being 
looked after into independence. We look at their educational and private training needs, their 
health needs, their accommodation. With accommodation it might be residential or hostel, we 
are looking for planning for them to move into their own place. Developing their skills to 
enable them to do that. 

Obviously, the health will involve areas around mental health and all aspects of their health. 
We explore mental health education, public health etc. We would work with the young person 
to find out what they would wanted to do and we would explore the options with them. So, we 
would look at what their history is currently in terms of education, what they are able to cope 
with. Some are academic and some are not academic but they would like to continue in 
some areas. Some will look at apprenticeships, £2£ programmes, some go onto college, 
some do A levels. Some are only able to do some of the more practical courses, ie. City & 
Guilds, Btecs. We would work with the young person individually and then identify an 
independent training organisation. 

I :  My research is focusing upon the support offered to young men who are leaving Looked
After Children Services and moving into independence. Do you have any thoughts about the 
recent implementation of the Pathway Plans to assist the young person in this transition? 
P: It is our major tool really, in order to help young people move from where they are at now, 
and with a review that every 6 months, until they actual do leave our service. From the time 
we start co-working with them at 1 5  ½ the aim is to have a pathway plan in place at 16. The 
assessment in place by 16  and the plan in place by 16 and 3 months, and then for that to be 
reviewed 6 monthly. We can see the progress of that young person from the time there are 
16  until the time, usually at 18, we try to refer them onto housing for them to get access to 
there own individual placement. 

Obviously each person is different, to get to that point varies. For some, it depends on the 
placement they have been in prior, how enabling that placement has been. In some cases, 
with all the best intentions, the carers can be too accommodating and do too much for the 
young person. That leaves them at a disadvantage later on. So part of the pathway planning, 
when our staff go out is to give the carers, what we call an 'Independent Living Skills Plan '. 
This is to go through with the young person what different tasks they need to complete. Once 
they have completed them, then to enable them to move on. It is really is to demonstrate 
what aspects they are able to do on their own. 

I :  Is the Independent Living Skill g iven within residential units? 
P: I think the individual residential units have their own, but if we feel that we are doing a plan 
with the young person and there is nothing to demonstrate that, then we would advise them of 
our own and they would take that on board. We do give them out to foster carers, and I think 
the hostels have their own. If we feel that this is not being demonstrated to our satisfaction 
then we might give them our own to feel in. 

I :  Have you seen a difference in services since the Pathway Plan has been implemented? 
P: I have worked within Social Services before pathway planning but not within the Leaving 
and Aftercare. I worked within the Asylum Seeking Team. Within that role I worked with 
unaccompanied minors, and although we werene't strictly regulated, I did try to keep the team 
to work in the same way that the Children 's Services Team would work. It wasn't as clear I 
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think. Then pathway planning came and I did try to use it within my services. It was a bit 
clearer about where people were heading. It is a good tool in demonstrating where people 
have/have not moved onto. Within each review you can talk about what the young people 
have or have not achieved. 

I :  Are you aware of any liaison difficulties between different agencies who would be contacted 
to work with young men in this particular stage of their lives? (i.e., Housing, Education, 
Employment)? 
P: Umm, well we are quite forlunate here in terms of the fact that we have developed a 
protocol with our housing deparlment so we meet regularly to review how that is working. 
Since I have been here, the relationship with the housing deparlment has been good, so long 
as we can demonstrate that that person is able to live independently, able to maintain a 
tenancy, or that we could put in the supporl to help them maintain that tenancy. So we have 
not had a problems with referring in that way. 

Issues around education and employment, we have found has been OK and where it has not 
worked out has had some bearing on how the young person has taken that on board. I think 
there have been isolated incidents here and there but that is also in relation to how individual 
people in individual agencies work and that is not about the organisation in itself. 

Colleges seem to be fine, E2E, Connexions, Housing . . .. .  CAMHS, I think is a difficult one. It is 
difficult to get, a lot of our young people are on that verge where they are becoming to old for 
the service but we do have senior managers addressing that moment so hopefully that will 
change. That would be the only organisation where I would say about things. Even when 
there is a whole year before they are not prepared to starl that work with the young person. 
We find that very difficult because then the young person is left for a whole year and can 
deteriorate drastically in that year and nobody is wanting to take it on board. CAMHS won't 
and Adult Mental Health won't. 

I :  Do you have any ideas about how collaboration between different agencies could be 
improved? 
P: [Long pause], I don't have specific examples but I am sure there is a lot of duplication of 
work. I mean, it is about trying to, which could be another meeting that most people could do 
without, trying to get our heads around what we all do and where we could assist each other 
more in the work that we do. So that we are not duplicating the work. What we have tried to 
starl here, on this floor there is also the Youth Service, and we have starled to look at (youth 
worker manager, Leaving Care Team manager, Connexions and YOT managers), to look at 
what we do the same and how we could reduce the duplication of it. 

I have attended one meeting, 2 have been cancelled and then there is a new manager in post 
for the youth services. It is just that sorl of thing really. I am sure specifically those 4 
organisations, but maybe even a housing provider as well. We all work we the same group, 
doing very much the same thing. 

I :  Do the pathways plan help with that? It is another communication tool that everyone 
accesses that the young person comes into contact with? 
P: If different agencies are involved in putting the pathway plan together, if consulted them 
and they contributed to the pathway plan, definitely, they get a copy. Obviously that is agreed 
with the young person that we speak to them in the first place, so them having a copy would 
usually happen. If we are referring them for housing, the housing deparlment definitely has a 
pathway plan because they need to see what the issues are for that young person. It goes 
without saying that they need to see a copy of the plan. 

I: Why do you think that so many young men do not seek help when they are distressed or 
concerned about things? 
P: Number a reasons . . .. macho, not the manly thing to do (even girls now), it is not in line with 
street cred to ask for help really. Thinking that there is not stuff available around for them. 
Maybe previous experience of asking for help and not being given any. 
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Even when you are working with young men and you identify an issue and then you start 
talking about how they might get help with that, they don't want it. To accept the help is to 
really accept that there is something not quite right. 

I :  What about the barriers you may perceive are there for those young men who tend to be 
reluctant to come forward? 
P: We have never had the capacity to do specific things until recently and the first thing that 
we are working on at the moment is a women's group, so it is not in line with men but there is 
nothing to say that wouldn 't do that later. I think because there is a lot of 1:1 work being done 
with the young men that we work with, it is around developing that relationship with them, so 
that they feel that they can trust you and talk to you and tell you what they are thinking. Then 
be able to have that confidence in a member of staff that they will accept the help and support 
on offer. It is then about getting them to agree that. 

It varies from one person to the next how you can actually get them to engage. So people will 
never trust and some of the young people have real attachment issues going way back to 
ve,y early childhood. They whole world has been disruptive all the way along. Some will trust 
anyone and in a ve,y short space of time will engage. It varies and both are quite dangerous 
- 2 extremes. 

I :  I am interested in looking at ways services can be improved to help young men with their 
transition to independence. Do you have any ideas about what kind of approaches might 
make it easier for young men? 
P: [Long pause]/ think it needs to made fun, I think it needs to be gender specific because if 
there is a male/female mix there could be all sorts of issues, feeling intimidated, feeling 
stupid. I think you have to tackle the fun side. Actually getting through to them about the 
things they need to know and understand in terms of moving into independence has to be 
done in a fun way that will attract them. There has to be incentives as well, I think. 

Team challenge task that makes them aware of risks but also being aware of other people 
and how working together as a team can achieve a better goal than working on your own. 
There could be things around entertainment, agreeing to having a meal together. The buying 
of the food, the preparing of it. They have got the budgeting of it, the cooking as well, but also 
having the fun bit at the end eating and socialising. Also socialising doesn't have to involve 
drink and drugs and that sort of things. Cover many things in one go. 

I: Is there anyth ing else you would like to add that I haven't asked you in regards to this 
important transition for young men? 
P: [Long pause] I know a lot of young men have problems in the transition. I think what I have 
noticed working here that the older ones have more problems than the younger ones coming 
up. I don't know if it is because we are forcing them to do more, whereas the older ones 
weren 't forced to do more and now they are at a point where they have to do more and they 
haven 't had the experience and they are really ang,y about it. It might be just a phase we are 
going through in terms of getting these ones through. 

We have a couple of males at the moment who are finding it hard to let go and they are still 
expecting us to do quite a lot. Part of it is about the way the service has treated up until now. 
[Interviewer asked about fear element, how is this addressed] This is done in a roundabout 
way, we t,y to identify what is causing the fear and then work on those issues. Like, for 
example, these young men called us the other day and living out of county. Clearly has a lot 
of issues around budgeting skills, always claiming to have lost his giro, or doesn't have 
money to pay for his bills. He gets really ang,y eve,ytime he calls up about this and we have 
spoken to him on many occasions about budgeting. 

The meetings to address this have not happened for one reason or another, either he has 
cancelled or he has not been there. Then he then calls up for more money. The other day, I 
firmly said to him that I don't want to have this conversation with him again, I want him to 
meet with his worker, and I want him to address this issue, because until he does he will keep 
phoning us up for money. He is fast approaching the age where we won 't be here to give him 
that help and advice. He calmed down quite a lot after that and said, I know, but I am not 
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sure how to do it. I said, well that is why we are here and if you don't use us while we are 
here, when we are not here then you are going to be in a worst situation because you won't 
even have us to call. He said OK, and now we wait and see. It is about looking at what is 
causing the fear and dealing with that rather than say to them that you are scared. You might 
get to the point with them that you will be able to say that you think they are scared. I am 
acknowledging for you that you are scared, I want to help you get through that, so this is what 
we are going to do. It does work. 

If you identify the fear it is then helping them get past it. Fear can manifest in crime, drink, 
drugs. It is about having someone that believes in them really. Believes and keeps 
reaffirming, I believe you can get there, I believe you can get there, this is a blip, I believe you 
can get there, this is another blip, I believe you can get there. It is almost like talking to your 
own child really. 
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INTERVIEW P2 - 29.09.06 

I :  Could you describe your role in relation to young people and describe the types of 
circumstances where you come into contact with them - what is it exactly what you do for 
them? 
P: As part of the Leaving Care Team we are working with young people that have been 
previously looked-after or are still being looked-after. What we do from 1 5  ½ up until 21 or 
sometimes 24 we provide them with what we call a pathway plan. It is just an assessment so 
that we can then pull out weaknesses, strengths and their aims and goals for the next few 
years. That is reviewed every 6 months but we kind of look at the long-term future. Basically 
we deal with anything that they come up against, whether it be problems with getting bank 
accounts or accessing services, or personal issues, custodial stuff, anything in their lives 
really that we can try to support them with. 

I :  My research is focusing upon the support offered to young men who are leaving Looked
After Children Services and moving into independence. Do you have any thoughts about the 
recent implementation of the Pathway Plans to assist the young person in this transition? 
P: Umm, no, I think we do the plan anyway, whether they are male or female. I think males 
tend to have a bit of a harder time with it, having to deal with things like housing because they 
tend to be put at the bottom of the list. I think we have to fight more for their rights than we do 
for females. Young men are not seen as being so vulnerable [by housing], although most of 
them are, they have obviously come through the care system for a reason but they are not 
seen as being so vulnerable. It is kind of an unwritten rule from years ago that men are 
stronger than women and as much as society has changed in as much as equality and stuff it 
is still there as an unwritten rule if you like, and people do tend to still abide by it. 

I :  Were you here prior to the pathway plans being implemented? 
P: No I wasn't, but I know previous to the pathway plan it was just run on care plans and they 
were more for the younger person. They didn't tend to look at things like employment it was 
more about the looked-after system. They kind of didn't have . .  .it was a statutory thing. The 
young people did not have a lot of say about what went into them yet with the pathway plan 
they [the young people] practically build them themselves. 

I :  Are you aware of any l iaison difficulties between different agencies who would be contacted 
to work with young men in this particular stage of their lives? (i.e., Housing, Education, 
Employment)? 
P: Umm, housing is a big one. I mean for young women as well, but for young men in 
particular because they are not seen as being as vulnerable, although it is getting better 
because recently we got a protocol with our local housing particularly for looked-after children. 
So it is getting better but a lot of agencies don't want to be seen as being favourable to 
looked-after children, so it kind of puts them to the bottom of the list like everybody else. 

Obviously employment is always a huge one. Unfortunately most young men that have come 
through the care system have offending records of some sort and that can become a 
particular issues for them when it comes for us to try and find employment for them. 

I :  Do you have any ideas about how collaboration between different agencies could be 
improved? 
P: Umm, goodness, that is a hard one. I mean if you try, if anything that has been identified 
for them, we do try and speak to the agencies and try and get some sort of protocol written. 
Unfortunately because staff turn over is so high in a lot of agencies then what you agree with 
one person does not fit with the next. 

I :  I s  that something to do with the cascading of information within organisations? If you have 
spoken to a particular person who has agreed on a particular action this has not been 
documented or written into future policies, procedures, action plans? 
P: Yes. 
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I: Why do you think that so many young men do not seek help when they are distressed or 
concerned about things? 
P: Because they don't want to be seen as being weak From my experience within Leaving 
Care a lot of the young men that I work with, have generally been the main male in the 
household. Even if they have come out of the household they have still maintained they kind 
of father figure. I think because most of them have grown up with that all their lives, to ask for 
help is a sign of weakness. They just don 't do it [ask for help] and you have to kind of battle 
with them. You have to be able to get on with your client really well to be able to see when 
there is a problem. I think it is just the sign of being weak and also they don't want to be 
known as a previously looked-after child or a looked-after child. To them and their friends 
they are just Joe Bloggs. They kind of don't make it known. 

I :  Can I ask you how long you have worked in the service? 
P: 3 years and previously worked for the probation and youth offenders and obviously the 
homeless. 

I :  What about the barriers you may perceive are there for those young men who tend to be 
reluctant to come forward? 
P :  Umm, I think that is really difficult. I think once you build up a relationship with a young 
person, if it something very serious they will come to you or they will come and talk to you in a 
roundabout way so that you actually get the gist of what they are saying. I think because of 
the pathway plan and it is constructed by them [the young person], they put in it what they 
want and obviously if we fill that it is not appropriate what they are putting in it then there will 
be discussions with them about it. I think because they build up their own pathway plan they 
can identify their own need and their own strengths and weaknesses. It is something that you 
discuss with them all the time, the pathway plan. You go through it and you say, right you 
have tackled this bit, how are you getting on with this bit. Because it is constantly being 
reviewed it kind of brings out any issues that might come up. 

I :  I am interested in looking at ways services can be improved to help young men with their 
transition to independence. Do you have any ideas about what kind of approaches might 
make i t  easier for young men? 
P: That is a difficult one, umm, I think, I mean for me personally, you treat them like anybody 
else. If you have a 16 year old female and a 16  year old male in the room wanting the same 
thing, the female will always be looked upon as the more vulnerable and that is not always the 
way. It maybe the unwritten rule that men don't need help that is really archaic and needs to 
be binned! 

I :  So we need to be working as a system to address that? It is not about young men changing 
the way they are? 
P: No, I don't think it is, it is about us and the organisation involved with them not looking at 
them differently. It is a form of discrimination and as much as, more often than not a young 
male will say well actually I don't need your help, I am not bothered and a female saying yes I 
do. Just because they say it does not mean to say that they are meaning it. We need to find 
ways of working around and actually looking and seeing what they want rather than listening 
to what they are saying. 

I :  Have you got any ideas on how we can approach that then? 
P: No! [laughter] If I did then I would probably be doing it!! I think a lot of the problems is lack 
of communication between different organisations. You have one person doing this piece of 
work and another person doing the same piece of work and nobody actually talking to each 
other. As much as you have got all this technology, emails and everybody gets cc'd into 
everything, nobody actually meets face-to-face anymore. It is all over the phone and I think 
for all agencies to, perhaps have a professionals meeting involving that young person, say 
once a month. Just so that you are face-to-face so that you can actually see what is going 
on. That approach would be better for that young person because I dono't feel like they are 
duplicating everything all of the time. For me it is just communication, that is the main bug 
bear. 
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I :  I guess for the young person in the system, like you say, if you are al l  not meeting face-to
face and not allowing that time to chat, because in an email you can just address the initial 
problem that has come up, whereas in a group you could discuss that with a particular person 
I am finding, for instance they are always turning up late. They could all then say well this 
happens to us all but I thought it was just me and therefore how can we address this as a 
group consistently with the young person. If we do things consistently then that may help the 
young person? 
P: Yes, a lot of young people will play the system and kick against authority because nobody 
wants to be in the care system. But if they see that actually they can't do that and everybody 
is working together for the same result, to help them I think they become better at saying what 
they want because they know they cannot play people off against each other. Like saying 
one thing to one person and another thing to another. I will know have to admit that I want 
this and everybody is going to help me move in the same direction. Currently we don't always 
pull in the same direction and that is where young men and young women become frustrated. 

Also it can be sometimes about, even when we don't like what is happening we play into 
creating an environment that we are used to i.e., inconsistency. If you have had 
inconsistency parenting from a young age and then go into a system of inconsistency, as 
much as you want consistency to feel safe all you ever know is inconsistency. By playing 
people off against each other you create that chaos again that you are used too. If everybody 
is consistent around you eventually that young person will have to go through their fear of 
what happens now into this new world of consistency that they have never experienced 
before. You help them over this and then they can move forward. From the professional 
perspective it seems imporlant that you all have the same message being given to that 
parlicular young person. 

I :  Do you feel that there are small changes taking place in regards to this? 
P: We have a Bedfordshire Children and Young People's Plan this year where different 
agencies are being brought in. Do you feel over time this will evolve and agencies will 
become closer? For me personally, I feel it is just bureaucracy gone mad. It is a lot of 
paperwork but not a lot of action and it is very much, we are going to do this, and we are 
going to do this but it never actually happens. It is good for the stats but it is not good for the 
people working on the front line. 

I: Is there anything else you would l ike to add that I haven't asked you in regards to this 
important transition for young men? 
P: Umm, no, I don't think so, I think I have said it all really. The main thing for me is the 
difficulty with any agency to accept that this person is just as vulnerable, all bit it male and 
giving off this attitude of I don't care and I don't need you when actually they do. They just 
don't want to admit it until you get to the root of it. When you do work with them and build up 
a relationship with them, I think that is what is really good with this team, is because we are 
dealing with the older ones where they can speak their own minds and they can say what 
they want but also we have been with most of the clients a very long time. Most of my cases I 
have been with for the past 2 years. Whereas previously with looked-aft.er there was 
unforlunately a high turn over of staff and therefore the young person doesn't build a bond 
and learn how to trust because they are constantly getting a new social worker. 

It is difficult when they first come in because they are saying you will be gone in such and 
such. But aft.er a year of working with somebody they starl to open up and you can see that 
they are vulnerable, that they might be male, they might be 1 7  and going out with their mates 
and acting the big I am but deep down they have got serious attachment issues and I think 
young men have more attachment issues than young females and they find it difficult to trust 
people. Because we treat them or the organisations treat them as less vulnerable they feel 
that they have to stand up . . .  I mean if you tell somebody something oft.en enough they starl to 
believe. it. If you tell them that they are not vulnerable for years and years because females 
are moving a lot quicker than what they are so they just think, ok then I am not vulnerable and 
so they act it out. That for me is the biggest problem. 
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INTERVIEW P3 - 27 .09.06 

I :  Could you describe your role in relation to young people and describe the types of 
circumstances where you come into contact with them - what is it exactly what you do for 
them? 
P: I work as a personal advisor on the Leaving Care Team. I usually work with young people 
from the age of 15  ½ and put together a pathway plan looking at where they are and moving 
them into independence. The pathway plan can be for all areas of their lives, education, 
housing employment, health. We support them through this up to the age of 21 or 24 if they 
have learning disabilities. I have been working as a PA since 2005 and before that as admin 
support for a further 3 years. 

I :  My research is focusing upon the support offered to young men who are leaving Looked
After Children Services and moving into independence. Do you have any thoughts about the 
recent implementation of the Pathway Plans to assist the young person in this transition? 
P: I think the pathway plan, if implemented in the correct way are a really useful tool in helping 
the young person move into independence. The young person is very much at the centre of 
the plan and it is a good way of discussing when you are going through the plan with a young 
person. It is a good way of getting out in the open any issues that are coming up. 

1 :  Were you in the service before the pathway plans came in? 
P: No, but I know from when I first started here there was a very basic form of the pathway 
plan which wasn 't really being used in perhaps the way it should have been. It wasn 't being 
used properly. So now it is being used a lot more rigorously and being kept on top of. I feel 
there has been a massive improvement there. Rather than it just being a piece of paper 
being stuck in a folder and left, it is actually being used as a working document and being 
reviewed every 6 months. When something changes, you are going back and addressing 
this. 

I :  So it is not only now that the paperwork is more effective, the outcomes with the young 
people are more effective? 
P: Yes, I think so, yes. 

I :  Are you aware of any liaison difficulties between d ifferent agencies who would be contacted 
to work with young men in  this particular stage of their lives? (i .e. ,  Housing, Education, 
Employment)? 
P: Big time, yes. Housing in Bedford is getting better, but I find housing departments, I have a 
lot of my clients that are in Kent, so I find working with housing departments very, very 
difficult. I also find mental health organisations have been a bone of contention for me with 
particular young people. 

I :  Could you elaborate a bit more on this? 
P: I have felt that when there has been a crisis with, well with one particular young person, 
where there has been a crisis for them I have been passed from one person to another 
because the young person has been 1 7  years old, therefore he is not falling into one 
particular seNice. With me, he has kind of fallen through a hole, and I am expected by other 
agencies, like the people that are housing him, I am expected to help him because I am the 
one working through the pathway plan with him. I am therefore expected to pick up his 
mental health because there is nobody else to do this. I felt like he was falling through a hole 
and mental health were very . . .  not passing the buck but were very loathed to take him on. 

I :  Was this CAMH? 
P:  CAMH wouldn't go anyway near him because he was 17 and wasn't in education. At the 
time of the crisis I saw Crisis Resolution Team and Early lnteNention Team. The Early 
lnteNention Team did take him up in the end but it seemed like I was really having to push 
and make a really good case for this young person. The person in question had, had a 
proper diagnosis at Great Ormond Street and had many mental health issues and because 
there was cannabis involved as well when we tried to get into adult mental health from the 
Early lnteNention team they then tried to say well it is cannabis related so therefore if he 
doesn't stop taking cannabis then we cannot deal with the rest of it. 
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They almost actually tried to disregard the diagnosis. It was only when I got the consultant 
from Great Ormond Street up to a meeting at Weller Wing that anyone began to take any 
notice. I found that was really . . .  / mean the consultant from Bedford that was dealing with the 
young person did not even turn up for the meeting. I just thought what message does that 
give to this young person. 

I: I guess also, you were saying that a lot of your clients are in Kent, it must be difficult to co
ordinate different referrals. For example, you were saying the original d iagnosis for this 
young person was by a consultant in Great Ormond Street, then if that person is not residing 
locally, how d ifficult is it to try and work with so many d ifferent services that need to be 
involved? There are many different systems within different services. 
P: Yes and that then can give the message to the young person that there is no hope of 
moving forward so why would I bother. I can self-medicate using cannabis, I don't actually 
need you. But at some point I need to keep him within that service but I don't feel that I get a 
lot of support. I pick up all the feelings of the young person but my expertise is not in mental 
health. I mean I have learnt a lot about it from working within the system and with other 
young people with mental health issues. The preventative work just is not there. 

I: Do you feel that if he had been a girl he would have received the same barriers? 
P: Yes, this is not down to him being male, this is for both male and females. 

I: You mentioned about housing, is that particularly for young men or generally? 
P: / think with young men more so than with girls. I feel it is almost that young women are 
seen by housing as being just slightly a bit more vulnerable whereas young men, if they are 
18, fit and healthy then just get on with it. You got yourself into this situation so get on with it, 
it is kind of that. 

I :  So what happens for young men in regards to housing? 
P: Well I said 18 but my experience of since I have been working is that when they hit 18 they 
become homeless. If they go into one of the hostels around here and then get evicted it is 
very difficult for them to get housing. I mean that is the same for girls as well but obviously if 
a young girl becomes pregnant there is a route into housing. Whereas young men, especially 
if they have had any involvement with Youth Offending Team or probation then they are seen 
as trouble. 

I :  Do you have any ideas about how collaboration between different agencies could be 
improved? 
P: / think it has already begun in fairness of the protocol thing happening. I suppose there is 
still a lot of history that goes on between professionals that puts up a barrier but I think that is 
breaking down. I think the housing protocol has helped. 

I :  What d ifference has it made with the protocol? 
P: The protocol is basically a way in, when the young person turns 16 we are sending over all 
the information, saying this is where they are at now, this is what their pathway plan is so that 
we can work together over the next 2 years before they leave services at 18. At 1 7  ½ we give 
housing an update on the pathway plan so that the young person is not suddenly hitting 18 
and being homeless. That is beginning to take place in Bedford but in other parts of the 
country that is not happening. It is very different for every other authority. 

I :  For employment and education, you haven't touched on as much. Do you th ink that 
transition works quite well? 
P: Ummm, I think it does. I have had varying difference of degrees of experience with 
Connexions but have usually found that they have been good at signposting to places and 
when making appointments they have been there, so I don't really any problems. With 
education and employment it really depends on the young person that you are working with, 
what their capabilities and their attitude is at the time as well. The young person has a Jot of 
responsibility in telling me where they want to go with that. 
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I: Why do you think that so many young men do not seek help when they are distressed or 
concerned about things? 
P: Because I think it is a male bravado thing they don't like talking to other people about how 
they are feeling. Therefore the pathway plan is a good tool really in that respect. If you get a 
bit of a murmur [about a problems] you can try to dig a bit deeper about it. Like when you are 
working with young men it always takes longer. Girls are quite happy to talk about how they 
are feeling about stuff and what is making them sad, and about what is going on in their Jives. 
Men, well young men tend to say that everything is fine, I am getting on with it and tend to 
work on the practicality of stuff rather than chat . . .  and why they want to do stuff. 

I: What about the barriers you may perceive are there for those young men who tend to be 
reluctant to come forward? 
P: I have mentioned the pathway plan and just really keeping the contact going with them 
really. I used to find that if they are doing stuff like opening bank accounts and stuff like that 
then I will take them out for lunch afterwards and get talking about what is actually going on 
with them on a daily basis, how they are keeping themselves occupied-socialise with them. 
That is part of the reason why we are doing this job is because we have a longer space of 
time to work with the young person. We are not just coming in a doing a set piece of work 
with the young person and then leaving them to it so you get to know a bit about what is going 
on and who their support networks are and when things are getting a bit . .  .. you can start 
sensing things. You have got a rapport going on, you have almost got, well I think I have got 
a liberty to say, right what is going on? 

I do find with young men though that you have got to do this in ajokey way, where it is 
appropriate, rather than asking direct questions because they will automatically shut down 
and won't Jet you go there. 

I: I am interested in looking at ways services can be improved to help young men with their 
transition to independence. Do you have any ideas about what kind of approaches might 
make it easier for young men? 
P: Umm, building up a relationship with them is one way, umm. Doing group work with them, 
certainly the few of them, umm though it can be difficult like I have a few clients that have got 
language problems. I think it has extra value for them getting involved in group work. It 
obviously comes down to having time to do the group work, but when it happens I have found 
it really useful to see how they interact with other young people and how they manage their 
relationships. 

I guess there are parts of them that may come out that you don't see on a 1: 1 basis? 
Absolutely and I have found that really, really useful and really interesting but obviously I 
don't think it happens enough. 

I :  Is there anything else you would like to add that I haven't asked you in regards to this 
important transition for young men? 
P:  Not that I can think of, umm. I think it is really important that other agencies and 
professionals, and I think we in this team do take it on, but I think sometimes when young 
men turn around and say that everything is fine it is just left at that. I just wish sometimes that 
the pathway plans got read a bit more. If they are good quality pathway plans then it will all 
be in there, and that discussion then would take place. I don't think sometimes the other 
agencies take that up and I understand why because it is just more paperwork for them but if 
they looked what was behind the surface they would see what is really happening and it 
would be a better outcome for the young person involved. 
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INTERVIEW P4 - 26.01 .07 

I: Could you describe your role in relation to young people and describe the types of 
circumstances where you come into contact with them what is it exactly what you do for 
them? 
P: My role as a personal advisor is to work with young people 16-21 who are leaving care, 
foster care or residential care, umm and it is too, according to their eligibility, to provide 
assistance and advice over the whole spectrum on what may impact on their Jives. This could 
be accommodation, health, their access to health, umm, moving from foster care maybe into 
a hostel and that will be wherever they happen to be Jiving within the country. 

What was the second bit . . .  .it was under what circumstances. Well, a certain amount of the 
case/oads will be, umm, children that are still considered as being looked after until they are 
18 because there are different categories legally and it depends if they were perhaps 
accommodated under voluntarily by their parents or if they were under a care order. Really 
its, some young people are quite capable, and umm, there are some that actually go off to 
university who we support financially. There are other young people who need a very high 
level of support so it varies and of course there is statutory things that we have to comply with 
if they are 'looked after'. 

As I am not a qualified social worker, every looked after child between 16-18 has to have a 
co-worker, a fully qualified social worker on there case who I can co-work with. You can then 
talk to the social worker and sort things out if you are not sure. That means that the young 
person has reviews every 6 or 3 months, which ever is appropriate. This time in their lives 
can be very, very disruptive. Very up and down, well for all of us particularly between 1 6-18. 
It can be a very challenging time in every child's life. 

I :  My research is focusing upon the support offered to young men who are leaving Looked
After Children Services and moving into independence. Do you have any thoughts about the 
recent implementation of the Pathway Plans to assist the young person in this transition? 
P: The Pathway Plan, well I think obviously the concept is an excellent idea. I do feel that it is 
a bit dense for a lot of our young people. For them to want to participate in the process of 
doing the Pathway Plan in a meaningful way. I feel that the time constraints, maybe are, that 
the Pathway Plan should be completed by the time the young person is 16yrs and 3 months. 
When they are 1 5  ½ we should joint work with their previous worker, so in theory it is a very 
good tool because it can then set down in clear terms . . .  not only to the young person, but if 
they are in foster care, to the foster carers the impact what happens when they are 18  and 
that things can be changed. 

It can be very useful in making sure that provision is made with things like making contact, 
travel, the financial provisions, so that they are there for them. The practical things. When I 
said that I thought the Pathway Plan was very dense, I think it is very complex and many of 
my young people you have to do it in very, very small bites. You might have the identify 
section and it might take you 3 visits to try and sort that out. 

I :  I guess it is not just only about behavioural issues for these young people, the Pathway 
Plan has to look at the emotional level and that is not going to get better over night? 
P: Yes, that is right and often they don't want to talk about things. So the Pathway Plan is a 
great tool but I feel it would be better if there was some other way that it could be . . .. I think if ft. 
was on CD so that young people could find a different way . . .  if they had a copy of it I think 
they could write things in it over a period of time. On a CD-Rom or something. 

I :  So the idea is that between 1 5  ½ and 1 6  and 3 months, less than a year you identify what 
needs to be in place for the young person before they leave care at 1 8? 
P: Well that is meant to be their plan for the whole of the leaving care period. So at 15  ½ to 
21, that plan is reviewed every 6 months. Perhaps, even more if they have a statutory review. 
But their Jives change so frequently that it is a snapshot really and it is not their focus. 
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I: Are you aware of any liaison difficulties between different agencies who would be contacted 
to work with young men in this particular stage of their lives? {i .e., Housing, Education, 
Employment)? 
P: Right, well, umm, we have difficulties with the Benefit Agency, the youth offending services 
and the mental health services. I think, with the youth offending services it depends on who 
their lead officer is and the same goes for probation with young people over 18. Umm, I just 
think it is so important for the liaison to be there because maybe they rely on the young 
person to tell their personal advisor something and that doesn't work. 

Communication breaks down and it feels to me as if sometimes, or even the only time that 
youth offending services or probation services will get in touch with you is if they are 
preparing pre-sentencing reports and they want your input. So I find that is to the detriment of 
young people. Although both youth offending and probation would be invited to the young 
person's review because it is essential that if they are engaging in some criminal activity that 
you get some input. 

At the moment we only get to know things if the young person wants to feedback to us. It 
would be good to receive an email to say that we were in court and this is what happened. 
You see young people's perceptions of what happened is sometimes different from the facts. 
Umm, they know it has been adjoined maybe but they don 't  know why. I feel that there have 
been, umm, we have tried too . .  about 18 months ago we tried to build bridges and tried to 
understand how each other works and keep in touch. Although it is not working and they are 
probably too busy. 

I think the Benefits Agency are in disarray and I think they are on strike this week because of 
their situation. Umm, it is incomprehensible to me sometimes, and I feel that the impact that 
has on the young person is so frustrating. I have had boys in tears in the other room because 
they can't understand why that they have applied for their claims and because they lead 
erratic lifestyles they are sometimes treated ve,y badly by the Benefits Agency. Different 
individuals are different but there does seem to be this idea that you can talk to people in this 
way because they are homeless. I mean I have witnessed it, I have witnessed the way that 
they speak to them and, not all of them because they are some ve,y helpful people in the 
Benefit Agency but it does exist. 

Because it is labyrinthine, because they are overloaded in Bedford, some claims are dealt 
with in Cambridge or Watford and it means Jots of phone calls, which is OK if they are here 
[Bedford] but how on earth are they going to sort out their benefits if they don't have a phone? 
There is a liaison officer for young people under 18 at the local office but I feel that we need, 
and I have talked about it before within my team, that we need a named person for us to get 
in touch with. We could then say, look we are having problems with this particular person is 
there a back log and then we can say to the young person that there is a back Jog and there is 
nothing we can do until Wednesday so we will help you out until then. 

It can feel to the young person that it is another person/authority that they are unable to trust. 
Yes. I also think that there is this, idea that you can wait until next Wednesday, but this young 
person had not got any food and they are living in ve,y dire circumstances and they are 
desperate. That is a shame. Now, with the mental health service [long pause]. I have got 
experience of referring one young man and he was lead through another labyrinth. He didn 't 
understand what was going on and he was suffering from depression. He had got 
complicated mental health issues and, well no it is not just him because I can think of 2 others 
now that are past 21, and they didn 't, when he was Jiving in a stable place, nothing seemed to 
happen. 

I made numerous phone calls and unfortunately I might have been ringing the wrong number. 
I was ve,y confused about what area covered where. So he then when on to live in various 
different places and they were writing to me saying that he hadn't attended his appointment. 
Well how could he, because he wasn 't living there and had no mobile phone. But I said if you 
can direct communication through me then I can pass on the message because I felt that it 
was crucial because he was ready to talk. Unfortunately I think he has gone off the idea now, 
so he will car,y that through to adulthood. 
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There was also a very strange situation where I had a young person who was in foster care 
and I had been asked to make a referral for her just in case she wanted to access. Her foster 
parents thought she might, then her foster placement broke down and the mental health 
services, CAMHS wrote to say that now that she is not in foster care we are closing down the 
referral. I thought this was rather strange because she is still a looked-after child but because 
she wasne't in foster care anymore that option was no longer open to her. I found that strange, 
I didn 't understand that. 

I: Do you have any ideas about how collaboration between different agencies could be 
improved? 
P: / think at certain levels, managers do talk to each other, I think it is the actual filtering down 
of the information. I think if a couple of us went to work at the youth offending services for a 
day we would understand how things worked. If we went to the Benefit Agency and they 
came here, you know, I feel that it would have to be a practical experience. 

I :  Do you feel that this could be part of the Induction Programme? 
P: Yeah, that could be good. That could work, or even if you have been in post 3 months and 
got to grip with all of the agencies that you work with and then if that was arranged within the 
first 3 months then you could go to the Benefits Agency, and you could have a rolling 
programme and they could come here. 

I: Why do you think that so many young men do not seek help when they are distressed or 
concerned about things? 
P: Umm, I think they feel that they should be self-reliance and asking for help is seen as a 
weakness. Umm, that they should, that they are old enough to be getting on with life and I 
think that it is tied up with their ideas about what is masculine behaviour and of course, a lot 
of them have no idea. They have had no role models. This might be a separate issue but it 
would be great if there were more male workers here. Just by working with them the young 
men would see. I think there are far too many women working with them in their lives. 
Sometimes they only workers that they come across who are male are residential workers 
and they have to stick to very strong rules, which is good but I just feel that they might think 'I 
don't want to say that to her because that would not be very masculine or manly'. 

If I admit to feeling sad, lonely or depressed, especially . . .  . I  don't know maybe because I am 
older. I am old enough to be their granny they might think, well I can tell her but you know, it 
depends on the relationship with the young person. I am not saying that they tell me more 
things than anyone else because a young social worker may have more get up and go. I am 
perhaps a bit more pedestrian. You know it is different strokes for different folks. 

Yes, and sometimes an older person can offer a nurturing aspect that is unspoken. 
Sometimes a younger social worker may not have the life experience. I am also thinking 
about attachment issues for the young man and his mum and their roles with the females 
workers they come across. A male role around can help offer a role of how to react and be 
with females. Yes, attachment issues is a huge theme with all of our young people and this is 
just an observation but some of the most heartbreaking things are with boys seeking their 
mothers approval. Even when they are 23 or 24 I still see them and they are still seeking that 
approval. They then can attach themselves to a girl to seek that approval. They have not 
received that approval and unconditional love and I think that they . . .. It comes up over and 
over again. They are not only missing that closeness and bonding but also the absent father. 

I :  Whilst the Pathway Plan addresses many practical issues with the young person, would it 
be better to go one step further and begin to address these attachment issues? Looking 
closer at the acceptance of who I am? With adolescence you naturally question who you are. 
It is all about bouncing ideas of your identity on those around you. If you haven't got clarity of 
another's view of you then who do you bounce it of if you are in care and constantly meeting 
so many new people. You are not able to be given a clear, constant message of who you 
are. 
P: Yes, that mirroring. It is important for them to know, like if you say 'you are really good at 
that' and then they look at you as if to question what you have said. They don 't believe you. 
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I: What about the barriers that you perceive may be there for those young men who tend to be 
reluctant to come forward? 
P: I suppose one of the things is the idea that we are authority, that we are county council and 
we should be doing this and we haven't in the past. The fact that they might come in and we 
say no actually, and they receive another rejection. Umm, because we do have set policies 
and procedures and it is how that is put over to the young person. And of course a lot of them 
do try it on. All of us will do our best and if there is real need there then, you know, then we 
will help. 

It is the idea that we will be the last resort for someone and it maybe their families that say 
well you don't want anything to do with them [LAC Team]. A lot of people, I have got one 
young lad who was looking for housing and then chose to go back home. He has written a 
disclaimer to say that he doesn't want anything to do with us, which is fine. He doesn't want 
visits or anything. That is because he doesn 't want to be seen as a looked after child. We 
have got other people, and we have an awards evening every October, attainment 
achievement, and she has said that she does not want to be lumped in a looked after children 
ceremony. Which is fine. So there are barriers, I suppose. 

I: I am interested in looking at ways services can be improved to help young men with their 
transition to independence. Do you have any ideas about what kind of approaches might 
make it easier for young men? 
P: Oh, dear [sigh], I think it is getting them involved in teams, perhaps through the Prince 's 
Trust. I have got one young man who is alone in this country and he has a mentor who is in 
his sixties. Because he comes from a culture where respect for elders is the norm they get on 
very well. It has improved his life, his view of the wider world. That kind of thing I feel, it not 
actually being involved wffh people within the looked after team. 

It is signposting to things like Team Challenge, European Prince's Trust or other things that 
are going on. Nobody then need to know that they are from within looked after care, although 
some are quite proud of it [being in looked after care]. Others just don't want to. So anything. 
If we had more time then we could organise more things. Umm, for instance starting a young 
parents group because we have got lots of boys who are young parents but it is just the 
resources. 

I: Is there anything else you would like to add that I haven't asked you in regards to th is 
important transition for young men? 
P: [Long pause], I don 't think I have got anything to add but I do think about masculinity 
sometimes and their idea of what is . . .  because a lot of them are extremely, they can pretend 
to be macho and they are out on the street and they have got this peer pressure to be strong. 
You know sometimes when they talk about the girls. I just sometimes think it is really sad and 
wish that there was more work that we could do. It is because they are so young and it 
ma.kes me wonder how they will . . .. but we can 't do everything. Umm, and it is this 
signposting. It has to be at the right time and they have to be willing to accept. We do offer 
them things to help them, be it with substance misuse, you know, mental health. It is just 
whether they want to take that up. 
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IN"rERVIEW P5 - 29.01 .07 

I :  Could you describe your role in relation to young people and describe the types of 
circumstances where you come into contact with them what is it exactly what you do for 
them? 
P:  Our job is to, in a nutshell, is to help our young people into independence. Umm, it doesn't 
always work out as smoothly as that and a lot of our young people, for instance may end up in 
custody or maybe even in, umm, hospital, depending on their past. So we have a statutory 
requirement to visit our young people every 3 months and obviously attending meetings for 
them and on their behalf, and things like that. 

For our young people who are [under 21  and] leaving independently we would help them with 
their benefits, umm, council houses, umm, entering into employment or back into education, 
or things like that. For our young people who are in obviously custody we still have a 
requirement to go and visit them every 3 months but obviously in terms of how we supporl 
them it is much it is much less or very different because they are obviously not accessing 
benefits or anything like that because they are in custody. 

It kind of varies depending on what kind of case you are working with. Umm, some young 
people can handle independency very quickly and can manage it and get on with it. Other 
young people struggle and need, like more supporl, especially where drugs and alcohol are 
concerned, at that stage they may need a bit more supporl. Umm, one young person I can 
think of specifically he sorl of needs a Jot more supporl in terms of the fact that he is quite 
isolated where he is living and his mum isn't really on the scene and stuff so he requires a lot 
more supporl from me than perhaps other young people who are living independently and 
coping very well. So, it's kind of each individual case is very different and we just supporl our 
young people as much or as little as they need really. As long as they engage with us and 
are prepared to see us every 3 months, for our legal requirements then the rest is kind of in 
between. 

I :  On average how many caseloads does each PA have? 
P: I carry 24 and 10 of those are out of county. We have young people from all up and down 
the country. I have one in Southend. Leeds, Nottingham, Reading, you name it, that is where 
they are because it is seen that we [Bedfordshire County Council] have placed them in care 
so it is our obligation to continue to see them. If they are in custody then it is down to the 
court where they place them 

Soo/ carry 24, umm, the average should actually be 14 but there are so many young people 
that end up in care. The majority of us will have a similar caseload of 24. Also, because of all 
the travel and stuff it can become quite demanding. All it takes is for one of those case/oads 
to slip into crisis and the rest of your cases suffer really. You know if you have got a young 
person who is in crisis then you have to go and help them really. 

I :  That is  very useful to know and understand the level of pressure PA's are under. It is all 
very well people saying that PA's don't have the time, but to really understand such huge 
caseloads that you have. My research is focusing upon the support offered to young men 
who are leaving Looked-After Chi ldren Services and moving into independence. Do you have 
any thoughts about the recent implementation of the Pathway Plans to ass ist the young 
person in this transition? 
P: Yes, I think the Pathway Plan is really, really good for young people who are prepared to 
engage with it, but for young people who aren't [prepared to engage] it is just a kind of 
another thing in their lives that they don 't have ownership of. What ends up happening is that 
the person who advising them thinks I have to write this within 3 months because they have to 
be written 3 months after the young persons 16  birlhday. They gather as much information as 
they can depending on how much or how little the young person wants to engage with them 
then obviously we write it all and the young person signs it. Now, they do sign it but that does 
not necessarily mean that it is theirs. A lot of the time it is a document that we have had to 
write and they have had to sign. 
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I can think of one young person that I have got at the moment who just are not prepared too· 
engage with me and I have tried everything. Every tactic under the sun to try and get them to 
engage and they are just not interested. My worry for them is that I will write it {the pathway 
plan} and it will just be another thing that they do not own. Although the Pathway Plan is 
reviewed every 6 months, so if this particular young person wants to change something on it 
and is engaging with me more, then that is a plus point. 

I think the general idea of the Pathway Plan is really, really good. It is really positive and 
obviously you do need a plan of where you are going to go. The fact that it is reviewed every 
6 months does help. It is just in its initial kind of writing of it then if your young person is not 
engaging with you then you just have to write it from what you know of them really. I mean 
you do have a relationship with them so you do know stuff about them and obviously you get 
other people involved like foster carers, parents or teachers. You try an engage other 
professionals with it and you just have to try and write as best you can and hope that in 6 
months time that they will be engaging a bit more and be ready to review it really. 

I :  So aside from the Pathway Plan of 6 months review, you also hold a 3 month review? 
P: Yeah, we have 3 months to write the initial one which consists of a part one and a part two. 
Part one is the initial assessment so it is like a questionnaire, like can the young person 
budget their money? Do they have a doctor, a dentist etc? The second part is looking at 
things to try and help them engage, maybe in education. Have they got a Connexions 
adviser, if they haven'to, is one being set up? You basically have to set out what you are 
going to do. Then in 6 months you go back and review the part two. 

Obviously if the young person gets taken into custody within that 6 months that part two is 
going to change quite dramatically because they are not going to engage with stuff in the 
community because they can 't. However, if you have got someone when you have written 
the initial Pathway Plan, who are saying that they dono't want to engage with education anod 
has then started a hairdressing course, because they have found that they love hairdressing 
then in 6 months you will obviously go back and review that part two and say right, well X, Y, 
Z has happened, what do we need to change ? So the part one kind of remains the same and 
it is just the part two that is changed and updated. 

I :  Are you aware of any liaison difficulties between different agencies who would be contacted 
to work with young men in this particular stage of their lives? (i.e . , Housing, Education, 
Employment)? 
P: I mean we have a really good set up and a good protocol with Bedfordshire Housing which 
our young people have to present 6 weeks before their 18  birthday with an updated version of 
their Pathway Plan. So their present as homeless 6 weeks before their 18  birthday if we think 
they are ready to live independently. The housing then see their Pathway Plan and make a 
decision themselves whether they think they could cope with the tenancy, cope with the 
budget and aren't going to get into rent arrears. 

They will then be given the maximum points on the housing register and get a house asap. 
They cannot hold a tenancy until they are 18  and they can't claim benefits until they are 1 8. 
If, for whatever reason, they don't end up presenting 6 weeks before their 18 birthday, if you 
are a young single male, then you stand very little chance of getting a council house because 
you are not seen as priority. So you would be kind of in the mercy of local authority housing 
in terms of hostels and things like that in the area. 

The most difficult category is young people with mental health. That is the most. . .  or young 
offenders, which predominantly end up being males. Young offenders are very rarely female, 
I mean they do exist buto, big time offenders are normally males. I think that a lot of girls do 
have that kind of sensible streak in them which is quite different to males. 

If girls get pregnant it is seen as an advantage to them because they get housed very quickly. 
If you were a female and you didn't present as homeless 6 weeks before you were 1 8  and 
then you feel pregnant then you would be placed as a priority because having a child places 
you in the vulnerable category. That can never happen for men. I mean if men miss the slot, 
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then for whatever reason before their 18 birthday, then they will go on the housing list but they 
will wait, goodness knows how long because they are not classed as vulnerable. 

Lots of our females do actually end up getting pregnant for a whole heap of reasons. That 
obviously can never happen for guys and leaves them out on a limb really. But, in terms of, I 
mean, I guess in terms of housing and stuff, we have a pretty good set-up. I financial policy is 
pretty clear about our set-up. The only category that does let us down is asylum seekers. I 
have got a young guy who is an unaccompanied asylum seeker and lives in Reading and 
can 't get a house for love nor money because he is not a Reading care leaver. Even in terms 
of benefits there are so many different things that he doesn't fall into the right category for. 
They are particularly vulnerable just in terms of the fact that if they haven't got leave to remain 
that that is a whole other waiting game. 

He went through a really stressful time waiting to see if he had got remaining leave to stay in 
this country permanently and that put all the benefits on hold. He arrived in the country when 
he was 14 and didn't know anybody. All his family got blown up and were dead. The only 
reason that Bedfordshire took him into care was because he got off a lorry in Bedfordshire. 
He has no ties in this area. He lived in Bedford for 3 months and then got moved to Reading. 
So he is really vulnerable and he is living in a hostel. He is in education and he is really 
working hard and wants to better himself and is living in this pit of a hostel which is just not 
the best environment for him. Because he is a male, he is not seen as particularly vulnerable 
·but he is. He desperately needs his own space so that he can study and do well. He doesn't 
need to hear blaring music at 4am in the morning from the drunk guy down the hall. He really 
does need to live independently and is completely ready for it. 

There are so many things that are stopping him. Luckily because of our financial policye, 
because he is in education we will remain paying his rent so if he can find private 
accommodation. Even so, that in itself, at 19 on your own, without parents, looking for 
accommodation is hard, it is tough. He is doing incredibly well and is achieving so much but 
the fact that he is not seen as vulnerable, in my opinion is quite weird. 

He has said that he doesn't want to claim benefits and that he doesne't want to rob the state. 
That he wants to get a good job and get a house of his own. Yet every door is being 
slammed in his face really. 

Connexions are really good with our young people and I think further education and 
employment, since leaving care was set up 6 years ago, I think there has been a dramatic 
change. I think finally people are starting to realise that to actually keep this young people on 
the straight and narrow they do need ajob. The main thing that we hear is that our young 
people do not want to engage. 

Loads of our young people left school at 1 6  and they hated school and they don't want to go 
back there. The thought of doing exams again. With employment what normally happens is 
that they say that they don't want to do nothing and claim benefits. They then get incredibly 
bored and then find out that they actually do want a job. I think it is difficult for some of our 
young people in terms of the grades that they got at school, perhaps thinking that 
employment are going to look at them. But I don't think we come up against any difficulties 
with education and employment. Everything that I have been involved in they have always 
been really helpful. 

The main area that we have a real battle with is the young offending team or probation. It is 
really difficult with young offenders because they often have so many people involved in their 
lives, like they will have the YOT team, they will have us, they will have the tagging system 
that is there for curfews and stuff like that. I have got a young person that has just been 
released from custody and he has got to do so many different things every single day and 
YOT don 't feel that they have to keep us informed about things like that, when actually they 
do. 

Obviously YOT are offering them a service but so are we in a completely different way to the 
YOT. Actually after his 3 months licence is up then I am going to be the one left around for 
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that person, it's not going to be YOT anymore because he has done his 3 months, if he 
makes it that long. There have been a couple of times where I have not been informed about 
this specific person and stuff has got out of control and he has sort of ended up not knowing 
where he is supposed to be or out on a limb, or just left vulnerable. 

Probation are such that if your face does not fit with them then they don't want to know. 
There are some young people that I know and men especially that would never get 
accommodated in a probation hostel because of their previous. In my opinion I think, well you 
are probation and you are there to offer a service. You cant discriminate against someone 
because of what they have done. Other hostels can but you are a probation hostel. You are 
primarily there for people who are coming out of custody. You cant say I don 't want to take 
them on because I don't like them. If I did that I would have no kids on my caseload. 

You cant discriminate against someone because of what they have done, especially in the 
area of probation. It is so difficult because obviously after 18  we have no obligation financially 
towards those young people. We don't have to fund their housing but when they are released 
from custody they are incredibly vulnerable. If you are an 1 8  year old male being released 
from prison, you have to present as homeless, you are at the hands of the local authority and 
they will put you in a hostel. The likelihood is that you are going to end up with the wrong 
crowd and before you know it you are back in prison. 

In terms of emotional support and meeting with them we still have an obligation to them until 
they are 21, 24 if they are in full time education. In terms offinancially, we don't pay them a 
weekly allowance because they can access benefits. We don't need to support them 
financially. At 1 6, depending on what kind of care leaver you are you are entitled to £45-50 
living allowance, you get help with learning to drive, you get help with clothing and things like 
that. At 18  you can access benefits, so we don't really need to financially support you. 

Obviously sorting all that stuff out, waiting for JSA, waiting for housing benefits, waiting for all 
those things can take up to like 14 weeks. If you come out of prison and you have got nothing, 
like no clothes, no where to live, you are Jiving in a hostel and you cant buy food, you are 
really on your own, really on your own. I mean, we will support our young people as much as 
we can, like if they come here we will give them food vouchers. They can go to Tescos and 
buy food and things like that. We will often give them a loan and they can pay back, in terms 
of buying clothing and things like that. 

Also, JSA are good with crisis loans. If you go in with your young person and say look, he 
has applied for JSA and he doesn't get it for another 1 2  weeks, this is his situation. They are 
pretty good at saying you can access a crisis loan and go from there. It is just a mind field 
really especially when young people come out of prison. A real mind field, especially if you 
have got early release, you have got certain things that you have got to comply with until your 
licensing period is up. You have to report to YOT everyday or the police station at the 
weekend. It really is a difficult time and what normally happens is that they don 't get to the 
end of their licensing period and they end up in prison again. 

It is just the easy way. I mean all my young people say that they hate prison when they are 
there but actually, you know I spoke to one of my young people a few months ago and he 
said you know I am warm, I have a bed., I have food, it is pretty easy. There is a routine and 
while I am here, I may be able to access drugs in prison and things like that but I am already 
here so the worst that is going to happen is that I am going to get in trouble for it and a smack 
on the hand. Yet if I was outside then I have the fear of being caught. All of our young 
people know the system inside out so they know that if they get 4 months they will only do 2 
or if they get 2 years they will only do a year. They know that that is the way it is and it is 
really sad because a Jot of them have got to the stage where they will go back to prison then. 

I :  Do you have any ideas about how collaboration between d ifferent agencies could be 
improved? 
P: I Just think that it is communication really, it is about keeping all parties informed. It is 
about saying that X, Y, Z has happened. I mean I can think of one situation where I travelled 
to Henley, which is about a 2hr drive from here, to go to a review for a young person and the 
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date had been changed and the YOT didn 't let me know. I got into Henley and I got into the 
prison and they said it had been changed and you kind of think, that is a day out of my 
working day, that is a lot when you do a job like this. A whole day, you think I travelled 2 
hours there and 2 hours back, I am not going to get hardly anything done when I get back to 
the office. 

It is just about realising that actually we provide a service as well, and obviously when young 
people are released from custody YOT and probation are highly important if they are to stay 
out of prison. But after their licensing period who is left to pick up the pieces? If they are 
lucky they might get a weekly or bi.weekly meeting with their YOT worker just to see how 
things are going but it is us that are predominantly remaining for the next 2 years of their lives 
until they tum 21. You know it is us that are going to be there. 

So I think it is just about communicating. I mean mufti.agency working is so important in the 
job that we do. I don't think you understand how important it is until your actually doing the 
job but in also in terms of child protection and stuff like that it is so important that everybody is 
really honest with each other. Sometimes I think, I always agree that confidentiality is so 
important but between professionals I think there needs to be a bit more openness. 

I :  How do you th ink practical ly that you could improve the communication? 
P: I think one thing in this department in Bedfordshire that has been looked at for ages is 
having palm computers that we can sort of tap into at anytime, which would be absolutely 
fantastic. They have like system where you put them on your computer and that information 
gets sent into your main computer. Now in terms of stuff like picking up emails, you know 
keeping up to date with day•to•day things that is fantastic. That is the only way that when you 
are out that you can really access everything that is going on. 

I think technology is changing and that is a really important part of it. I think there is always 
going to be mistakes that happen and there is always going to be phone calls that don't get 
picked up or emails that don 't get read for what ever reason but I just think it is just about 
being aware that there are other people involved with this young person and all relevant 
parties need to be informed about what's going on. Whether that is about what hostel they 
are staying at, talking to their key worker, their social worker, their YOT worker, whatever it 
mayobe. 

Also parents sometimes. Some of the parents don't like the route that their children have 
taken and want to be kept informed. Unless this young person says to me that they don't 
want their mum or dad to know they then have a right to be told. It is only if the young person 
says no, then obviously I have to. 

I :  You mentioned about YOT keeping the leaving care team informed , do you feel that there 
are systems in place within leaving care that offers the same communication about the young 
person to other organisations? 
P: I would really like to hope that we do. I mean our team has really come on in the last 2 
years I would say. I mean I have only worked here for 4 months but what I have heard things 
are starting to change. I just think communication is so important. Like I said, I would keep 
everybody informed, even their parents, unless the young person said to me I don't want you 
to tell my mum, in which case I would honour that. They are over 1 6  and they have the right 
to confidentiality. I would try keep all avenues of communication open because I just think 
that is the only way to support the young person. We are all working towards the same thing 
you know, that is the only way you can truly support them. 

I :  Why do you th ink that so many young men do not seek help when they are distressed or 
concerned about things? 
P: I think there is a real . . .. like if I think about my dad and my brother and then I think about 
myself, my mum and my sister. I think women are naturally more able to talk about crisis in 
their lives. I don't know why that is, but I think that men maybe feel that they have to be 
stronger. Especially if you think about up bringing and things, if you have got a young guy 
who is being physically abused, they may just think that they have to take all of that and that 
actually seeking help and advice is not what men do. 
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Even down to small things like a boy being told by his father that men don't cry. That kind of 
weakness is not allowed. Umm, I just think that men, I think as boys grow older, I actually in 
my opinion that they are more vulnerable than girls. If you are out on a night out, very few 
men would hit a girl in public, even if they were going through domestic violence at home. 
Men are more likely to get involved in violence, more likely to get involved in crime, more 
likely to get involved in drugs, etc, etc. Because I think there is just that thing in them that 
takes more risk. 

My brother was the risk taker in our family. We have all had the same up bringing. It was my 
brother that went and experimented with drugs and drank alcohol and did all of those things. 
Why? I don't know. But me and my sister, we never did that, it was never in us. So I think 
that .. like my dad never goes to the doctors and things like that. There are so many young 
people . . .  .like this week I have just broken through with this particular young person. I have 
said to him I really think you need to have some counselling for the stuff that has gone on in 
your past. You can talk to me all about those things but actually counselling takes a 
completely different slant on things. 

When you are a professional counsellor it is completely different and we have battled with this 
for about 3 months and finally this week he has just agreed that actually maybe he does need 
to seek more professional advice. The battle I had with him because it was seen as a 
weakness, I don't need a counsellor, I don't need anyone to talk to about my problems. Some 
of our girls are like that because they have had to be because of the upbringing they have 
had. But a lot of our girls are more able to talk about how they feel. 

Even if they won't openly talk about how they feel they will suggest things. They will kind of 
give you a pointer so you will say, arhh, this is what you are thinking, this is what you are 
feeling. But I just find our young boys and young men just really don't know how to do that. I 
think it is about giving them the tools and the right services with the right people to help them 
feel comfortably in accessing those kinds of things. And telling them that it is not a weakness, 
you know sometimes we all need to ask someone for help. 

Even with things like getting girls and things like that. Guys have to be more like that, in 
terms of the world that we live in. That is the kind of thing . . .  like boys play football and rugby 
and all that other stuff. Girls don't do that, they don't engage in that. Girls can be girlie and 
like makeup but boys have to put on this strong kind of front to exist sometimes. To kind of 
live their life. 

I :  What about the barriers that you perceive may be there for those young men who tend to be 
reluctant to come forward? 
P: Umm, I think we are getting better. I think there is more of a realisation. I think it is hard 
because I do think that girls are seen as far more vulnerable than boys. Now obviously in 
some situations they are. But boys can so easily, girls can as well, but boys can so easily be 
pulled into the wrong things. I don't know what we do really to kind of target that. Because 
often it is too late, often it is 3 months too late. My honest answer is that I don't know how we 
target that barrier or that bravado. 

I do think it is about being consistent. With all our young people consistency is the key 
because the young people here have been let down, let down and let down, throughout their 
whole lives. Not just by their parents but often by professionals and it is about having 
someone who holds them in high regard and who says that you are worth it. You are worth 
sorting your life out. That is what I said to my young person last week, I said, you are worth 
talking about this. You are worth somebody's time to listen to you. 

A lot of it comes down to low self-esteem, not feeling that they are worthy. Feeling that they 
should not bother people. Even down to things like keeping their house clean and tidy. 
Changing their bedsheets, things like that. They don't do it because they don't think they are 
worth it. Why do I want to change my sheets ? Well they are the kinds of things that we learn 
from our parents. My mum never taught me how to change a bed, I just watched her do it. 
She have to mop the floor x amount of times a year. 
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There was no calculation in things, but I learnt those things because my mum did it. I think 
that girls are naturally more domesticated but for boys it is more difficult. If you haven't had a 
mum or dad or a main carer that has shown you how to do those things that is really hard to 
learn for a male in their life. I have got a couple of boys that are doing really well, good jobs, 
good flats. Excellent, fantastic but both of them only got taken into care because their mum 
had died and their dads could no longer cope. You know, one of them had 5 years with his 
mum and the other 9 years and that really made a different. Some of my other young men 
who have had parents with mental health issues, and who have been in and out of hospital, it 
is a completely different story. They cant manage their Jives, they cant manage their money, 
nothing. 

When you have had those formative years, it just makes such a difference on how you turn 
out in later life because you have had an attachment with somebody. Somebody has cared 
for you and the only reason you have ended up in care is because that person died. That is 
obviously really sad but you know that you are not there because they didn't Jove you, but you 
are there because of circumstances. 

I :  Some young people turn to their peers for that attachment. 
P: Yeah, I mean I have just been on a course for 2 days last week about attachment and 
resilience. About how if you don't formed that attachment to somebody that is it really, You 
are kind of doomed for the next few years definitely. 

I do feel that you get to a stage where you begin to enter adulthood and where if there is an 
opportunity within the family, where an organisation like this could start teaching you to attach 
to yourself. Really that is part of your formative years, that attachment is not so much about 
attaching to a mother but it is really learning and being taught to attach to yourself. What 
happens is, is that if you don't learn that attachment then, I mean even in 'normal' families 
some children don 't learn how to attach to who they really are. They don't have a sense of 
self. I think in teenage years, it almost explodes because all of a sudden there is this innate 
need to find who I am now. Who am I? Who do I look too to tell me who I am? I have got 
no-one around to give me consistent messages but that guy Pete over there, he is a cool guy 
and I kind of like how he lives. He might be a druggie, whatever but I don't know who I am. 
That can be the same thing with returning to prison. I don't know who I am but this system 
tells me I am a shit person. I don't know my way in life this prison actually gives me a label. 

I think if more organisations could get to grips with, not so much the practical skills which I 
think are really fundamental, core skills. But, if they could get to grips with, how do we get 
young people, and I think you could use schools to start learning just before they hit 
adolescence, about looking at who am I and how do I define myself. 
Also we know. we know from research done in further education that not very many people 
learn by sitting in rows and listening to somebody. Even teachers now are beginning to 
realise that maybe that is not the best way to teach a lesson. But predominately our 
education system has aspired to those people and lends itself to those people who are 
academic. Who can write essays and stuff like that. I was never like that in school but I got by 
because I have got enough about me and a good enough up bringing to know that you just 
have to get your head down sometimes and to get on with it. 

But for the young people that we work with they don't want to go back to school because 
nobody is engaging with them. Nobody is sort trying to make school 'kind of fun ' if you like. I 
have got a young person in a secure unit, I mean she is a girl. I know that there are probably 
boys out there who are exactly the same. She has nobody. Her mum wants nothing to do 
with her, nobody goes to visit her. I go visit her every week because she has nobody else 
and her self-esteem does not exist. She has been treated like a bit of rubbish all throughout 
her life. She said to me, I wish that I had never been born. I kind of thought yeah you 
probably do wish that you have never been born. 

There are so many of our young people like that and that is boys and girls. If you have had 
those formative years and you have formed an attachment with somebody it will make such a 
difference to how you turn out. 
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I :  I am interested in looking at ways services can be improved to help young men with their 
transition to independence. Do you have any ideas about what kind of approaches m ight 
make it easier for young men? 
P: Good question, umm, [long pause]. I think with things like the Prince 's Trust mentoring 
system that we have. I have just set that up for one of my young people. He has just started. 
That is amazing because they don't feedback to us, they don't feedback to their parents and it 
is a relationship that can be built as strong or as little as they want. There are no regulations 
to it, it is just a completely free relationship that is there for young people to explore and has 
done amazing things for some of our young people who are just moving into independence 
and need that bit of extra support. 

Especially when there are time constraints from us and things like that. The Princes Trust 
can make such a difference. They do activity weeks away. For self-esteem, for guys, if you 
can get a young man to engage in abseiling, I mean they may not be engaging in education 
but they are engaging in something. Something that may give them a sense of self worth and 
motivate them. They meet other friends who have been perhaps in the same boat. It can 
really stop that kind of loneliness that they are feeling and can perhaps move them away from 
a bad group of peers to a good group. 

That I think is a really good tool that we use with our young people here. Also we know have 
within our service we have peer mentoring. Like a befriending system so if perhaps the 
young person is not engaging with adults very well then we can try to find a peer for them. 
Try and find another 1 6  year old who can try and come along, who may be a bit more sorted 
and kind of help them with the things of everyday life. They are really for those young people 
who aren't quite into independence yet but are perhaps living with foster carers and are going 
to be going into independence soon. They can kind of see someone who has maybe already 
made that transftion. 

We also have a thing called 'Total Respect' which is really good for our young people and 
good for us as workers. Really good for the young person to get involved in and see a 

different side of things. We have just actually set up something here with a music company 
where young people can get involved in producing a music video. They can get involved with 
any part they want. They can be involved in the whole video to the end or they can be 
involved in just the makeup or the editing or the on set filming. Things like that. I think for our 
young people it is about finding out about what they are good at and what they like . 

Sometimes it is also about finding out about what they don't like. Actually that is a good thing 
to tick off your list as well. You know, go for it, if you don't like it, it doesn't matter. If you go 
abseiling for a week in Cambridgeshire and you don't like it, at least you know you don't like it. 
That is about formulating their opinion, formulating how they feel and how they think. So it is 
OK, why don't you like it. That actually helps them to identify who they are. I think we are 
really into, is this going to be a/right for me, and I suggest, well try it. Try and see. 

I have tried jobs, before this job and some jobs I hated and some I liked and this job I love. I 
think that is about allowing them to say I really liked that, I really enjoyed that or you know 
what I hated this. At least we know that it is not of interest to you then. 

I :  That can be particularly appealing for young men because they wont see it as getting in 
touch with my feelings. If you are asking them a few questions afterwards for reflection they 
may think, oh I hadn't thought of that. 
P: Yes, and that is a really good way to go with boys. Boys, I think naturally want an end 
result from things. They are quite practically minded. You know give my mum a map and she 
hasn't got a clue but give my dad a map and he will take you anywhere. I think that it is really 
important with boys that they know what is going to be the outcome of this. 

This is what I spoke to my young man about who has just engaged in counselling. He was 
like, what am I going to get out of this? What is going to be the end result? In 6 weeks time 
when I have had 6 sessions what is going to change in my life? I think sometimes you have 
to say I don't know but surely it can only help things get better. If you go to one session and 
hate it that is fine, then just tell me and I will cancel it, and that is fine. Give it a go and what 
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you might get out of it is actually that this might really help you with the steps you have got to 
take to turn your life around and get you out of the place of whatever you are feeling right 
now. 

It could possibly be for the young person a fear of committing to something. At the moment 
my life is up and down and I am not committed to anything. If I am tied into anything then I 
have got to stick with it and I am not use to that. Therefore I am outside my comfort zone. At 
the moment I don't know where I am going, my life is topsy-turvy and I have got no control. 
Even if it is horrible it is something that I am familiar with. I think as well for a lot of our boys, 
you know a lot of work I do with our guys is solution based questions. Trying to help them 
find a solution in something. I also do a thing called scaling. I don't know whether you have 
heard of it? You put O at one end and 10  at the other and you say that 0 is the worst that you 
can ever feel. You can't go below 0 and 10  is amazing, the best. Where would you put 
yourself on this scale? 

Sometimes they say maybe 2 or 3 and then you say where do you want to be? Where would 
you like to go? I say don't go to 10 because that is a really big jump. Try somewhere in 
between. They will often say 6 or 7 and then I say, right what do you need to do to jump to 5? 
Then what do you need to do to move to 6 and 7 so that they kind of see it in practical steps. 
So to get me from 3 to 5 I need to do this, this and this. Therefore if it is getting a job, I help 
you write your CV, you then meet me next week with 2 interview dates and then I can come 
with you. I will not do it for them, they can drop the CV's off. They have to do the work but I 
will empower them to do it. That is what they need someone to support them and stand there 
and say well done, you did that all by yourself. 

This is the problem and how do we solve it? For boys that works really well. The practical 
black and white, right this is what you need to do. You know things like if you had a magic 
wand what would you realistically wish for. Now what do we need to do to get you to that 
place. Things like asking, if you were abseiling down a cliff who would you get to hold the 
rope? Getting them to look at, well who do I really trust in my life? Would I put anybody at the 
top of that cliff? Lots of the time, especially our boys say that they don 't know. I don't have 
any good friends, I don't have anything to do with my family. I don't know. Then it is about 
exploring, OK how do we change that? How do we get to a place where you know of a 
person you can trust? Are they at the Princes Trust maybe? We could potentially put you in 
places, organisation where you may eventually find somebody to put at the top of that cliff. 
That will make a dramatic difference in your life. 

I: Is there anything else you would like to add that I haven't asked you in regards to this 
important transition for young men? 
P: No, I really do think about looking at how to solve problems with guys is really important. 
You know giving them a task and reason. Giving them a task before you meet them next 
time. 

I :  So, for a recommendation, it is acknowledging that this is actually happening in your 
everyday practice and is seen to be making a d ifference? 
P: Yes, definitely and just trying to help them to see. Like a lot of our young men that come 
out of custody will say that I never want to go back in there again and they say I never want to 
end up back in prison again. It is acknowledging that that is a big target that they are setting 
themselves to say that you are never, ever, ever going back. What things would we have to 
put in place to stop that from happening. It is a good goal to have but if you are just going to 
aim for that then you are going to fail. That is not what I want. I don't want any of my young 
people to fail because they have had that all their life. 

It is about helping them to put the steps in place and they might be tiny minute steps like I am 
going to shop for myself or budget my money. Building their self worth and helping them to 
see that actually life in prison does not have to exist for me but it is going to have to be really 
small steps along the road to not go back there. I mean we also have a partnership that we 
deal with a lot called Anglian Care Trust which is specifically for young offenders who are 
released from custody and go into independence. 
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They will go in every week and meet with the offenders. I think it might only be for males, I 
am not sure. But when they go into independence the Anglian Care Trust will go in and visit 
them every week I think for as long as they need, within reason. Hopefully our young person 
within 2-3 months can begin to cope without additional support. They are brilliant because 
when they come out of prison they are only 1 8. They may only engage with probation, then 
they are a really good contact to actually see someone every week to help them with basic 
skills. 
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INTERVIEW P6 - 06.02.07 

I :  Could you describe your role in relation to young people and describe the types of 
circumstances where you come into contact with them what is it exactly what you do for 
them? 
P: Right, umm, my role is split in as much of being a supervisor for practitioners here that 
work with young people and also managing a caseload of approximately 1 7  cases and they 
range from children all over the age of 16  and under the age of 21 years of age. Umm, 
probably half of those are looked after under the Children Acts, whether it be under Section 
20 or Section 31. They are in the range of between 16 and 18. When the care order ends at 
18  then subsequently half of the caseload is those that are over 18  and are receiving a 
leaving and after care service. Which involves, in all of that basically face-to-face contact with 
young people, umm, at the minimum 6 weekly, 12 weekly for some of them and, umm, that's 
the two kind of points that contact frequency is set at. 

Then obviously telephone contact as well with young people. Basically the job is to try and 
get them to look forward towards independence for those that are particularly looked after and 
are looking towards their 1 fih [birthday], when their care order expires. For those that are 
already 18 it is basically trying to settle them into an independent way of life so that at 21 
years of age, which is when we normally finish working with them, unless they are in full time 
education, in which case we can carry on working with them up until the end of that particular 
course that they are on, it is about trying to help them to get on with independent life really. 
Whether that be. dealing with day to day bills, or it might be trying to deal with relationships. 

It could be a whole range of things really. I mean a lot of these kids have been damaged in 
the past and it takes a lot longer for them to sort of get back to , in quotes, 'normal' life than it 
does most other kids who have the support of their families even up to sometimes when they 
are married and beyond. Of if they lead the single life still for a lot longer than some of these 
kids who have got the opportunity to have someone come and support them really. Umm, 
does that kind of hit the mark, is that the kind of stuff you want to know? 

I :  My research is focusing upon the support offered to young men who are leaving Looked
After Children Services and moving into independence. Do you have any thoughts about the 
recent implementation of the Pathway Plans to assist the young person in this transition? 
P: Umm, I think they are really crucial to any work that we do, in the sense that although it is 
sometimes difficult to engage young people in the concept of why we need to do this 
paperwork and sometimes they do see it as paperwork. You know, obviously there are kind 
of ways that we can still plan without kind of necessarily sitting down with them with the plan 
and going through the questionnaire. Umm, but just try to stress the importance that it is a 
document, which actually gives some meaning to work that we are doing with them. It gives 
them the opportunity to express their views about the service that they are receiving or the 
sorts of things that they want support with, to identify their needs. Basically to set some 
objectives for meeting those needs in a clear and concise way. Then subsequently review 
periodically to make sure that we are doing the job sufficiently for them and that we are 
actually meeting their needs. 

I think without that [the Pathway Plan] you can kind of get a bit lost in what you are doing if 
you haven't got something to kind of ground yourself in really. So it is kind of like a grounding 
document that is really important. 

I: What about it's effectiveness? 
P: Effectiveness? What in terms of the work that we do? [In terms of the Pathway Plan], 
yeah I think so, you go back and revisit the objectives that you haven't set and if you haven 't 
met them then you kind of go back to the drawing board. You know, you often have to do that 
a lot sooner than the 6 months review but you record that elsewhere. Then when you kind of 
formally review the plan then that is when you put in what has been going on for the last 6 
months. It helps you keep a track of the goals that you set and where you have got too. 
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I: Are you aware of any liaison difficulties between d ifferent agencies who would be contacted 
to work with young men in this particular stage of their lives? (i.e., Housing, Education, 
Employment)? 
P: Umm, yeah, what locally? Difficulties . . .  so you don't want to hear good stories. Housing 
local authorities is quite a good relationship because we have got a protocol with them so that 
works quite well. Which means we can fast track young people into accommodation at 1 8. 
Umm, there is quite a big shortage of appropriate accommodation for care leavers so that is 
kind of a major difficulty really. Some of the hostels are really not equipped to deal the kind of 
complexities that care leavers have. 

We sometimes have problems with community mental health teams. There isn 't a kind of 
established protocol with them. Sometimes it is difficult to get young people just a kind of 
assessment really and we have to try and encourage them [the young people] to go through 
their GP which is often the quickest route to get them in, rather then us [LAC Team] making 
the referral. 

Umm, the Connexions Service can be kind of hit and miss really. Some workers are really 
good and other workers the young people feel that they kind of don 't really do much for them. 
Umm, I am trying to think of what kind of other agencies there are really. Job Centre Plus, 
umm, the difficulties there really are trying to make new claims is the biggest problem. There 
is now a contact number that you have to call and sometimes you can't get through and you 
can spend hours on the phone trying to get through. I don't know how they [the young 
people] manage to do it really because some haven't got the income to even make that initial 
phone call. They have to go down to the job centre to do that. 

There is a real difficulty making claims. Sometimes there is quite a delay in getting beneftts. 
We obviously try to compensate for that by trying to provide them with income for that interim 
period until their benefit kick in. Umm, sometimes that can cause problems if the Benefits 
office becomes aware of that because they then say that they have an income for 4 weeks 
and therefore we are not going to pay them [the young person] for that period. So sometimes 
it doesn't always work in their favour. 

I :  Do you have any ideas about how collaboration between different agencies could be 
improved? 
P: Umm, yeah we are trying with Connexions, to have them in the office and they provided a 
drop in service for us. Once a week I think or maybe once a fortnight. It's a little while ago 
now. But the take up was really poor and I think generally quite a lot of young people don't 
really see the benefit of Connexions. Umm, so I don't know, I mean it is a kind of . . .. 

I :  Is that really down to Connexion's marketing do you think? 
P: Possibly, yeah. Possibly they are not kind of selling themselves in the right way. So, 
maybe that needs looking at. We have certainly tried to work more closely with them and 
they said they were willing to do that but obviously the take up was pretty poor in relations to 
Connexions. 

Benefits, is a difficult one really, I am not sure we could possibly change things at a local 
level. Would you say it is more of a strategic level? Of course, of course. So I am not sure 
how we can kind of impact there really. The things that we have managed to do is like local 
authorities, housing, like I said that we set up a protocol with them which works really well. A 
kind of a local level that is easier to do. 

I :  Is that a similar thing with CAMH? 
P: I think there are senior management looking at that kind of whole issue because it has 
been it has been a debate for a long time. I think things are being done to look at that 
although I am not sure where we are at that with that. 
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I: Why do you think that so many young men do not seek help when they are distressed or 
concerned about things? 
P: Umm, it could be the gender thing. Kind of men, generally, sometimes find it difficult to 
express their emotions. Umm, you know society depicts men as being kind of strong and 
tough and kind of dealing with their emotions and not really talking about things with other 
people, umm that could be partly the reason. Umm, I don't know some of our young people, I 
think the majority of workers in the service are women.. I am probably the only guy here, well 
there is another actually, Steven he joined us recently. Umm, maybe men find it more difficult 
to talk to women than they do to men, umm I don 't know. 

Some cases in particular, looking at their backgrounds, not having kind of parent figures in 
their Jives. So maybe that is kind of an issue as well, I am not sure. Umm, I am struggling a 
bit now. 

I: What about the barriers that you perceive may be there for those young men who tend to be 
reluctant to come forward? 
P: Umm, I think kind of the whole relationship really with Social Workers for some of them is a 
kind of a Jove, hate relationship maybe. Lots of changes of workers over the years doesn't 
fair well with kind of forming relationships. Sometimes they get a really good worker and 
some of them will say '/ had a really good social worker, this that and the other and then they 
kind of left'. 

It is hard to build relationships with young people. The kind of more frequently you see them 
really the greater chance you have with trying to have some impact in their lives, where they 
feel they can trust you and open up and talk to you. Umm, that is sometimes difficult with the 
pressures of work. There is a lot of paperwork in this job and to be able to try and foster that 
sort of relationship really. Often they talk to other people around them, with different kind of 
support networks. When they come to you {social worker}, they are really kind of desperate 
for something that they cant get help with elsewhere. So you often your role tends to be more 
about trying to co-ordinate things. Making sure that their needs are being met elsewhere, 
rather than actually directly providing kind of emotional support for them really. 

I :  I am interested in looking at ways services can be improved to help young men with their 
transition to independence. Do you have any ideas about what kind of approaches might 
make it easier for young men? 
P: What as trying to engage with them better? Umm, kind of focus groups perhaps. Looking 
at the kind of issues for them, the impact of the service on them. Just trying to get their views 
somehow really. I am not sure if we have tried that here. It hasn't happened whilst I have 
been here. That is kind of one way really to see how they feel about the kind of service they 
are getting really. 

There is a Youth Participation Officer within the service that does have the responsibility for 
those sorts of issues. I think we have done some work with her but not around the issues that 
you are looking at. 

I: Is there anyth ing else you would like to add that I haven't asked you in regards to this 
important transition for young men? 
P:  [Laughter] it is a bit early in the morning to be honest to engage the brain! 
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